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ABSTRACT

JOURNEYING THROUGH WIDOWHOOD

The Crystallization of a New Reality

Laurel L. Smith

This qualitative research project interviewed a group

of middle and upper - middle class widows who have been in

some way connected to a widow's social organization in order

to gain some understanding about " becoming " a widow . of

interest was the way in which widows , having undergone a

major life - transition , view themselves and deal with their

changing circumstances .

During the years of 1990 and 1991 , an unstructured

interview guide was used as a tool to obtain pertinent

information from thirty - seven informants who were encouraged

to discourse on their thoughts and experiences surrounding

the loss of their husbands and their subsequent lives alone .

Line by line examination of the collected data led to the

emergence of a number of related concepts which pointed to

the existence of commonly employed recovery strategies of

particular import .

It is concluded that widowhood is a biographical shock

likely to induce a crisis in identity . In their quest to

repair their damaged self - images , these widows attempt to

obtain a sufficient distance between themselves and their

lost relationship in order to achieve social and personal

relevance . Frequently , in the early stages of recovery ,
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this is accomplished by their involvement in " closure work "

in which they discard obsolete patterns of thought and

behavior . Examples of " closure work " include rendering the

experience real by ordering their physical world ,

ritualizing the loss and engaging in expository work . Later

stages are more likely characterized by the institution of

" individualization tactics " which are used to substitute

more situationally relevant patterns of behavior ,

particularly those having to do with social support

networks . These tactics may include focusing on self ,

dating and remarriage and / or the development of peer

relationships .

It was determined that , for this group of widows ,

family , coupled friends and male companions are less likely

than peer friendships to become the most significant

individualization tactic chosen . The ability to rely on

self was shown to be an unexpected and , often , welcome

consequence of being forced to contend with this particular

life - transition .
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Chapter One

JOURNEYING THROUGH WIDOWHOOD
The Crystallization of a New Reality

The institution of marriage has inspired much academic

discussion and research into its nature , its functionality

and its relative importance in modern society . Although ,

frequently , seen as in flux during the post - industrial

period , the family , particularly the nuclear unit of

husband , wife and children , has commonly been thought to

exhibit qualities which render it a significant source of

social and individual order and stability . Traditionally ,

sociological theorizing about marriage has emphasized its

contribution to staving off a sense of isolation and

uncertainty to which unconnected societal members are more

likely to be susceptible ( Durkheim , 1951 ) . On a more

microsociological level , Berger and Kellner ( 1964 : 1 ) have

described marriage as " a social arrangement that creates for

the individual the sort of order in which he can experience

his life as making sense . " The processes by which

individuals construct , maintain and modify what they believe

to be reality can be readily identified as dynamically

occurring within the segregated world of the family .

Because of the intimacy and continuous interaction it

encourages , the marital unit is particularly suited to the
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task of validating the " rightness " of how people endow their

lives with meaning .

The construction by individuals of their own sense of

what is real is never complete , however . Even the agreed

upon definitions which arise during interaction in an

ongoing marriage can be refined , enlarged upon or

significantly altered as two people travel through life and

accumulate the experiences and attitudes which make up their

shared biographies . If definitions of reality remain fluid

even in the face of ongoing conversations between husbands

and wives , it would seem that an individual's fundamental

sense of what is real could be dramatically shaken in the

case of the death of a spouse . The sudden demise of a world

produced by a man and woman in which they felt secure and at

home with their common definitions and routines is a

biographical transition fraught with a considerable amount

of reality instability , the existence of which would

inevitably encourage the adoption of new patterns of

thinking and behaving . Marriage has been described as a

settling down or as a state which results in the narrowing

of future horizons in that the couple's world becomes

subject to external and internal limitations of behavior

( Berger and Killner , 1964 ) . The loss of a spouse , then ,

frees the remaining partner from the confines of the

socially and personally defined institution of marriage ,

thereby , widening the range of meaning and action

alternatives which can be and , perhaps , must be considered

and decided among .
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Although it is within the realm of possibility that one

could ultimately experience a positive outcome in spite of

this untoward event , the widow or widower who would have

certainly chosen another fate than that which he or she has

been forced to face is torn from a place in which a sense of

continuity prevailed and thrown into a state of uncertainty

and ambiguity . This and the loss of a love object and

companion causes an intense emotional upheaval . The ongoing

interaction with a truly significant other which had served

to construct and maintain the definitions which gave the

world form and meaning suddenly is no longer a viable source

of continuity and validation .

Having depended so heavily on the marital relationship

for this purpose , the spouse who is left behind may feel

ill - equipped to singularly deal with the world at hand . In

fact , so much that was once taken - for - granted , particularly

the interactive relationship with the departed spouse , now ,

no longer operates to give the remaining partner a sense of

what to expect . Writing in his diary after the death of

this wife , the novelist C. S. Lewis ( 1961 : 29 ) describes his

struggle to come to terms with the suspension of the reality

confirming interaction he once shared with his wife . When

such a devastating loss occurs , proceeding with everyday

life appears to become unpredictable and , therefore ,

problematic .

And grief still feels like fear . Perhaps ,
more strictly , like suspense . Or like
waiting ; just hanging about waiting for
something to happen . It gives life a
permanently provisional feeling .
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The absence of the person who had shared and confirmed his

thoughts and feelings left this grieving man suspended in

time and unable to envision the future .

I think I am beginning to understand why
grief feels like suspense . It comes from
the frustration of so many impulses that
had become habitual . Thought after
thought , feeling after feeling , action
after action , had H. for their object .
Now their target is gone . I keep on

through habit fitting an arrow to the
string ; then I remember and have to lay
the bow down . So many roads lead thought
to H. I set out on one of them . But now

there's an impassable frontierpost across
it . So many roads once ; now so many cul
de sac .

Reality can be sustained and embedded in the process of

taking part in reciprocal role related interaction during a

marriage . The role of marital partner has been described by

enumerating various tasks that have been associated with it

( Nye and Hoffman , 1974 ) . Husbands and wives can act as

therapeutic sounding boards , community liaisons , kinship

providers , sexual and recreational partners , as well as

providers of personal expertise like those associated with

homemaking and / or financial skills . The termination of both

the receipt and the provision of these role related tasks

can severely disrupt the life pattern of the surviving

spouse , along with his / her ability to feel comfortable in

the midst of what , up until their loss occurred , where

familiar surroundings and routines . Interestingly , it has

been suggested that , because the middle class family tends

to emphasize couple - companionate husband - wife relations , a

particularly major realignment of roles is often necessary
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after the death of one of the partners from this social

class ( Lopata , 1969 , 1973 ) .

Although life may present many role losses with which

the individual must deal , widowhood has been shown to be a

particularly stressful form of deprivation ( Holmes and Rahe ,

1967 ) . The fact that widows are more at risk for physical

deterioration and death than are other categories of people

attests to the stressful nature of this particularly

distressing loss ( Bradburn , 1969 ; Gorer , 1965 ; Harvey and

Bahr , 1974 ; Hiltz , 1977 ; Jacobs and Ostfeld , 1977 ; Lopata ,

1973 ; Madison and Walker , 1967 ; Parkes , 1965 , 1972 ; Rees and

Lutkins , 1967 ) . Since people's conception of self is often

closely connected to the roles in which they participate ,

the loss of such a clearly important one not only portends

the high probability that illness can develop but that a

serious crisis in identity will ensue as well .

Although at a higher risk , most widows do not suffer

pathological outcomes , however ( Lopata , 1973 , 1979 ) . The

transitional process from being one - half of a marital

partnership to becoming ■ widow , then , presents the

sociological investigator with a fertile area in which to

examine how people deal with drastic , unsolicited change

which calls into question their view of themselves and their

position in society . Designed with this thought in mind ,

this research effort collected data by asking a group of

older widows to share their accounts and feelings about

their personal experiences and social encounters since

becoming widowed in the hopes that sociological light can be
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shed on the process involved in building a new , personally

relevant and self - sustaining identity when the one that

prevailed before is no longer useful . The following

information was accumulated and analyzed in order to answer

three general questions about older widows :

1 . How do widows view themselves and
their circumstances after such a
traumatic change in status ?

2 . What strategies are applied in their
quest to survive emotionally , as well
as practically ?

3 . What are the personal and social
outcomes of any such efforts in terms
of how widows attend to their every
day lives and , ultimately , see
themselves and the people around them ?

It will be revealed through the presentation and analysis of

the data collected to answer these questions how this group

of women have labored , even under extreme life - altering

circumstances , to reorganize their internal and external

milieus in order to rebuild a self - image which has been

asseverely damaged by such a reality shattering event the

death of a husband . Chapter two will begin by reviewing the

theoretical and substantive contributions of researchers who

have also been interested in and have attempted to

understand this complex subject .
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Chapter Two

THE LITERATURE REVIEW
Widowhood : From Acute Grief to Recovery

Pulitzer Prize winner , Robert Butler ( 1975 ) , suggested

some years ago that enormous gains in the understanding of

how people survive and adapt to loss could be made by

studying those who are older and , therefore , have had to

cope with a life - time of such challenges . Certainly , the

death of a spouse is one such loss that has the power to

dramatically and irrevocably change an older person's life .

Because widowhood is such a powerful life - altering

experience , inquiry into its ramifications has the potential

to bring some understanding to the sociological community

about the coping strategies that may be applied by people

who must try to transcend and rise above this type of tragic

circumstance .

The social - scientific literature dealing with loss by

death , including that which results in widowhood in older

women , attempts to describe the phenomenon by dichotomously

studying and discussing those reactions to this experience

which occur shortly after the loss and those which are

considered more long - term behavioral manifestations .

Researchers interested in the early period following the

loss of a spouse are likely to emphasize the symptomology
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that grief can provoke and attempt to characterize people's

physical and psychological reactions as typically occurring

and predictably progressing through a number of distinctive

stages . Those research efforts which are concerned with

that which takes place as time progresses tend to examine

the role that social networks play in long - term recovery .

The existing literature will first be presented and ,

then , in chapter three , be shown to exhibit a number of

deficiencies and gaps in information , some of which will be

addressed by this current research effort . An overemphasis

on pathological symptomology in early widowhood which is

frequently looked at from a psychological point of view and

an underrepresentation of the recovery strategies applied as

time passes are two tendencies which render the accumulated

data on this subject misleading and / or incomplete . It will

be shown that , although , certainly , informative and

stimulating , the research to date can benefit both from

reexamining already researched phenomena and searching for

new avenues of interest and ways of looking at this

sometimes complicated topic .

The Expression of Grief and the Existence of Stages

While there is much discussion in the literature

concerning the viability of the nature , expression ,

symptomology , sequencing and duration of grief across

cultures , there is also agreement to be found that , however

variable , grief is universally felt ( Ablon , 1971 ; Durkheim ,
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1976 ; Hochschild , 1979 ; Mandelbaum , 1958 ; Mathison , 1970 ;

Miller and Schoenfeld , 1973 ; Rosenblatt , et . al . , 1976 ;

Stroebe and Stroebe , 1987 ; Yamamoto , 1970 ) . Research with

primates has suggested that grief is a characteristic

response of many species to the loss of companions or mates

( Mineka and Suomi , 1978 ; Reite , et . al . , 1981 ) .

Strengthened by the observational studies of children , it

has been surmised that this response may be fairly

independent of the learning process ( Bowlby , 1977 ) .

However , other researchers reason that emotions , whatever

their origin , are culturally constructed and must be studied

accordingly ( Averill , 1982 ; Hochschild , 1979 ) .

Those who confine their analysis of grief to Western

culture have consistently found that there exists a number

of identifiable phases through which grieving people pass on

their way to recovery and that an array of symptoms can be

described to which they are particularly susceptible

( Averill and Nunley , 1988 ; Bowlby , 1961 ; Lindemann , 1944 ;

Maddison and Viola , 1968 ; Marris , 1974 ; Parkes , 1972 ) :

Lindemann's ( 1944 ) germinal study of over one - hundred people

who had lost family members in a catastrophic restaurant

fire has been influential in informing and inspiring

research into the sets of symptoms that may commonly be

experienced by people who suffer loss through the death of

someone close . For example , he described " sensations of

somatic distress occurring in waves " which included

tightness in the throat , choking , shortness of breath ,

sighing , muscle weakness , empty feeling in the abdomen and
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mental pain or tension ( Lindemann , 1944 : 187 ) . To this list ,

Parkes ( 1972 ) added sobbing and crying . This array of

symptoms he called " pangs , " the occurrence of which starts

shortly after the death and lasts from a few days to about

two weeks . Other frequently occurring symptoms include

restlessness , aimless hyperactivity , loss of appetite and

loss of interest in activities , people or things ( Lindemann ,

1944 ; Parkes , 1972 ) . The chronicling of such intensely

disturbing physical and emotional symptoms serves to call

attention to the deep anguish and suffering such loss

engenders .

Implicit in Lindemann's ( 1944 ) study is the notion

that , if one does not grieve well or , in other words , does

not sufficiently carry out the work involved in grieving , a

state of pathology may develop . The work involved in this

process has the goal of emancipating the bereaved person

from dependence on the deceased . Pathology , according to

Lindemann's ( 1944 ) analysis , can arise when people hold back

from entering into grief work and / or withdraw from social

contact . Although it is sometimes difficult to

differentiate between normal and pathologicalpathological grieving in

Lindemann's ( 1944 ) work , his presentation , at the least ,

suggests that grieving is a dynamic process requiring an

enormous amount of energy and will .

Expanding on the theory of grief work even further ,

Gorer ( 1967 ) attempted to describe pathological states of

arrested grieving . " Mummification " or dwelling on the way

things were before the death and " despair " or a lack of
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emotional affect combined with isolation are examples of

states which Gore ( 1967 ) deemed counterproductive to mental

health . Gore ( 1967 ) , by recognizing differences in the

expression of grief between people who held different

religious beliefs , began to lend a sociological bent to the

analysis of grief . However , as in Lindemann's ( 1944 ) study ,

it would seem that both pathological and normal grief work

would include states such as despair , making the difference

between the two difficult to ascertain .

Extending the theories of grief work of Lindemann

( 1944 ) and Gorer ( 1967 ) to an even greater extent is the

conceptualization that grief proceeds through identifiable

stages . Much like Kubler - Ross ( 1969 ) who wrote about the

five stages of grief one experiences in connection with

one's own death , a number of other theorists contend that

the bereaved person proceeds through stages along the route

from acute grief , when grief work is intense , to eventual

recovery , when grief work is finally completed ( Averill ,

1968 ; Bowlby , 1980 ; DeVaul , et . al . , 1979 ; Parkes , 1972 ;

Pollock , 1961 ) . The majority of these theories appear to

closely parallel each other . Very much like the others ,

Parkes ' ( 1972 ) paradigm describes the first stage as

involving alarm followed by numbness and disbelief . The

next stage includes an outward acceptance but an inner

disbelief . This stage is also characterized by episodic

pangs of grief and a need to search for the deceased person .

During the third stage , the bereaved person pines for what

has been lost and experiences overwhelming feelings of
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nostalgia . This leads to a stage in which there exists much

anger and guilt , since all relationships have an element of

ambivalence . This is accompanied by a depressive withdrawal

and apathy . Finally , when the last stage is reached , the

bereaved person emerges as capable of providing for their

own psychic , as well as physical , needs .

One of the most consistently discussed symptomological

manifestations of the first stages of grief is denial

( Bowlby , 1961 ; Kalish , 1981 ; Marris , 1974 ; Parkes , 1972 ) .

Denial , or a method of distancing oneself from pain by

refusing to acknowledge reality , is a self - defence mechanism

which is reported as commonly employed during the early

stages of the grieving process . Although this method of

dealing with pain can be so radical that the survivor does

not believe that the person is actually dead , most bereaved

people's feelings are split in that many " know " the person

is gone but , at the same time , cannot " believe " it is true

( Kalish , 1981 ) . One may mentally continue to make plans for

the future or look forward to a particular time of day which

was always spent with the spouse only to be reminded , when

reality finally intrudes , that things are not as they were

before . Other forms of denying reality may be keeping rooms

as they always had been maintained or continuing to use the

pronoun " we , " when referring to selfto

( Kalish , 1981 ) .

It is suggested that , as one progresses through the

stages of grief and the anguish that was felt at the

beginning is reduced , this method of dealing with pain , as
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well as others , is no longer needed and , therefore ,

abandoned in favor of a more realistic acceptance ( Parkes

and Weiss , 1983 ) . Maintaining a belief system contrary to

reality is thought to be counterproductive if one is to

remain socially connected . Consequently , if denial

continues beyond the first few months , it is deemed

incompatible with recovery ( Parkes and Weiss , 1983 ) .

A number of other factors which are thought to effect a

person's ability to handle their loss can also be found in

the literature . The nature and quality of the lost

relationship can also be significant contributors to the

outcome of the grievinggrieving process . Raphael ( 1977 , 1978 )

states that the existence of ambivalence toward and extreme

dependence on the lost relationship can be significantly

related to one's ability to recover . Inhibited or distorted

grief , chronic grief and depression , as well as denial of

violence and anger , can result . Denial of anger Raphael

( 1977 , 1978 ) suggests , can be exhibited in an exaggerated

idealization of the relationship and deceased partner .

Parkes ( 1975 ) lists similar relationship pathologies which

affect progression through the stages of grief . Severe ,

extreme yearning , aimless depression , idealization of the

dead and chronic grief and self - reproach were shown to be

associated with ambivalence toward the former relationship .

The importance of the nature of the death is also

examined as to its relevancy to the outcome of conjugal

bereavement . Sudden unexpected and unanticipated deaths

have been shown to be correlated to pathological outcomes
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( Raphael and Maddison , 1976 ) . This type of death often

leaves the bereaved unprepared and with an accompanying

sense of helplessness and vulnerability . Although the

frequent incidence of this phenomenon occurring in the older

population where death may be less of a surprise has been

questioned , a similar effect in the adjustment of widowed

persons has been found ( Clayton , 1973 ; Parkes , 1975 ) .

Other life crises which occur at or around the death of

a significant other creates additional stress with which the

bereaved must deal . It has been shown that this stress can

heighten the risk of morbidity ( Parkes ,, 1965 ; Raphael and

Maddison , 1976 ) . Crises such as losing a job , serious

illness , death of another family member , moving and multiple

concurrent bereavements can pull the bereaved in many

different emotional directions , the result of which can be

the inhibition and / or abnormal duration of grief , as well as

serious psychiatric symptomology . It would seem , however ,

that it may be difficult , at times , to determine whether or

not the other crises may have been caused by the death

rather than being merely coincidental . Kastenbaum ( 1969 )

states that " bereavement overload " can result when the death

leads to other losses such as the loss of financial

independence or residential stability .

It would also seem reasonable to suspect that

socio - economic variables would have a significant impact on

people's ability to deal successfully with bereavement as it

does with many other adversities . Indeed , Parkes ( 1972 ,

1975 ) found that lower socio - economic groups did badly
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compared to higher socio - economic groups . What is not

clear , however , is how much this may have related to the

presence of disorder and stress in this group regardless of

the additional crisis . Interestingly , on the other end of

the socio - economic scale , doctors ' wives were also shown to

be at risk of a pathological outcome due to their

ambivalence toward their marital relationship ,

overinvolvement in the care of their terminally ill husbands

and the absence of adequate and appropriate support

( Harrari , 1981 ) .

Recovery and Social Support

Those researchers who address what in the literature is

frequently referred to as the reorganization stage estimate

recovery to begin about six months after the first shock of

death has passed ( Bankoff , 1983 ; Jacobson , 1986 ; Lopata ,

1979 ; Walker , et . al . , 1972 ) . Although the predominate

research emphasis appears to be placed on the early stages

of grieving , the work that highlights the reorganization

stage is often centered on the sources of social support

available to the bereaved and their contributions to

recovery The availability and the efficacy of family based

relationships are often compared to those of friendship

1972 ;networks ( Arling , 1976a , 1976b ; Philblad and Adams ,

Roberto and Scott , 1986 ; Wood and Robertson , 1978 ) .

Many studies on the etiology of disease have concurred

with Durkheim's ( 1961 ) classical implication that there
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exists a causal effect of life changes on illness ( Holmes

and Masuda , 1974 ; Holmes and Rahe , 1969 ) . The aged have

aserved as a good example of population which endures

catastrophic life - altering changes such as the loss of work

roles , health , spouse and of an intimate position within the

extended family . If additionally isolated because of these

losses , older people have been demonstrated to be

particularly inclined to develop mental illness ( Lowenthal ,

1964 ; Williams , et . al . , 1942 ) .

In general , social support networks have been shown to

provide a buffer between life - events and adaptation and

increased overall well - being ( Cobb , 1976 ; Cohler and

Leibermann , 1980 ; Gourash , 1978 ; Henderson , 1977 ; Kozma and

Stones , 1978 ; Larson , 1978 ) . Support received from social

sources has consistently been credited with mediating the

illness and isolating effects of these stressful changes

( Berkman and Syme , 1979 ; Eaton , 1978 ; Jaco , 1954 ; LaRocco ,

et . al . , 1980 ; Williams , et . al . , 1981 ) . What the losses of

the elderly in particular signify is that individual

involvement in viable social networks becomes problematic

and more difficult to sustain due to a decline in the number

of opportunities for interaction as one ages . A large

number of studies have shown that , if the elderly resist

isolation and remain socially active , they are more likely

to be satisfied with their lives and show high levels of

personal adjustment ( Burgess , 1965 ; Graney , 1975 ; Landis ,

1942 ; Lemon , 1977 ; Rosow , 1967 ; Tobin and Neugarten , 1961 ) .

Research on the social support on which older people in
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general and widows in particular rely has primarily centered

around the relative importance of their relationships with

both their family and friends .

FAMILY :

More modern research efforts on the family have been a

reaction to the classical theorizing which promoted the idea

that the drift of modern social relations was moving people

away from tightly knit kinship ties ( Durkheim , 1956 ;

Tonnies , 1959 ) . As time progressed , the notion that kin had

become comparatively isolated was discussed in detail as

creating a number of distinctive social phenomena ( Blisten ,

1963 ; Linton , 1949 ; Parsons , 1943 ) . Parsons ( 1943 ) , in

particular , emphasized one such outcome which he describes

as creating a tendency for elderly parents to become

increasingly isolated , due to the fact that they no longer

remain in the same household with their children .

Although , perhaps , informed by earlier theorists such

as Durkheim ( 1956 ) , Tonniies ( 1959 ) and Parsons ( 1943 ) who

suggested that family structure was changing , more

contemporary sociologists are likely to suggest that kin

network ties are maintained , particularly those which exist

between aging parents and their children ( Sussman , 1959 ;

Reiss , 1962 ; Adams , 1971 ) . In much of the work done on this

subject , particularly during the 1960s and 1970s , the

parent - child relationship has been characterized as the most

important tie in industrial societies and was demonstrated

to have remained a significant force ( Adams , 1971 ) . Young

adults , for example , were shown to have more frequent
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contact with their parents than with their siblings or with

other kin ( Adams , 1968 ; Bracy , 1966 ; Philblad and McNamara ,

1965 ; Shanas , et . al . , 1968 ; Townsend , 1957 ) . The elderly

appear to call upon children more often than on other kin in

times of need ( Shanas , 1967 ) . This tendency appears to be

especially consistent for women ( Adams , 1968 ; Shanas , et .

al . , 1968 ; Townsend , 1957 ) . In a more recent work , Bankoff

( 1983 ) showed that , conversely , children often call upon

their aged parents when the need arises . Although Parsons

( 1943 ) may have believed that the nuclear family's isolation

has resulted in the exclusion of elderly parents , subsequent

researchers contend that primary group structures tend to

assume a variety of forms , the ease of which is aided by

available technology which permits rapid communication

despite interruptions in face - to - face contact ( Litwak and

Szelenyi , 1969 ) .

More recent work that has been done on widowed persons '

familial contact has been somewhat contradictory , however .

Although he did not differentiate between interaction with

children or other kin , Petrowsky ( 1976 ) found no difference

in frequency between widowed and married persons '

interaction with family members . Similarly , Anderson ( 1984 )

determined that widows ' ties with their children were not

affected by their new status . Lopata ( 1973 ) , on the other

hand , demonstrated an immediate change in interaction

between the widows she studied and their children . It was

also found that siblings and other relatives do not supply

widows with an active support system . Although she found
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that widows may spend holidays and have occasional contact

with relatives , Lopata ( 1978 ) concluded that this contact

was not backed up by substantial support which addresses

problems of living or which promotes a feeling of closeness .

Lopata's ( 1978 ) research indicated that the widows with whom

she spoke were , either by choice or force of circumstance ,

relatively independent women .

Other studies , while not finding a change during the

first year of bereavement , discovered that the rates of

interaction between widowed people and their children

decreased as time went on ( Bernardo , 1970 ; Philblad and

Adams , 1972 ; Wan and Odell , 1983 ) . Interestingly , the

gender of the children has also been shown to play an

important part in determining how much interaction takes

place between the widow or widower and his / her children .

Both widows and widowers have been shown to interact with

their daughters more frequently than with their sons .

( Adams , 1968b ) .

Although not unanimous , the majority of the research

that examines interactional patterns between older people

and their families has discerned a decremental change . What

is not clear , however , are the reasons behind this tendency .

Studies which try to determine the impact that familial

contact has on morale for older people , as well as widows ,

may provide a clue , however . A number of studies have

indicated that familial support does not result in increased

feelings of morale among the elderly ( Wood and Robertson ,

1978 ; Blau , 1973 ; Arling , 1976a ; Lee , 1979 ) . Visiting with
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family has been shown to make little difference in the older

person's feelings of loneliness or life - satisfaction

( Rosenberg , 1970 ; Philblad and McNamara , 1965 ; Blau , 1973 ) .

A study by Brown ( 1960 ) indicated that , while the majority

of the adult children interviewed visited with their aged

parents , only a minority reported feeling close affective

ties . Some evidence even exists that familial support may

actually be negatively associated with well - being ( Seelback

and Sauer , 1977 ) .

The neutral and , sometimes , negative effect of family

interaction on the well - being of the elderly in general and

widows in particular is explained in the literature by the

application of two distinct hypotheses . One explanation

proposes that , because value conflicts exist between

generations , the relationship between parent and adult child

is less desirable than between peers and more likely to be

primarily based on obligatory imperatives ( Bengtson , 1975 ;

Troll and Smith , 1976 ; Arling , 1976b ; Adams , 1964 ) . Blau

( 1973 ) , for instance , reasons that the obligations embedded

in the parent - adult child relationship may reduce the

satisfaction that can be derived from it . Rosow ( 1965 )

submits that , because the parent - adult child relationship is

an ascribed one rather than having to be achieved , contact

in nature ,between the generations may be largely symbolic

resulting in ritualistic and / or ceremonial visiting only .

In this way , obligations are met and appearances maintained ,

even though emotional ties may be only tangential to the

participants ' mental and social well - being .
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A second approach to explaining why family interaction

may not contribute significantly to older people's

well - being argues that , when the elderly find that they no

longer can give equal or more to the parent - child

relationship than they receive , they suddenly lose the

prominence in the relationship that they had once enjoyed

( Arling , 1976 ; Dowd , 1975 ) . Reminiscent of exchange theory ,

this explanation focuses on the disruption of the

interactional equilibrium which , under more optimal

circumstances , tends to strain toward a balance between

personal costs and rewards ( Homans , 1958 ) . Brim ( 1968 )

suggests that the elderly's functional importance or their

ability to remain instrumental in the social bargaining

intrinsic to interaction often decreases drastically when

the older person's income or health declines . This results

in a reverse in the flow of assistance and authority which ,

at one time , was parent dominated ( Hill , 1965 ) . The role

reversal that ensues is characterized by the inability of

the elderly person to reciprocate for aid proffered by

his / her children ( Hochschild , 1973 ; Kent and Matson , 1972 ;

Marris , 1958 ) . It is theorized that , when elderly parents

are forced by circumstance to become dependent on their

children and their need for assistance becomes the central

fact of their relationship , mutual satisfaction with the

parent - child relationship may become problematic ( Adams ,

1968a ; Blau , 1973 ) . However , many of the studies that have

uncovered a negative correlation between morale and / or

satisfaction with family interaction for older people have
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done so by solely measuring the frequency rather than the

content or quality of the interaction under question . The

analysis of the data that takes place often only suggests ,

by applying the logic of exchange theory , that the norm of

reciprocity acts to reduce older people's influence in

inter - familial interaction .

Because the elderly may be excluded from other social

roles due to events such as retirement or bereavement , it

has been suggested that grandparenthood may offer the older

person a meaningful role alternative within the family which

is considered of social value ( Kahana and Kahana , 1971 ) .

Wood and Robinson ( 1976 ) calls grandparenthood at least one

socially acceptable avenue through which elderly parents can

involve themselves in their children's lives . This

involvement is said to provide the older person with an

important primary group reference .

Indeed , a number of studies have indicated Some

positive effects associated with the enactment of the

grandparent role . Wood and Robinson ( 1976 ) , for example ,

found that more involved grandparents tended to have

slightly higher levels of life satisfaction , as well as more

friends and a more involved community life . Albrecht ( 1954 )

also discovered that grandparents gain much from their

associations with their grandchildren . Involved

grandparents have the opportunity to become acquainted with

the customs , ideas and problems of the present generation .

They are emotionally stimulated and are aware of a

reciprocal emotional response . Many have been reported as
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saying that their lives have been enriched by the inclusion

of their grandchildren .

Other authors have stressed the importance of

intergenerational contact for the members of the youngest

generation as well . Much has been written about the

transmission of values , personality , family culture ,

tradition and stability from elder family members to younger

ones ( Aldous , 1965 ; Aldous and Hill ,, 1965 ; Borke , 1963 ;

Fengler and Wood , 1973 ; Hader , 1965 ; Kalish and Johnson ,

1972 ) . It should be noted , however , that a large number of

psychoanalytic writers have concentrated on the potentially

pathological influences of grandparents ( Fisher and Mendel ,

1956 ; Fried and Stern , 1948 ; Rappaport , 1958 ; Vollmer , 1937 ;

LaBarre , et . al . , 1960 ) . In addition , sociologist , Kingsley

Davis ( 1940 ) , influenced a number of social - scientific

researchers when he argued that discontinuity , not

continuity , characterizes interaction between generations .

Due to this debate , much research has tested whether or

not grandparents do , indeed , assume roles which carry with

them important duties and opportunities for family

contribution and personal satisfaction . It has been

frequently argued that significant contribution and personal

satisfaction is demonstrated in the case of poor families ,

particularly those which are blackich are black ( Bernard , 1966 ; Frazier ,

1939 ; Hays and Mindell , 1974 ) . Likewise , it had been found

that crucial roles are assumed by grandparents during times

of crisis in most families ( Hill , 1949 ; Sussman , 1959 ; Von

Hentig , 1945 ; Young , 1954 ) . Von Hentig ( 1945 ) talked about
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this phenomenon as early as the 1940s and it has been

commented on quite consistently ever since . He called this

behavior a " rescue action " which is mobilized the moment

gap has to be filled in instances such as death , desertion ,

divorce and illness .

However , a number of researchers have found that , under

circumstances devoid of crisis , the status of

grandparenthood is largely an inactive one which does not

bring continuing interaction into the lives of older people

( Achley , 1972 ; Clark and Anderson , 1967 ) . Boyd ( 1969 )

states that this may be due to the ambiguous nature of the

role which does not include any clear cut demands or

obligations . The grandparent role is not automatically

valued but is revered only if it is acceptably enacted

( Boyd , 1969 ) . The grandparent must be able to relinquish

the parental role with his / her Own children and not

duplicate it with his / her grandchildren . Instead , he / she

must supplement the parental role without encroaching upon

parental responsibility or authority ( Albrecht , 1954 ; Blau ,

1973 ; Boyd , 1969 ; Riley , et . al . , 1969 ; Wood and Robinson ,

1976 ) . One becomes a valued grandparent by propinquity ,

giving personal attention , providing service , sharing in

group activities and possessing desirable personal qualities

( Boyd , 1969 ) .

The ambiguous nature of the grandparent role may be

reflected in the variety of meanings which older people

attach to it . Neugarten and Weinstein ( 1964 ) isolated five

distinct ways in which grandparents perceive their
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relationship with their grandchildren . Some see

grandchildren as symbolic of biological renewal . Others see

them as avenues to emotional self - fulfillment . A number of

others prefer to act as a resource person to their

grandchildren . Still , others gain vicarious achievement

through the younger generation . Interestingly , twenty - seven

percent of the grandparents interviewed found the role to be

empty of meaning and to have little effect on their

self - conception ( Neugarten and Weinstein , 1964 ) . One - third

of Neugarten and Weinstein's ( 1964 ) respondents expressed

disappointment or discomfort with their position . They felt

their identity as a grandparent was alien to their

self - image and had much difficulty in thinking of themselves

as a grandparent .

The manner in which the grandparent role is enacted

also varies from person to person . Neugarten and Weinstein

( 1964 ) delineated five distinct types of grandparents . The

" Formal " maintains interest but does not interfere . The

" Fun Seeker " approaches his / her grandchildren as sources of

leisure activity . The " Surrogate Parent " is usually a

grandmother who helps out when the mother works . The

" Reservoir of Family Wisdom " is rare but is usually a

grandfather who has retained an authoritarian status . The

" Distant Figure " is benevolent but distant , keeping contact

to a minimum ( Neugarten and Weinstein , 1964 ) .

The meanings grandchildren attach to grandparents also

differ . Grandchildren's perspectives of their grandparents

have been found to be the function of several factors such
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as the extent of contact , the grandparent's behavior toward

andthem , the parent's relationship with the grandparents

the child's perception of old people in general ( Kahana and

Kahana , 1971 ) . Wood and Robinson ( 1976 ) found the attitudes

and feelings toward grandparents are largely transmitted

from parent to child . These attitudes , they discovered ,

tend to persist into adulthood .

The way in which grandchildren perceive their

grandparents also appears to vary with the age of the

grandchild ( Kahana and Kahana , 1971 ) . From age four to

five , grandchildren value grandparents for their indulgent

qualities . Between six and nine , they like sharing

enjoyable activities with them . At about age eleven or

twelve , the grandchildren eventually grow away from doting

grandparents . However , Cole and Harris ( 1977 ) found that

most junior and high school students held positive attitudes

toward their grandparents . Robins and Tomanec ( 1962 ) also

found that college students felt closer to their

grandparents than they did to aunts , uncles and cousins .

A review of the literature reveals that much research

to date indicates that the grandparent role has only limited

significance for a great many older persons . Social norms

in this instance , may not match behavioristic reality .

Although Wood and Robinson ( 1970 ) found that their

respondents verbally attributed a great deal of significance

to the role , the same respondents exhibited relatively few

behavioral indications of that significance .

Grandparenthood , while offering a potentially meaningful
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role alternative to older persons , may often not be the

morale enhancing avenue of choice . Cognizant of this

disadvantage , Blau ( 1973 ) provocatively suggests that a

single good friend is much more important to an older person

than are a dozen grandchildren .

FAMILY VS. FRIENDS :

Since the family , in many instances , has been found

wanting as far as offering older people a reliable source of

satisfaction , researchers have wondered whether or not other

social networks may have the capacity to fill what ever void

is left by inadequate familial support . The possibility

that there exists a kind of interchangeability between

family and friendship support systems has been argued from

different vantage points . Rosow ( 1967 ) , for example ,

rejects the notion that family and friends can be functional

substitutes for each other . ■■ concludes that the two

systems are completely different and that friends cannot

compensate for the unavailability of children . Supporting

this thesis , Babchuck ( 1965 ) and Rosenberg ( 1970 ) discovered

the absence of any relationship between frequencies of

friendship and kin contacts . Babchuck ( 1965 ) explains the

inability of friendship to replace kinship by arguing that

kinship relations have a built - in propensity for greater

intimacy , a characteristic , he says , friendship does not

share . On the other side of the argument , a number of other

researchers are convinced that friends may substitute for

kin and visa - versa ( Adams , 1967 ; Komarovsky , 1964 ; Laumann ,
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1966 ; Lebow , 1967 ; Paine , 1969 ) .

Although the reviews on family support have been mixed ,

at best , research comparing the impact of family and friends

has typically shown friends to be the more important

( Arling , 1976a , 1976b ; Hass - Hawkings , 1978 ; Lee , 1979 ;

Philblad and Adams , 1972 ; Roberto and Scott , 1986 ;

Robertson , 1978 ) . It has been suggested that , while

interacting with family is characterized by dissimilarity of

experience and unequal exchange of aid , friendly relations

may be based on a more positive foundation such as shared

histories , simultaneous life - cycle experiences

and reciprocity ( Adams , 1967 ; Arling , 1976a ; Blau , 1973 ;

Hess , 1972 ; Homans , 1974 ) . Consequently , morale becomes

positively associated with involvement with friends , a

finding which does not seem to hold true for familial

contact ( Carp , 1966 ; Hochschild , 1973 ; Philblad and

McNamara , 19665 ; Rosow , 1967 ) .

FRIENDS :

Because older people face a variety of major

demoralizing role losses such as retirement and widowhood ,

researchers have argued that friendship may provide the most

promising social interaction alternative ( Blau , 1973 ; Caven ,

1976 ; Elwell and Malbie - Crannel , 1981 ; Hochschild , 1973 ) .

Blau ( 1973 : 66 ) comments that " are.though friendships. of

minor significance in adulthood , compared to work and

marriage , they are an effective restitution for the loss of

work and marital roles in old age . " Because people are
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having fewer children , have fewer siblings and are

increasingly mobile , Caven ( 1976 ) also concludes that

friendship may become the most relied on primary

relationship among widowed elderly . The inability to derive

satisfaction from the family network described by others

should possibly be added to Caven's ( 1976 ) list .

Researchers interested in the social participation of

older people and widows have increasingly come to recognize

that the number and frequency of interaction are not the

only significant aspects of the phenomenon . Although a few

visionaries during the 60s and 70s treated the subject as

more complex than mere enumeration could explain , more

recent research efforts are more likely to see the

interaction , as well as the interactants themselves , as

having a variety of qualitative dimensions . These

dimensions include personal definitions of friendship ,

degree of intimacy , type of acquaintance and difference in

interactional behavior according to gender , marital status ,

age , education , health and SES .

A number of writers have criticized the literature on

friendship and old age on the grounds that there is no

consensus on exactly what is meant by the word " friend "

( Adams , 1986 ; Peters and Kaiser , 1985 ) . Definitions are

usually set by the researcher and can include acquaintance ,

neighbor , close friend , best friend , confidant and , in some

instances , can include family members . Consequently ,

researchers may be comparing many different kinds of

relationships and only arbitrarily labeling them
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" friendships . "

Two relatively recent studies have proven the exception

and have allowed older respondents to define friendship for

themselves . In a study conducted by Matthews ( 1983 ) , two

definitions emerged . The first focuses on particular

individuals and referred to friends made early in life and

seen as irreplaceable . The second focused on the

relationships themselves which are seen as more important

than the particular person . Matthews ( 1983 ) concluded that

those informants who stressed the latter were more likely to

make new friends as they grew older . Also allowing his

respondents to define friendship for themselves , Adams

( 1985 , 1986 ) discovered that older people tend to use

social - psychological terms which stress a predisposition to

offer help when needed .

However , the vast majority of the studies done to date

on friendship and old people discuss the number of friends

acquired and the frequency at which interaction is

undertaken ( Cohler and Lieberman , 1980 ; Conner , et . al . ,

1979 ) . A few researchers have recognized that knowledge

about the quality of an interaction may contribute more

information and understanding than does awareness of the

numbers involved ( Conners , et . al . , 1979 ; Liang , et . al . ,

1980 ; Haas - Hawkings , 1978 ) . Examining interaction in which

the friend is considered a confidant has been pursued by a

number of researchers who reason that the ability to confide

in another is a highly significant qualitative dimension of

a relationship which sets it apart from others which are
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more casual and less demanding .

Both Lowenthal and Haven ( 1968 ) and Powers and Bultena

( 1970 ) define a confidant as someone to whom an individual

can talk about themselves and their problems . Cantor ( 1979 )

lists intimacy , dependency , regularity of interaction and

freedom of choice as fundamental components of a confidant

relationship . However , even though this emphasis on

confidants lends a qualitative feel to the investigation

into friendship and the elderly due to its interest in the

characteristics of the friendship relationship , much

research on confidants still tends to only count the number

of confidants in a network and quantitatively relate this

qualitative distinction to well - being ( Babchuk , 1979 ; Ward ,

et . al . , 1985 , 1988 ) .

In addition to the qualitative distinction of

confidant , some research on friendship in old age attempts

to deal with the issue of proximity and looks at the role

neighbors play in the interactive life of older people .

Although Lopata's's ( 1973 , 1979 ) findings generally indicate

low levels of involvement with neighbors , she did discover

that neighbors are often helpful to widows during the time

immediately after the death of a spouse . Likewise , Ferraro

and Barresi ( 1982 ) found an increase in the frequency of

interaction with neighbors during the first few years of

widowhood . This was particularly true for men . When

comparing married persons to widows , Kohen ( 1983 ) noted that

widows are more likely to visit frequently with neighbors .

On the whole , neighbors of older people , especially in
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congregate living environments , have been found to be a

valuable source of social support ( Carp , 1966 ; Rosow , 1967 ;

Hochschild , 1973 ; Lopata , 1973 ) . Hochschild's ( 1973 ) study

of a lower class housing project populated by elderly

widows , for instance , indicated that there existed extensive

contact and support . She consequently concluded that ,

because the widows in her research live in an age - segregated

community , they are able to respond collectively and

effectively to problems associated with old age . Supporting

the contention that neighbors offer a good source of

positive interaction for widows , Arling's ( 1976a )

respondents who had a high number of neighbors they knew

well enough to visit had a correspondingly higher morale

than those who did not . It seems reasonable to ask the

converse , however , since a higher morale may be a necessary

condition promoting neighborly visitations .

Research results on friendship and widowhood do not

present a completely clear or consistent picture of the

phenomenon . For instance , there exists controversy as to

whether widowhood is more disruptive to the lives of men or

women , including their capacity to form and maintain

friendships . Women have been determined as constituting the

poorest segment of the older population ( Schulz , 1980 ) .

One - forth of older women have incomes below the poverty

line . When widowed , older women must adapt to a new role

which often carries with it severe economic deprivation and

major adjustment problems , a state not conducive to

friendship formation or maintenance . Men , on the other
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hand , because they experience less income loss and are

usually more accustomed to providing their own

transportation , are said to be better able to maintain

social participation ( Atchley , 1975 ) .

Conversely , the death of a spouse has also been shown

to be more detrimental for the social relations of males

than to those of females ( Bernardo , 1970 ; Blau , 1961 ;

Philblad and Adams , 1972 ; Troll , 1971 ) . This differential

has even appeared in the study of adult sibling friendships .

While sister - sister ties are the strongest , brother - brother

ties are the weakest , with sister - brother ties falling

somewhere in between ( Troll , 1971 )

Blau ( 1973 ) explains this phenomenon by indicating that

men are socialized very differently than are women . Males

are encouraged , she says , to hide their need for response

and suppress any overt affection toward other men . Indeed ,

Lowenthal and Robinson ( 1976 ) found evidence that late

middle - aged men often express regret that their friendships

have always been so superficial . The tendency of men to

limit intimacy to marriage and , therefore , experience

greater disruption when widowed has been demonstrated in a

number of research efforts ( Arth , 1962 ; Bernardo , 1970 ;

Haas - Hawkings , 1978 ; Trela and Jackson , 1979 ; Troll , et .

al . , 1979 ) .

Females , on the other hand , are permitted by society to

express emotional dependency and to be affectionate .

Research has suggested that women have relatively more

expressive skills and a larger number of confidants than do
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men ( Antonucci , 1985 ; Babchuk , 1978 ; Gibson and Mingford ,

1986 ; Strain and Chappell , 1982 ) . This allows women to

become close to people other than their marital partners .

When widowed , this ability , it is hypothesized , helps women

resist isolation , while men may not be capable of finding

adequate substitutes for the intimacy they had formerly

shared with their wife ( Bernardo , 1970 ) .

Inconsistency in the literature can also be found

concerning the comparison between the frequency of

interaction in networks by widows as opposed to that of

people who are still married . Petrowsky's ( 1976 ) sample of

both men and women indicated that widows manifest higher

levels of friendship participation than do people who are

married . In this same vein , Atchley , et . al . ( 1979 ) found

that widows have the highest rates of interaction with

friends , parents , siblings and children when compared to

people who are married or who have never been married .

However , a number of other writers have demonstrated that

those who are still married have higher rates of friendship

interaction ( Bernardo , 1970 ; Blau , 1961 , 1973 ; Lopata ,

1973 ) . This latter finding was examined by Hess ( 1972 ) who

explained it by proposing that marriage provides a pool of

potential friends to which widows have no access .

While Lowenthal and Haven ( 1968 ) praise the buffering

action of the presence of an intimate relationship against

social losses like widowhood , they point out that the

probability of having such a relationship is greater for

those widows 65 to 75 years of age . Widows 75 and over , on
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the other hand , are least likely , according to Lowenthal and

Haven ( 1968 ) , to have an intimate friend in whom they can

confide . Other research on the age variable does not always

replicate these findings , however . Blau's ( 1961 ) seminal

research on widowhood , for example , concluded that the

effect that widowhood has on friendship is more detrimental

for those in their 60s and is less pronounced for those who

are 70 and older .

Blau's ( 1961 ) explanation for this finding centers

around the structural feature of the prevalence of

widowhood . When widowed at a younger age , women do not as

readily encounter other widows in their same circumstances .

Since widows , like other people , look for friends among

others with similar characteristics , the pool of potential

friends increases as they age and other women are more

likely to have undergone the same marital role loss .

Increased , as well as decreased , social contact for

widows according to the length of time widowed has also been

demonstrated by other research efforts . A curvilinear

relationship between friendship participation and the amount

of time widowed has been uncovered in a number of instances .

Participation has been shown to be higher for those widowed

for a short time than for those either married or widowed

for a long time ( Ferraro , et . al . , 1984 ; Lopata , 1973 ;

Philblad and Adams , 1972 ; Wan and Odell , 1983 ) .

However , researchers like Harvey and Bahr ( 1974 ) have

argued that changes in the amount of participation , whether

they be increases or decreases , may not be solely explained
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by the condition of just being widowed . Effects of role

loss have been shown not to hold constant over a variety of

other subcategories of older people . Deficiencies in

education and financial security contribute to limiting

coping responses , a circumstance which , in turn , effects

social relationships ( Atchley , 1975 ; Ferraro and Barresi ,

1982 ; Lopata , 1973 , 1979 ) . Poor health and physical

incapacity are two other conditions which negatively

influence the ability of widows to be involved in

interaction ( Arling , 1976a ; Havinghurst , 1968 ; Liang , et .

al . , 1980 ; Shanas , 1962 ) .

So , although research into the effects of widowhood has

consistently been undertaken by a number of psychologists

and sociologists over the years , little consensus has been

reached . The picture which has been painted is one in which

grey areas still remain and portions of the canvas are yet

to be filled . However , previous findings and attempts to

explain these findings do point to a variety of phenomena

which , if explored , may bring this area of inquiry into

sharper focus . Chapter Three will outline how this material

has helped to inspire and inform this present research

project on the experiences associated with entry into

widowhood .
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Chapter Three

FOCUS AND METHOD

Consider what you are and try to know
yourself , which is the most difficult
study in the world . Don Qyoxote : Miguel
de Cervantes Saavedra

The primary focus of this research effort is to

discover the impact that widowhood has on the way older

widows react to their loss , adapt to their changing

circumstances and , finally , view themselves and the social

world around them . It is informed by the observations of
1

Berger and Luckman ( 1966 ) on socialization and identity

maintenance . Although primary socialization into what

society in general and one's significant others define as

real takes place during childhood , one's socialization is

never complete or final . One will always encounter competing

definitions and changing circumstances which may threaten

already internalized notions of who one is and what is

reality . New internalizations of what is real or " secondary

socializations " can even Occur as one enters the later

stages of life . Consequently , the quest to know oneself , to

become confident with that self view and to choose behavior ,

both personal and social , which is supportive of this

evolving identity is an ongoing process .
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Since very few experiences in a person's life

approximate the traumatic upheaval caused by the loss of a

spouse , the potential that the bereaved person would undergo

a dramatic identity transformation would seem to be very

great . The passing of such a significant other would

undoubtedly call into question a person's position in the

social world to which he / she had become accustomed . Since

the lost primary relationship no longer functions as it had

in the past to identify the bereaved person's position in

the world , it seems likely that new behavior patterns will

be adopted and alternative significant others will take on

an importance that would not have been necessary or even

desirable had life gone on as it had before . This research

effort was designed to determine in what ways a group of

t
older women see themselves and behave differently now that

they have experienced such a life - altering event .

In order to accomplish this discovery , information was

elicited about many facets of the informants lives . It was

anticipated that insight into these women's attempts to

restructure their subjective and material world would not

present itself simplistically . As Shibutani ( 1966 ) has

commented , there exists a remarkable diversity of

perspectives even among people who live together due to the

fact that everyone is involved in a variety of different

social worlds or universes of discourse . Although often

experientially and territorially overlapping , this array of

social worlds helps to render each person's experience and

outlook unique . Due to the existence of this social
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complexity , the questions asked in order to gain knowledge

about this substantive area concentrated on tapping a group

of widows ' understanding and opinions about a variety of

experiential dimensions including family , friendships ,

romantic interests and personal and social activities . It

was anticipated that by doing SO information would be

elicited about the interrelatedness of these diverse

interactional arenas , as well as their relative

contributions to these particular informants ' identity and

well - being . In addition , clues as to which lines and

methods of inquiry would prove enlightening were also

derived from the literature that has been accumulating for

some time on this interesting subject . Finally , as the

interview material was collected and considered , the

Linformants ' words themselves began suggesting further

refinements and additions to the questions tendered .

Theoretical and Conceptual Concerns in Existing Literature

Research into widowhood has definitely increased since

Bernardo's ( 1968 ) exhortation to sociologists to examine

what he considered a neglected aspect of the family

life - cycle . Although much information has been generated in

the last 20 years , much still remains to be uncovered or , at

least , clarified . The review of the literature on grief ,

widowhood and social interaction in old age suggests a

number of analytical areas which exhibit a variety of

conceptual and methodological weaknesses and / or

insufficiencies , as well as new ideas to explore .
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A large portion of the literature on widowhood concerns

itself with psychological responses and the sequential

patterns they are said to follow . On the positive side ,

this analytical construct or ideal type has the capacity to

highlight the processional character of the changes that

atake place when one is dealing with such life - altering

event , lending a dynamic character to the description . In

addition , the application of such a model may help put into

relief any variations in the responses , the conditions or

the adaptational outcomes associated with this emotionally

charged journey .

There does seem to be some danger in conceptualizing

the grieving process in terms of stages , however . Because

people's responses to stressful situations may vary , it is

possible that the evidence for suggesting the occurrence of

stages may be problematic and , perhaps , conceptually flawed

( Folkman , 1984 ; Lazarus and Folkman , 1984 ; Silver and

Wortman , 1980 ) . When portraying the grieving process as

following a certain intrinsic orderly progression , any

deviation or delay may be automatically considered abnormal

and , therefore , pathological . This shift from description

to prescription may present a real problem in interpretation

if individual variability is ignored in favor of an

intransigent theoretical position .

In fact , in terms of volume , the psychological

literature appears to emphasize the pathological

consequences of abnormal adjustment . While certainly , the

psychological community can make a case for the existence of
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psychological abnormalities precipitated by stressful

events , in the case of grief , the literature is not at all

clear as to exactly what constitutes disease and when normal

grieving takes a pathological turn . The picture that is

presented is that all those who grieve experience states

such as denial but that , somehow , the length of time these

states persist is the major distinguishing feature of their

pathology . What may be normal at one point in time may be

considered abnormal at another .

In addition to drawing only a vague line between mental

wellness and disease during grieving , the psychological

literature tends to depict the reactions to loss such as

denial or guilt as free floating psychological states that

somehow descend upon those who are grieving and , likewise ,

at some point in time that is not clarified , lift and

dissolve away or are mysteriously handled , leaving the

bereaved free to go on with his / her life . Although this

process is often called grief " work , " it is not at all clear

exactly how the grieving person participates in their Own

recovery other than just surviving their ordeal and

disposing of their grief related reactions in a fixed amount

of time .

Since this current research is also informed by the

Symbolic Interactionist notion that people do not just react

to stimuli but also initiate action once they have defined

the situation , an attempt was made to isolate any deliberate .

strategies that widows may employ in their recovery process .
It was assumed that the informants in question would not
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only perceive and react to such a dramatic change in reality

with despair but would also take action to resolve their

dilemma . Grief reactions , then , were not simply enumerated

or treated as inevitably occurring and spontaneously

disappearing but were investigated to discover their

strategic meanings for the women interviewed . 1

Not only does there seem to be an emphasis on the

spontaneous appearance and disappearance of grief reactions ,

as well as their abnormal manifestations , but there also is

comparatively more research interest in the early stages of

grief and the emotional and physical symptoms that accompany
it . The grief process described most often in the

literature appears truncated in that the description of the

evolutionary journey from acute distress to complete

recovery is heavily weighted toward the former rather than

the latter . Perhaps , this is due to the dramatic emotional

nature of the initial grief period which has the tendency to

draw much empathetic attention to what is such an extremely

painful experience . Once time has intervened and life goes

on , the work of coping and reorganizing may become more

covert , less dramatic and , therefore , less emotionally , as

well as intellectually , arresting for those who study it .

It may also be assumed that , if a person can control their

grief reactions by an arbitrarily set time such as six

months , they have done all that is necessary to recover .

This present study refrained from assuming that the

recovery process is necessarily limited to a set temporal

framework . Instead , an effort was made to determine the
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coping strategies of those women who are newly widowed and

to investigate whether or not adjustment to the loss of a

husband is an ongoing process and , if SO , what form it

takes . It was believed that , by entering the field free

from ties to an a priori notion about a time prescription ,

the accumulation of new informative data would be maximized .

Obviously , older widows , like all aging adults , must

deal with the challenges of living and must do so in a world

that frequently reveres youth and denigrates old age .

However , it is of interest to this research to attempt to

understand how older widows in particular see their world

and decide on a course of action while dealing with their

own peculiar circumstances . The literature contains much

more information about the lives of older people in general

and is less likely to make a distinction according to

marital status . Therefore , any insight into the

circumstances of older widows should constitute a meaningful

contribution to sociological knowledge .

Those who have devoted sociologically inspired energy

to the understanding of widowhood after the initial crisis

period have discovered that social support plays a large

part in the explanation of just how widows manage to deal

with their unfamiliar and unwelcome situation . Although

this type of research has heightened the awareness and added

to the understanding about how widows progress as time goes

on , there still remains a number of unanswered questions , as

well as some confusion as to how to characterize and explain

the social world of the widow . Two reasons for this
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difficulty stand out as particularly notable : The

prevailing theoretical basis for the analysis and the

conceptualization of social support .

In the examination of the connection between widowhood

and social support , the two most frequently applied theories

are role theory and exchange theory . The loss of such an

important role as marital partner is treated as an extremely

powerful catalyst for behavior , particularly in the older

population which , often , experiences the simultaneous loss

of other roles such as those connected with work . often ,

researchers who apply role theory to this subject matter

emphasize a " compensation model " in which older people are

seen as frequently involved in finding role replacements for

the ones they have lost ( Bock and Weber , 1972 ; Palmore ,

1968 ; Philblad and Adams , 1972 ; Wan and Odell , 1983 ) . The

part that family and friends play in this replacement

process is a topic of considerable interest to researchers

who investigate the social integration of older women .

Using the theory of role exit restitution would seem to

be a useful conceptualization in that investigations into

which social networks are activated may shed light on the

type of relationships which make major contributions to the

widow's social integration and well - being . In fact , this

model has been applied elsewhere in the social sciences to

explain phenomenon like the high involvement of blacks in

certain types of social participation and in a variety of

life course investigations ( Klobus - Edwards , et . al . , 1975 ;

Knoke and Thomson , 1977 ; Palmore , 1968 ) . The danger ,
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however , in exclusively applying role theory to this area of

research , as well as to others , is the tendency of some to

perceive roles as overly structured and behavioristically

confining . Turner and Shosid ( 1976 ) suggest that , quite to

the contrary , roles are often vague and contradictory .

Rather than encompassing only predetermined sets of rights 1

and privileges , roles only acquire meaning and

distinctiveness when they are played out in relation to

counterroles , in specific situational contexts and are

impacted upon by other competing roles which are also played

by the other participants in interaction ( Lindesmith , et .

al . , 1975 ; Merton , 1957 ; Turner and Shosid , 1976 ) .

It would seem , then , that in order to understand

people's behavior in roles , it is necessary to take into

account the dynamic and negotiated character of interaction .

Subjective meanings and self - orientations which influence

behavior should not be overlooked when examining people's

caserole involvement . In the of widowhood , this may

require a research protocol designed specifically to uncover

subjective data on widows ' personal perceptions of their own

situations and relationships . This research effort

attempted to elicit this type of qualitative information

from a group of widows by involving them in a lengthy ,

unstructured interview in which they had the opportunity to

Ownrelate their own personal experiences and express their

interpretations of those particular experiences .
As has been reported , research has consistently

indicated that family contact for the older person in
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general and the older widow in particular is not necessarily

associated with higherhigher morale , while interaction with

friends is more likely to be a positive experience ( Arling ,

1976a , 1976b ; Blau , 1974 ; Brown , 1960 ; Lee , 1979 ; Philblad

and Adams , 1972 ; Philblad and McNamara , 1965 ; Roberto and

Scott , 1986 ; Rosenberg , 1979 ; Wood and Robinson , 1978 ) .

Speculative attempts to explain the failure of family

support to make a better showing have often been based on

the tenets of exchange theory . The conception of personal

motivation which is a central theme of this theory suggests

that individuals seek personal gain in their relationship by

attempting to maximize the return of rewards through social

exchange . When optimally orchestrated , a balance is reached

in which neither individual in the interactional encounter

t

gains too much advantage at the expense of the other

( Homans , 1961 ; Thibaut and Kelly , 1959 ; Blau , 1964 ) .

Although not without utility , this conceptualization of

the relationship between the older person and the adult

child may be an oversimplification and too one - dimensional .

Rewards can be either material or emotional , making the

exchange a great deal more complex than it appears at first

glance . For example , House ( 1981 ) contends that social

support is an interpersonal transaction involving as many as

four distinct commodities : emotional concern , instrumental

aid , information about the environment and information

relevant to self - evaluation . Although multifaceted ,

reciprocity of exchange has most often been viewed in terms

of tangible profit such as financial and physical aid .

1
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Because personal gain can come in so many different forms ,

the source of satisfaction or dissatisfaction is difficult

to determine or predict .

Attempts to conceptualize the older parent - adult child

relationship in terms of the decremental bargaining ability

of the parent may make certain assumptions which may not

always prove to be accurate . Explaining the lack of

satisfaction felt by older adults with their family

relationships by emphasizing their increasing dependency may

not account for the very large number of older Americans who

display little or no physical or economic decline . If ,

indeed , many older people are healthy and capable of

orinteracting on a level playing field , just growing older

becoming a widow does not preclude them from enjoying a

mutually satisfying relationship with their offspring .

Consequently ,ly , this study controlled for the inability to

reciprocate in interactional circumstances by limiting its

scope to include only those widows who are free from

handicaps both physically and materially .

Although , perhaps , not always perfectly applicable ,

exchange theorytheory does seem to highlight the negotiated

character of interaction and the individual's active

participation in defining situations . However , it would

seem that the employment of a unidimensional model to such a

complicated question may not produce a clear enough picture .

Theories which stress subjective meanings within the context

of situational and cultural milieus may ultimately provide

more manifest information . Therefore , informants in this
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study were asked to compare the role family and friends play

in their lives and to express their own personal judgements

and feelings about these two support networks .

The second difficulty encountered when attempting to

make sense of the accumulated wisdom on the association

between widowhood and participation in social networks is

the diversity of opinion on how exactly to conceptualize

social support . Much research appears to assume that simply

interacting with others constitutes support . Consequently ,

much effort is put into the act of enumerating interaction

and visiting patterns for the purpose of assessing

well - being ( Arling , 1976a ; Blau , 1973 ; Lee , 1979 ; Philblad

and Adams , 1972 ; Wood and Robertson , 1978 ) . Quality , then ,

is simply inferred from quantity .

The a priori assumption that more is better can

preclude asking more in - depth questions about potentially

significant features of the interactions and characteristics

of the participants under study . Even studies that specify

contact with a confidant tend to quantify this type of

friendship and the interaction associated with it ( Babchuk ,

1979 ; Ward , et . al . , 1985 , 1988 ) . Questions about the

correspondence between type of support and need and the

effectiveness , timing and special characteristics and

functional outcomes of different sources of support may not

be asked if sociological curiosity about this area of

concern is only informed by this preconceived notion . It

was suspected that social support is not a monolithic entity

amenable to understanding through enumeration alone . This
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current study , therefore , was designed to tap the

qualitative aspects of the social support systems of widows

by asking widows themselves to place their feelings about

family and friends within the context of their everyday

lives , a significant feature of which is the fact of their

widowhood .

Procedural Variations in Existing Liturature

A cohesive picture of the part that social interaction

plays in the recovery from the loss of a spouse is not

on thepresented in the literature partly because findings

subject persistently diverge . It seems that findings

frequently differ because methodological procedures tend to

differ . Variations in study designs , sampling and
1

statistical procedures are easily identified .

Cross sectional designs are used to assess the

differences in frequency of interaction , as well as

well - being between married people and widows ( Atchley , 1975 ;

Philblad and Adams , 1972 ) . Although deemed unreliable by

some , retrospective questions asking widows to recall what

life was like before widowhood have been posed by other

researchers of whom Lopata ( 1973 ) has been a substantial

contributor to the study of widowhood and social

participation . Longitudinal designs , thought of as most

reliable by many , have been used by a few to measure social

participation before and after the onset of widowhood

( Heyman and Gianturco , 1982 ; Ferraro and Barresi , 1982 ; Wan

and Odell , 1983 ) .
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Because longitudinal designs are difficult to

orchestrate and employ , this current study attempted to

examine the diversity of findings which have been reported

as precipitated by variables such as the length of widowhood

by including women who have been widowed various lengths of

time . In addition , much information about early widowhood

was acquired from informants who invariably reminisced ,

frequently without prompting , about their experiences

surrounding the death of their husband . The clarity and the

detail included in these descriptions suggested that these

retrospective accounts are stimulated by vivid memories of

the occasion . At the least , the way in which these

informants remember their ordeal has relevance to their

present state of mind .
1

Sampling variations in the literature are also easily

discernable . The majority of studies , however , use older

widows as their source of information about the effects of

widowhood . Adams ( 1968b ) who surveyed children of widows is

one exception . Another exception is Glick , et . al . ( 1974 )

who interviewed younger widows . Married people , as well as

widows , have been sampled in order to infer changes due to

the marital status transition ( Ferraro and Barresi , 1982 ;

Wan and Odell , 1983 ) . Others have sampled widows only for

the purpose of determining their adjustment to their new

situation ( Lopata , 1973 , 1979 : Heyman and Gianturco , 1973 ) .

Still another study compared widows to other singles as to

their social participation ( Tissue , 1979 ) .

Since this study is not just interested in widowhood
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per se but is also interested in generating knowledge about

the feelings and experiences of older women in this marital

category , younger widows were not included , although the age

range of informants was relatively wide . While the majority

of the participants were between the ages of 60 and 70 ,

three were in their late 50s , allowing for some age relevant

comparisons . It was anticipated that a cognizance of age

and the length of time widowed would provide information

concerning experiential differences precipitated by age when

widowed and / or changes in attitudes and circumstances as

time progresses after the event .

Because this study was devised in order to discover how

older widows strategically address the fact and

circumstances of their widowhood , an active and vital pool
1

of informants were chosen to reveal their attitudinal and

behavioral reactions to the loss of a spouse . Consequently ,

forty interviews were conducted with older widows who have

had varying degrees of contact and involvement with an

organization structured to provide a variety of services for

women who have been widowed . A social service organization

run by volunteers and funded , in part , by a national

organization of retired people , this particular group

provides peer counseling and other related activities for

both male and female widowed people .

Although participation in this group by the informants

ranged from serving on the board to only attending one

meeting , it would seem that the fact of involvement

signifies that the women interviewed are attempting , on some

>
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level , to actively deal with the circumstances of their

widowhood . Since they are able and willing to participate

in this attempt to recover from their loss and reside in an

area that is relatively free from poverty , it was assumed

that intervening variables such as disability , lack of

mobility and financial difficulties which may hamper

attempts to cope would be eliminated from consideration . It

is believed that by focusing in on this present group of

widows who have relatively mild concerns about their

economic health when compared with their lower socioeconomic

counterparts revelations about how widows contend with their

loss and change of status will be underscored and set in

relief , free from other confounding contingencies which have

the capacity to constrain their efforts .

It should be noted , however , that , due to the nature of

the group of widows chosen for this study , certain

limitations may exist concerning the generalizability of the

findings which have emerged . Since economic depravation has

to power to color just about any attempt to deal with social

problems of all kinds , care should be taken when making

inferences from this study about the behavior of widows who

must face this life transition with the added burden of

having to address severe economic insecurity . Although some

of the informants have had to put much effort into avoiding

financial difficulty and are not completely free from

concerns about continued security under all circumstances ,

they , for the most part , are free to bring to the forefront

a variety of other situational considerations of import .
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Because the women in this study are not deprived

economically they may have the luxury , if you will , of

having ample time in which to grieve and sufficient energy

and resources by which recovery is achieved . The grieving

period , therefore , does not have to be cut short or

relegated to a lesser position of importance . Sight , then ,

should not be lost of the probability that another story may

emerge for those widows not similarly situated . On the

other hand , it seems reasonable to assert that more affluent

women cannot avoid the pain and disruption associated with

losing a mate and that an examination of their reactions may

have the capacity to shed light on the regenerative efforts

of others who , like these informants , have had their

taken - for - granted world so dramatically altered .

Reexamining Tested Associations

In spite of or , perhaps , due to the inconsistencies

which are evident in the literature , many questions about

widowhood and the older woman deserve additional attention ,

as well as the application of alternative forms of research .

Previously investigated associations , although sometimes

vague , contradictory and / or left unexplained , serve to

suggest related but , at the same time , novel avenues of

inquiry . One of the most suggestive areas of concern

connected with the way in which older women contend with

widowhood is the role family and friends play in their

recovery process .

As has been previously mentioned , there has been a
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general sociological acceptance that tightly knit kinship

groups are no longer the social norm , leaving older people

with solitary living arrangements which make the acquisition

of effective social support more problematic . Complicating

the picture even more thoroughly , the social norm of

reciprocity with which the elderly may have much difficulty

adhering is thought to contribute to the older widow's

precarious personal and social position . Although an

alarming number of older people do suffer deprivation , many

older people have remained financially and physically

intact . Therefore , it would seem that some clarification

could be achieved about the contribution of family to the

emotional well - being and / or social integration of the older

widow by controlling for confounding variables such as

economic hardship , poor health physical disabilities and

decreased mobility . Therefore , informants were chosen who

demonstrated none of the above limitations .

With this in mind , participants were chosen from a

community which would yield , for the most part , middle to

upper - middle class informants . Observation of these women's

residential surroundings seemed to prove this to be the

case . With one exception , all of the participants owned

their own home . They all dressed attractively , conversed

as though well educated and did not profess , or appear to

be , severely economically burdened . Many spoke of taking

trips and joining in activities which , if done on a regular

basis , would require a fairly substantial source of income .

While a few said they had to watch their expenditures , none
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expressed alarm concerning their financial circumstances .

A couple of the informants said that they were employed

due to need . However , the vast majority were either retired

or had never regularly worked outside the home .

Approximately half of the women lived in homes and in an

area which indicated that they might be relatively affluent .

The other half reside in an area which contains less

expensive residences , although their homes were attractive

and comfortable . Because poverty can drastically color the

ways in which people experience their circumstances ,

controlling for socioeconomic status by limiting this study

to middle class widows allowed for the examination of coping

strategies directed at problems other than financial .

Questions were also devised to elicit the informant's
1

personal feelings about family contact and their

interpretation as to why or why not family interaction

contributes to their ability to manage the challenges of

their new status . Probes about familial interaction also

included those devised to uncover these informants '

impressions about their status as grandparents . Since

previous research suggests that grandparenting may have the

potential to add an important dimension to the lives of

women who have suffered a combination of role losses ,

grandparenthood was inspected as to whether or not it is a

status of importance as far as the widows in this study are

concerned . Informants , then , were engaged in discussions

about their relationships with children , grandchildren and

other family members in order to compare their relative
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importance to these women's attempts to deal with widowhood .

Because the literature frequently suggests that

friendship may offer the older adult in general and the

widow in particular a source of social support unequaled by

other networks , the widows in this study were asked to

describe their friendly relations and their feelings

surrounding them . While determining the number of

friendships available to older people and widows , the

frequency of their interactions and , even , the existence of

intimate contact has supported the contention that

friendship involvement is a significant contributor to

well - being , more information is needed to elucidate these

correlations , as well as to make comparisons to other

networks more meaningful . Therefore , this study asked

widows , themselves to talk about their affiliations , the

meanings they attribute to them and the satisfaction or lack

of satisfaction they evoke .

In addition , some previous research contends that the

friendship network's of women who have been widowed can

change over time . However , although work has been done on

changes in interaction for widows such as the increase or

decrease in the number of friends and / or the frequency of

contact , comparatively little has surfaced about the reasons

behind these changes , as well as the characteristics of the

social contacts which ultimately become available to these

single women . Also , pertinent to an understanding of the

phenomena associated with this social network transformation

would be information about how widows react to any revisions
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in their social circle . Consequently , informants in this

study were encouraged to relate any perception of change and

their related explanations of and responses to it .

Understudied and / or Overlooked Phenomena of Interest

Other than commenting that fewer women than men remarry

after being widowed at an older age , the literature says

little about older widow's romantic associations and / or

attitudes about remarriage . Although , initially , no

questions were specifically designed to tap this dimension

of widowhood , the subject invariably surfaced during the

interviews . It became obvious that what ever the

attitudinal dispositions these women held toward dating and

remarriage , the subject has the power to provoke much

thoughtful consideration .

So , as more interviews were conducted , questions

concerning these women's experiences with male / female

encounters and / or courtship were included in the interview

protocol . Probes were introduced for the purpose of

uncovering these informant's efforts to seek male

companionship or marriage , the conditions under which they

must operate and their attitudes about their opportunities

or lack of them . Ultimately , most had definite opinions

they wanted to talk about as to whether or not they prefer a

change in their current marital status and why .

In addition , another phenomenon of interest emerged as

highly significant and inspired a new avenue of inquiry as

the interviews proceeded . Most informants , especially those
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who had been widowed for a while , felt there was a definite

connection between their having been widowed and their

gaining a new sense of personal accomplishment .

Consequently , questions were added in order to determine

whether or not they feel they have changed since the loss of

their husband and in what respects . In this way , much

information was elicited as to these informants attitudes

toward self and their present condition .

Phenomena of interest and theoretical discussions found

in the literature and suggested by the informants in this

current study , then , have served to inform this research

effort into widowhood . In addition , neglected dimensions ,

as well as underdeveloped and underutilized methods of data

collection and analysis have inspired the development of

this qualitative designed probe into the lives of widows who

had very personal and poignant stories to offer for

sociological inspection and enlightenment . Using the the

words of these informants , the following chapters trace

their , often times , painful journey through widowhood .

Consequently , the information elicited in this manner about

this very emotionally charged subject is well grounded in

the personal experiences of the women in this study who have

faced this difficult status transition with courage and

determination .

The Organizational Pool of Informants

Early in the planning stages , it was concluded that

this research project would be best served by attempting to
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draw its informants from the general community in which it

would be conducted . Since the project was not aimed at

uncovering the behavior of widows who live in age segregated

housing , the experiences of whom would undoubtedly be

influenced by the conditions of their residence , retirement

housing complexes were not contacted . However , because no

list or directory exists which locates widows out in the

general community , an organization which could provide names

of interested informants was sought . Consequently , a

county - wide widow's social service organization was

contacted about the possibility of enlisting the

participation of its members .

Initially conceived of and implemented by a county wide

committee , this social organization originated in response

to what was perceived to be an unmet community need . With

the help and financial backing of a national older person's

association , the present leader , a retired school

councillor , began holding meetings twelve years ago . While

few such groups existed at the time , the founder of the

organization from which the informants for this study were

enlisted states that one - hundred and sixty similar

organizations now exist across the United States . Although

the only one of its kind in the area under study , a myriad

of other types of associations offering different services
to single people in general affiliated with organizations

such as churches and social clubs have also sprung up in

recent years .

A lengthy interview with the originator and current
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leader revealed that this particular organization's mailing

list now averages between four and five hundred members who

may or may not be active at any one point in time . General

monthly meetings are held at which seventy to eighty people

can be present . Dinner meetings which are held every two to

three months can attract as many as one - hundred widows and

widowers .

While the meetings described above are designed to

provide recreation , inspiration and informational material

to widows and widowers in general , additional support groups

are set up to serve those people who are recently widowed

and are currently in emotional need . Trained volunteers ,

including the leader , conduct these meetings which are

described as informal discussions which focus on the

individual's emotional and practical concerns . These groups

are limited to twelve to fourteen people in order to assure

that each person is attended to personally .

Thirdly , a service which is called " widowed to widowed "

is offered in which contact is arranged between a newly

widowed person and a trained volunteer who is also widowed

but for a longer time . The newly widowed person may make

the initial contact but he or she may also be referred by a

variety of medical professionals and the clergy . Volunteers

who have had at least fifteen hours of instruction offer

emotional understanding and practical support on a personal

basis , help answer questions relating to daily living and

advisee about local sources available for specific kinds of

help .
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The uniqueness of this organization was expressed by

its animated leader who enthusiastically described its

functions . According to her estimation , it fills a void in

community services which , although , perhaps , addressing the

needs of single or older people in general , may not

adequately speak to the requisites of widows in particular .

Singles groups which do not make a distinction between

widowed and divorced people are said by the leader to have

the tendency to " destroy the self - confidence you have tried

to build in a person when they are widowed . " Interestingly ,

similar sentiments were often expressed by the informants

who professed to feeling quite different from their divorced

counterparts .

Ultimately , the informants in this study revealed four

different reasons behind their affiliation with this

particular group . For those newly widowed women who sought

out the support group , their participation is said to be

motivated by their desire to receive emotional support

during their early experience with handling their grief .

Others , usually women who had joined the organization Some

time after they had been widowed , suggested that their

initial reasoning behind becoming involved was primarily an

altruistic need to help others by sharing their Own

experiences . A smaller group of relatively longer widowed

women intimated that they had hoped that their participation

would put them in the proximity of men who also shared their

marital circumstances . Finally , a larger group of

informants who had been widowed for a while stated that
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their involvement was motivated by the intention to meet

other women who must deal with many of the same situations

to which they must adapt . These discrete motivational

explanations were not always mutually exclusive , however . A

number of the widows in this study saw their participation

has having the potential to fulfill more than one , if not

all , of these four goals of membership . Although not all of

the informants have put equal time or energy into this group

and although not all of the members have realized the

benefits they have anticipated , most feel that opportunities

to address their specific needs are not usually available in

other contexts .

The Organizational Community Setting

The county in which this research has been conducted

has been characterized as " helplessly , hopelessly middle

class " ( Mc Cormack and Kanda , 1987 ) . In addition to being

portrayed as middle class , its residents have been said not

to deviate from what are considered " mainstream " attitudes

and behaviors . It has been observed that , when choosing

presidents , for instance , only once in the last thirty years

has the county gone against the wishes of the nation ( MC

Cormack and Kanda , 1987 ) .

On the other hand , the county , which is spread over 733

square miles and has approximately 734,500 residents , does

demonstrate a more heterogeneous population than the above

observation might imply . For instance , the sub - area of

three cities from which approximately half of the informants
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for this research have been drawn has the greatest

concentration of elderly persons in the county . In 1984 ,

thirty - eight percent were sixty - five years of age and over

( ABAG , 1984 ) . This contrasts with only about eleven percent

in the county as a whole . In addition , while the majority

of voters in the county are democratic , this particular

sub - area is a " republican bastion of people who vote "

( Community Development Department , 1988 ) .

Perhaps due to its demographic make - up , this particular

area is rich with a number of groups which provide services

designed to assist older people . During the course of the

interviews , participants frequently displayed intimate

knowledge of a variety of organizations such as community

senior centers and a number of church and governmental

sponsored singles groups which provide services such as

recreation and grief support . In addition , a large number

of the informants had taken advantage of a great many

college sponsored courses which are offered on an ongoing

bases and which are of particular interest to older people .

In comparison to other less affluent areas , this

community appears to provide the optimum setting in which a

widow , if she is motivated , can find services tailored to

her needs and interests . Hence , it was determined that , if

the informants in this study do not use social services

which provide support and recreation , it would be due to

personal preference rather than nonavailability . This

community's abundance of services , coupled with these

informants ' economic advantage and good health , make these
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women's choices less hampered by circumstance and more

likely to motivated by choice . Consequently , the

motivational contingencies of depravation due to one's

financial condition and insufficient community services can

both be factored out of this particular study of widowhood .
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Chapter Four

THE PROCESS OF INQUIRY

Gaining Entree and Participant Enlistment

After the decision was made to pursue the participation of

a well - known widows ' service organization , the first contact

was made by phoning an informational hot line at which time

the goals of the project as well as the credentials of the

researcher were briefly described . The woman contacted in

this manner introduced herself as the telephone coordinator

for the organization and supplied the phone number of

another woman who was said to be the organizational head and

the one who would have the authority to grant access to the

membership . Although somewhat surprised by the request ,

this first contact expressed interest and intimated that the

woman who is considered the leader of the group would likely

give it serious consideration . This woman's name and phone

number were given without hesitation .

At the time that contact was made with the

organizational leader , the research intent of highlighting

the experiences of widows was explained and the hope that

her organization might be interested in contributing to a

scholarly work was presented . It appeared that this woman's

pride and excitement about the organization in which she has

been very intimately involved for a long period of time
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influenced her decision to champion this particular effort .

A very articulate spokesperson for her cause , she indicated

that she is always interested in explicating the problems

associated with widowhood and , at the same time , hopefully

improving their circumstances . She also confided that the

man she is now married to had earned his PHD and that she is

sympathetically attuned to all the dedication and effort

required in its acquisition .

More difficult than obtaining an expression of

interest , however , was the negotiation and determination of

how to proceed to actively involve the membership . Not

inclined to give out the names of people involved with the

organization , the leader finally decided that the best

course of action would be for her to do the contacting and

supply the researcher's name and phone number and let the

individuals act at their own discretion . Because she has

been trained professionally in psychology , this women

explained that she makes it a point to preserve people's

confidentiality and never uses real names when discussing

the identity and personal experiences of people with whom

she has contact . At this time , she was assured that the

research which would be conducted would be handled in the

same manner .

At the leader's insistence , it was concluded that she

would take it upon herself to attempt to acquire a list of

interested members . It was decided that the researcher

would send a letter of intent which she could use to

describe the project ( see Appendix A ) . After this first
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negotiation , it was feared that , if the opportunity to

personally contact members in order to enlist participation

was not awarded , control of the informant selection would be

difficult . Indeed , in many ways this did turn out to be the

case . These was no guarantee of how much time would elapse

until action was taken . There was a great deal of

uncertainty as to who might be considered by the leader to

be suitable . Instant accessibility might have remained the

only criterion for enlistment .

The first names which were supplied were those of

members of the board of directors who had been the most

easily accessible to the leader , thereby limiting the data

gathered , at that point in time , to that which was

associated with members who are currently very much immersed

in this social service organization . As would prove to be

the case with all of the informants in this study , these

women were caucasian , members of the middle class , as well

as relatively healthy and mobile . However , this group , on

the whole , appeared to be quite a bit more affluent and

better educated than other members who were subsequently

interviewed . Most lived in areas in which the residences

reflected their relatively affluent life - style . In

addition , most had been widowed for a longer period of time

and most had not sought out this particular organization for

support during grieving but professed to be involved in

order to contribute something of value to others in need .

In order to develop more diversity and a larger sample ,

the leader was contacted again and asked to help devise a
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strategy by which women other than those considered the core

membership could be enlisted . An appeal for participants in

the organizational letter brought in a few informants who

exhibited much more varied characteristics . These

informants were both newly widowed and widowed for a long

period of time . Although they do not reside in the area in

which the more affluent informants live , they appeared to be

comfortably middle - class . Most were not as actively

involved in the organization as had been the first group of

interviewees .

Ultimately , in order to assure variety and acquire

adequate comparative material , permission was asked to

attend a number of meetings at which a personal appeal for

informants could be made . Attendance at a training session

for volunteers who were interested in counseling the newly

widowed elicited the participation of some of the most

recently widowed informants who were becoming increasingly

involved in the activities of the organization . Because it

was deemed inappropriate to attend the support sessions for

newly widowed persons , no contact was made with informants

who had been widowed under a year .

Finally , a monthly general meeting was attended at

which time the researcher was given the opportunity to

personally present the intent of the research project . Many

of the women in attendance who had already been interviewed ,

attested to their positive reactions to the experience ,

thereby , in all probability , contributing to the interest of

others . The informants acquired at this meeting tended to
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be more recently widowed and more peripherally and

sporadically involved in the activities of the group .

Running concurrently with these efforts to enlist

informants was the snowballing effect of some of the

informants recommending participation in the project to

their acquaintances . This lead to the interviewing of one

group of widows who live in a relatively circumscribed

geographical area , who have been widowed for a number of

years and who , on occasion , share recreational activities

which are considered to be under the auspices of the main

organization . Ultimately , thirty - seven interviews were

completed which yielded comparable demographic information

( see Appendix B ) .

Data Collection

Regardless of whether or not the initial contact was

made face - to - face , interviews were scheduled and arranged

over the telephone , the phone call either being initiated by

the interviewer or the informant . At that time , the

potential participant was given the option of having the

interview conducted at their place of residence , at an

alternative site of their own choosing or at the home of the

interviewer . Although offered this option , the informants

were subtly encouraged to choose a home , since extraneous

noise at alternative meeting sites can jeopardize the

integrity of any tape recording that might be collected .

With the exception of one , all chose a private residence .
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The reasoning behind encouraging the choice of an interview

site was not revealed at this time due to the fact that some

people may be put off by the prospect of having their

responses recorded .

In order not to discourage the full participation of an

interested widow who might be reticent to have her responses

recorded , no mention was made of the intent to use a tape

recorder until the meeting between the interviewer and

informant had begun and the interviewer was in a position to

quell any misgivings that might arise . An attempt was first

made to develop a nonthreatening informal atmosphere in

which the informant was able to relax and , perhaps , enjoy

the experience . This was accomplished , in part , by making

the participant aware of the project at hand , by putting her

in control of the tape recorder and by revealing some

personal information about the interviewer's background ,

interests and personality .

Following this , the research effort itself was

introduced and its goals explained as simply as possible SO

as not to bias the informants ' responses by predisposing

them to think about the subject in a way in which they may

have considered consistent with the researcher's wishes .

After their cooperation was enlisted , participants were

asked to sign a statement that they were giving their

permission to be interviewed and taped ( see Appendix C ) .

Since this statement also included a promise of anonymity

and a reassurance that the interview could be terminated at

anytime , even the somewhat reluctant informants appeared
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more at ease after reading and signing it .

During the first few interviews , the researcher's

interest in widowhood was explained by associating it with

an ongoing interest in gaining insight into aging . However ,

it was soon discovered that some of these women did not

respond positively to this intellectual connection . The idea

that they , in some context , were being associated with the

aging process seemed to make them uncomfortable . A few

seemed to equate aging with being old and , for the most

part , do not see or , at the least , do not want to see

themselves as growing old . Consequently , care was

subsequently taken to emphasize a research interest in

widowhood in particular .

RESPONSE AUTHENTICITY : All of the informants who

participated did SO with a good measure of thoughtful

consideration and enthusiasm . Upon review of the data , it

becomes apparent , however , that many of these informants

were likely to express primarily positive feelings about the

husband that they had lost . Because of this proclivity ,

possibility exists that at least some of these informants '

disclosures may be conversational constructions which have

been elaborated for public consumption for , perhaps , a

variety of reasons , not the least of which might be the fear

that their unembellished feelings might be judged and

sanctioned . Indeed , as the data will show , the attempt to

find relief from guilt about personal conduct is an

important tool by which these women render themselves
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capable of getting on with the rest of their life .

Although often hesitant to do so , a great number of the

informants hinted that not all of their husband's

characteristics , the way in which their former relationship

had operated and / or the consequence of a long term marriage

on their ability to cope were nonproblematic .

Interestingly , this sometimes revealed itself when an

informant who had been discussing possible negative

scenarios associated with marriage in the third person would

suddenly fall into using the first person . Negative

attributions were also more likely to spontaneously emerge

when marriage in general became the topic of conversation

rather than a discussion of a particular husband's personal

characteristics .

Reporting this tendency , the psychological literature

on grief suggests that the presentation of a utopian vision

of the past is not uncommon after loss of this sort .

However , this present research project , although , at times ,

documenting what may be termed the " idealization " of a

former husband , does not treat it as an aberration but seeks

to discover how this phenomenon may serve a widow well in

her attempts to strategically handle her changing

circumstances . So , while some of these informants may be

reticent to reveal a sense of relief that they are no longer

tied to a husband or a relationship and / or are no longer in

a position in which they must care for a husband who is sick

and dying , they , never - the - less , presented themselves as

very open , honest and , for the sake of scholarly knowledge ,
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dedicated to clearly representing their true thoughts and

feelings . Disclosures that suggested ambivalence toward

husbands , the former circumstances of their relationship and

the institution of marriage in general were likely to emerge

well into the interview , connoting a developing trust as the

interview process gained momentum and both the informant and

the interviewer learned more about the other .

The interviewer tried , by presenting a nonreactive

demeanor and using nonjudgmental probes , not to inhibit

informants from coming forth with revelations which might

cast a shadow on the relationship which was interrupted by

death . Those who did express negative feelings did so with

measured care but , in the end , appeared not to regret their

having done so . One woman who had discussed divorce with

her husband before he became very ill suggests that those

having similar disquieting and , sometimes , guilt producing

experiences are looking for the opportunity to share them

with others . She relates an encounter she had with another

widow who expressed the same sentiments :

I've talked to a couple of widows that
have had similar situations but are not

willing to admit it until they hear
someone say something that gives them the
clue . One woman said , " I don't usually
say this but it's so nice to meet someone
else who's had the same experience . You
know , I wouldn't go back there for
anything . The corporate wife situation :
you make yourself secondary to everything
else . "

Although , perhaps , difficult to do , exposing the good with

the bad seems to be a cathartic exercise for some .
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INTERVIEW RECIPROCITY : Although this project was inspired

by a desire to discover some answers to questions about what

it is like to be a widow , it soon became apparent that the

women who were being interviewed brought with them to the

encounter a set of expectations and desires of their own .

Obviously , the research effort could be enhanced by and

profit from the information that these women had to offer .

Not so obvious was the payback which each of the informants

desired and appeared , in one way or another , to enjoy .

Since the interviews were , for the most part ,

unstructured in order to encourage nonprogramed responses ,

participants were allowed to deviate from the original

questions in so far as it seemed relevant to the task at

hand . It soon became clear that many had their Own agenda

to which they attributed a great deal of importance . The

information gleaned from these deviations was often quite

revealing and served to inform subsequent interviews .

Frequently , volunteeristic information was spontaneously

given about the nature and circumstances of the husband's

death , the intensity of pain experienced and what concerned

people can do to support the widowed person .

From their statements and demeanor , it was perceived

that the majority of these women found their participation

in this project rewarding on some level . Firstly , the act

of telling an interested party about their difficulties ,

both psychological and practical , appeared to result in many

experiencing a cathartic release of emotion . The fact that

the interview had provided the opportunity to share
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experiences and reveal feelings and was , therefore ,

psychologically restoring was verbally substantiated by more

than a few .

Although most were in control of their emotions during

the interview , some were unable to remain composed

throughout and were , at times , visibly shaken . Accounts of

these women's experiences , especially those surrounding the

deaths of their husbands , were very moving . On occasion ,

the interviewer had to stop a moment in order to gain Some

composure herself . After a number of interviews were

conducted , it was realized that an atmosphere was being

created in which these women felt they could express and

talk about their pain , an endeavor that often proved to be

emotionally cleansing .

Secondly , informants appeared to benefit from being put

into the position of considering probing questions and

searching for answers in order to illuminate the

interviewer . When attempting to respond to questions they

had not previously considered and / or to which they had not ,

as yet , formed a definitive answer , many informants would

say , " That's a great question " or " I haven't thought about

that before " or " That's very interesting . " After

deliberating and coming up with a particularly informative

comment , a number of women stated that they were glad to

have been challenged to confront an idea they had not

here - to - fore considered carefully enough . Many felt they

had learned something about themselves or others which they

had not previously made explicit or clarified in their own
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mind . Self - knowledge seemed to be particularly rewarding .

Thirdly , the suggestion that what these women have to

say is important and of particular worth appeared to impact

positively on the view they have of themselves . Even though

many seemed tentative and uncertain about what was expected

at first , most , before the interview was over , were striving

to make themselves understood and doing their best to add as

much significant information as possible . The idea offered

by the interviewer that widows , themselves , possess the most

relevant insights into their own experience and are the best

sources of information about widowhood was acknowledged and

enthusiastically received as important .

Many confided that participating in altruistic actions

was a self - enhancing experience , the execution of which made

them feel good about themselves . The interview was seen by

many who felt this way as an altruistic act , one which may ,

in the long run , contribute to the well - being of other

widows like themselves . Although often begun with some

hesitation , interviews were frequently difficult to

terminate because the time spent was considered by the

informants to be pleasurable and / or profitable .

The interviewer , as well as the interview itself , was

perceived and reacted to in a number of unexpected ways . In

some instances , the interviewer was seen as a teacher and / or

trained professional who had access to information which had

relevance for these women's visions of themselves . She was

questioned as to what insights she might provide about

widowhood in general . Often the request for perceptive
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information was accompanied by the implicit request that a

comparison be made between the informant's experiences and

feelings and the experiences and feelings of others .

What became apparent was that these informants were

asking the researcher to assess her accumulated information

in order to verify and confirm the normalcy of the

informant's feelings and definitions of their own

situations . As will be revealed subsequently , these women

often use the feelings and behavior of peers as criteria by

which they judge themselves . In this case , the interviewer

was asked to provide information about women in their same

circumstances who might supply corroborating evidence that

these informants are not deviating significantly from an

acceptable standard .

Much in this same vein , the interviewer was

occasionally approached as a therapist might be approached

and asked questions such as : " What should I do ? " or " How

should I proceed under these circumstances ? " In these

cases , it seemed very important not only for the integrity

of the research project but for the welfare of the informant

to , as gently as possible , disclaim the therapist role . At

these times , it was made clear that an interviewer is more

of a sympathetic observer and listener who is trying to

learn and grow herself and that professional counseling or

peer support may be of help if the informant feels like

talking with someone .

Since it seemed very important that these informants

receive some assurance that they do not deviate completely
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from the norm , the interviewer felt obliged to reassure them

that there definitely exists many commonalities between
widows . However , at the same time , they were also told

that , not surprisingly , there are also many differences

between people , ■ phenomenon that makes inquiry into

widowhood , as well as other human conditions , continually

interesting and challenging . Although a few may have been

seeking more explicit therapeutic advise from the

interviewer then was given , most informants appeared

adequately rewarded as was evidenced by their prolonged

enthusiastic participation and the frequent difficulty

encountered by the interviewer in achieving the termination

of the interview .

The realization that these informants were using the

interview process to their advantage and receiving a variety

of psychological dividends from the experience was the first

indication to the interviewer that these women are

attempting to strategically address their problematic

situation in a number of ways . Approaching the interview as

catharsis , as a means to gain insight and determine normalcy

and / or as an altruistic ego - enhancing exercise proved to be

only a few of many methods by which these women seek to deal

with the circumstances of their widowhood . The in - depth

discussions of their feelings and experiences surrounding

their painful transition and the social world in which they

reside offer a number of reenforcements for the idea that

changes in status and identity inspire equallyequally dramatic

instances of adaptive behavior .
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THE GENESIS OF QUESTION DEVELOPMENT : At its inception , this

research project on widowhood was inspired and informed by

the researcher's close association with a mother who , at the

time , had been widowed for about 16 years . of particular

interest was the dramatic changes which had taken place

surrounding this woman's social relationships . Prior to

widowhood and before retirement , her social participation

could have been described as corresponding to a middle - age

pattern of social relations , i.e. , acquaintances primarily

acquired and maintained through occupational affiliations .

Although continuing to be employed outside the home for some

time following the death of her husband , she gradually

became more likely to associate with widows like herself .

Stating that she wanted to insure a measure of security

and to be in closer proximity to her family , this women ,

after her retirement , moved to an age - segregated community

many miles from her residence of origin . The major

consequence of this monumental decision , however , seemed to

be complete substitution of like - situated friends for those

who have varied life - styles and marital statuses , some of

whom did not even live in this particular setting but

resided in the community at large . Although initially

ambivalent about the move , she gradually become actively

involved with women who were very much like herself .

One obvious explanation for the exchange of one set of

relationships for another is that , as a woman grows older ,

the chance that other women will also be widowed increases .

Certainly , structural circumstances such as an increase in
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the number of widows may contribute to the exclusion of more

heterogeneous social interaction . However , judging from the

very deliberate choices which were made along the way and

which resulted in such dramatic changes in the make - up of

this particular widow's social circle , it was suspected that

this social process is much more complex and is likely to be

associated with a number of personal predilections and

interactional contingencies .

These observations , then , formed the bases for the

questions that were ultimately explored in this present

research effort , although , as time progressed and more was

learned , the process of inquiry became an evolutionary

endeavor . Early on in the investigation , questions

centering around the social relationships of widows ,

especially their friendships , were considered of paramount

importance for explanation . It was discovered that other

researchers interested in widowhood had concluded that women

who lost husbands in this manner tend to seek out

alternative social relationships in order to fill the void .

One alternative has been referred to as a " society of

widows " or a network of like - situated older single women who

form friendships among themselves ( Lopata , 1970 ) . It was

also noted that the literature on the subject frequently

suggested that family is not as successful as friends in

fulfilling many of the needs that older people in general

and widows in particular exhibit .

These two findings could be considered somewhat

surprising in that , traditionally , in the sociological
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literature the family has been awarded great significance in

terms of its integrative capacity . Friendship , on the other

hand , judging by the relative paucity of sociological

attention given it has been of only minor interest to social

researchers . Perhaps , like Simmel ( 1950 ) who viewed it as a

particularly vulnerable dyad , social scientists may consider

relationships between friends as only tenuous sources of

social cohesion and , therefore , limited in importance .

However , it would seem logical that , if individuals are

excluded from other major social connections such as wife ,

mother and / or employee , friendship may become an important

source of emotional support and self - image building

interaction , as well as a primary link to the larger

society .

In addition to having to deal with the loss of a mate ,

widows who are aging are also entering into a stage of life

not exactly revered by the society in which they live . In

fact , Butler ( 1975 : 11 ) refers to the existence of " ageism "

or " a deep and profound prejudice " which seems to

characterize our society's attitudinal disposition toward

the elderly . The isolating consequences of discrimination

and the concomitant loss of a mate may combine to endow peer

relationships with greater consequence . If SO , friendship

takes on an importance which may have here - to - for been

underestimated , particularly in the case of otherwise

socially excluded segments of the population . Therefore , it

was suspected that insight into the role that friendship may

play in the lives of older widowed women may contribute
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theoretical clarification of more general sociological

value .

Upon entering the field , then , the predominant

occupation of this research effort was with the possible

connection between widowhood and peer involvement .

Questions primarily centered around this notion and were

loosely designed to elucidate the part friendship may play

in the experience of widowhood . The interview was

structured around three general sets of inquiries :

1 . How do older widows define friendship ?
Are friendships perceived to be
important and why ? Are there
qualitatively different types of
friendships ?

2 . How are friendships originated , built ,
and maintained by this group ? What
are the conditions under which these
friendships do or do not flourish ?

3 . What are the functions which
friendships perform in the lives of
older widows ? Do friendships supply a
type of support which they are unable
to duplicate or choose not to pursue
in other relationships ? If so , what
is the distinction ?

These questions were pursued by the implementation of an

interview guide which was employed with the intention of

providing a relatively unstructured opportunity for the

informants involved in this project to reveal their Own

experiences with and explanations for the social

circumstances they had encountered in widowhood ( see

Appendix D ) .

THE EVOLUTION OF QUESTION DEVELOPMENT : Once interviewing
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began , it quickly became apparent that changes in the

interview schedule were in order and , in fact , spontaneously

taking place in response to the emphasis that the informants

were placing on certain aspects of their experience and the

related understandings that were emerging . Although

friendship did appear to have a great deal of relevancy to

the experiences of these women , it soon revealed itself as

only one example of many of these women's attempts to deal

successfully with the changes that had taken place since the

death of their husband . Consequently , ■ more general

approach was adopted in which an attempt was made to gain

some perspective on just how these women were strategically

addressing their loss and all the consequences surrounding

it . The spontaneous revelations of these women made it

impossible to ignore the scope of their efforts to deal with

a difficult situation . Focusing in on friendship alone

would have meant limiting the presentation to a small

fraction of the methods by which these women were adapting

to their situation .

Few probes were needed to stimulate participation and

most answers were accompanied by elaborations from which

much unanticipated information emerged . The researcher had

initially thought that questions concerning background

information would produce a delineation of characteristics

which would enhance comparison between informants . Although

doing so , they also stimulated streams of consciousness by

which most informants were able to explore their Own

agendas . Interestingly , these background questions usually
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took up a good portion of the time alloted to the interview

session . Each participant , then , was encouraged to express

those thoughts and feelings which they , themselves , felt

worthy of elaboration . By doing so , it is believed that

these informants definitions of their own situation permeate

this research effort and contribute to a personal

understanding of what it is like for these women to be ■

widow .

One background question which elicited a great deal of

insight into what would eventually come to be seen by the

researcher as the recovery process was the inquiry into the

specifics about the husbands ' death . The descriptions of

the feelings surrounding this event and the energy given to

describe them accurately and completely left no doubt that

the death of a husband has resulted in these women

completely reevaluating not only the circumstances of their

lives but the very essence of their view of themselves .

Before a handful of informants were interviewed , it had

become apparent that these women were not just adapting to

the absence of a significant other but were reacting to a

very fundamental change in self . Because the recollection

and retelling of the circumstances surrounding the husband's

death yielded a rich source of information about how these

women are adapting to their loss , even those women who had

been widowed for some time were requested to reexamine the

event , although many did SO spontaneously without

encouragement . Due to the painful nature of these

recollections , the interviewer felt obliged to ask
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permission to inquire about the circumstances of the death

of those few who did not volunteer this sensitive

information . All , ultimately , discoursed on the event with

obvious interest and most , either visibly or verbally ,

confirmed that the experience of talking about it was a

cathartic one .

Other background questions that inspired more densely

informative material than was initially anticipated included

questions about organizational activities which often

brought about discussions of dating and remarriage and

questions about familial contact which served to highlight

these women's attitudinal dispositions toward parenting and

grandparenting . Since both of these subjects were presented

as highly significant to these women's feelings about

themselves and their condition , they were systematically

included in all subsequent interviews . Specific entreaties

to compare the place of family and friends were , for the

most part , unnecessary in that most informants volunteered

their thoughts on the matter without prompting .

Due to the researcher's age , many of her acquaintances

were also experiencing the impact which the loss of a father

was having on her and her widowed mother . Discussions with

friends about the nature of her research and the emergent

findings invariably found an interested audience eager to

learn about the project and interject information about

their own personal experiences surrounding their mother's

life as a widow . These discussions not only reenforced the

researcher's impression that this is an important subject
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for many but also shed some impressionistic light on the

data that was being collected .

Frequently , these acquaintances would express their

consternation and feelings of helplessness in connection

with their mother's situation . Although expressing concern ,

they often also confessed to feeling ineffective at times

and somehow unable to make a substantial difference in their

mother's lives . Even those whose mothers were described as

doing " fine , " often felt that they were having some

difficulty in understanding the nuances of their mother's

situation . Although very sympathetic , these children of

widows were often feeling frustrated that they were somehow

not developing the empathetic understanding they felt was

imperative to have if they are to be effectively involved .

Since these feelings of ineffectiveness were

consistently shared with the researcher when discussion of

her work became the topic of conversation , she was alerted

to the possibility that family support may have many

problematic dimensions of interest . Reacting to this

realization and the knowledge that the literature has

suggested that older people may not always turn to family

for all their needs , the researcher made it a point to

include questions about family in each interview conducted .

In addition , she became introspective about her own personal

feelings about the subject . Thus , introspection not only

helped clarify her position with her own mother but aided in

her assessing her objectivity in the field concerning

widowhood in general .
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One such emergent realization was that , for some reason

not explicated in the beginning , the researcher felt more

comfortable when interviewing older widows as opposed to

those who , for example , were still in their fifties . It was

determined after some self - examination that the widowhood of

the older women was being apprehended as less deviant and ,

therefore , more generally acceptable to the researcher . The

younger widows , on the other hand , were perceived as somehow

more tragic and capable of eliciting stronger emotions in

the interviewer . Because their age was closer to hers and

appeared to be more approximate to middle age , the

researcher was more inclined to identify with their

situation and to , consequently , dwell on her own

vulnerability . Although , certainly , each widow's

description of her devastating loss evoked many deep

emotions in the interviewer , those who reminded her more of

herself had the capacity to render the experience much more

personal and threatening .

Once explicated , this reaction informed the

researcher's thinking on family support . It was suspected

that the empathetic difficulties that were described as

occuring in relation to families may not signify younger

people's inability to understand but rather their

unwillingness to do so . Just as it was with the researcher ,

it may not be that they " can't " but that they don't " want "

to see themselves in a similar position due to the painful

nature of the imaginative taking the role of the other it

requires .
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Conversely , it was suspected that the older widows may ,

on some level , be feeling uncomfortable with the researcher

due to what they may perceive as a gap in empathetic

understanding . Since their children who , could be closer to

the researcher's age than their own , were described as

caring but , at times , unable to comprehend their dilemma , it

was feared that this may compromise these women's faith in

the researcher and her project , thereby , possibly

diminishing the effort that may be devoted to the encounter .

As a consequence , it seemed important to stress the

professional association of the researcher and the research

itself . The beginning of each interview , then , was devoted

to an introduction of the interviewer , a presentation of her

academic association with her university and her previous

educational achievements . This soliloquy , along with a

pronouncement of the importance that the researcher was

placing on the subject of widowhood , appeared to set a stage
in which these women were primarily reacting to the

professional status of the researcher , rather than merely

taking into account her personal characteristics .

Ultimately , even the older women had little trouble relating

their attitudes about the differences they have apprehended

between those , like the researcher , who have not experienced

widowhood and those , like themselves , who know the

difficulties first hand .

In addition to specific questions about family ,

organizational activity and the circumstances surrounding

their husband's death , nonspecific questions about if and
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how life is different now that they are widowed also had the

power to evoke disclosures about drastic changes that had

taken place in these women's social networks , as well as in

the way they now look upon themselves . The consequence of

these women's tendency to take the reigns and discourse in

detail about their circumstances and feelings when asked

quite general questions resulted in the recasting of the

interview guide into a more simplistic heuristic document

which proved better suited to the exposure of a larger range

of strategic maneuvers by which these women attempt to

control their emotional and social environment ( see Appendix

E ) .

Analytic Examination of Data

Analysis was begun using line by line examination of

the collected data and early manipulation resulted in a

loosely organized sorting according to topics such as

family , peer and dating relations . It was soon discovered

that much like the literature had suggested , this group of

widows was displaying a tendency to gravitate toward the

construction of peer dominated social networks , a phenomenon

that seemed to be directly related to their change of status

into widowhood . This tendency began to reveal itself as an

artifact of a number of attitudinal and situational factors

which appear to promote the reliance on peer relations for

social support . Seven factors were isolated as having

relevance : deficiencies in family support , general
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discrimination toward widows , societal attitudes toward

grief , personal feelings of deviancy , difficulties with

married acquaintances , positive peer experience and negative

attitudes toward and experience with dating and remarriage

( see Appendix F ) . It was suspected that these widows '

reactions to a combination of a variety of these conditions

were proving instrumental in their devising a strategy of

peer involvement , the consequence of which is their building

a new and personally supportive social world of their own .

It soon became apparent , however , that the story behind

these women's experience with widowhood is much more

involved and complex than a singular focus on the

construction of a separate peer network has the capability

of explaining and that other , equally important , strategies

may be commandeered in these women's attempts to cope with

their loss . The informants , themselves , seemed to

instinctively know that recovery is a complicated task , a

description of which is not easily drawn . They often

complained that uninformed , if , perhaps , well meaning ,

acquaintances had often suggested to them that time would

eventually " make things better ' and they they would sometime

in the near future " get over it . " Most of the informants ,

however , dismissed the simplistic explanation that time is

the ultimate healer and emphasized that one does not

automatically heal from such ■ devastating change in

circumstance . Likewise , then , this research effort

refrained from treating the reaction to widowhood as

unidimensional , resisted collecting data in so selective a
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manner and followed the lead of the informants who realize

that there are no simple ways in which to deal with such a

life altering event as death of a spouse . Without

specifically verbalizing it , they had consistently intimated

that they had been " working " on their recovery , that the

" work " had begun immediately at , if not before , the death of

their husband and that their cumulative efforts are what

ultimately have contributed most to their recaptured sense

of well - being . Neither the mere passage of time nor the

development of peer support is solely explanatory of the

process of recovery to which they have devoted much effort .

As has been mentioned , the interviewing process

included what seemed to be a cathartic component to which

these women responded positively . Informants sought

catharsis by engaging in a narrative describing their

husband's illness and death and their own personal

experiences and feelings during and following these events .

This often unsolicited information consistently suggested

that the crisis to which these women had been subjected was

somehow connected to the way in which they view themselves ,

as well as the way in which the people in their social world

are treating them . The grief they had experienced and

expressed , their dramatic change in marital status and the

loss of such a significant person from their everyday lives

have worked in tandem to set up a situation in which each

informant , in their own way , have sought to repair the

damage done to their previously taken - for - granted world .

Special attention , then , was given to uncovering the variety

.
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of strategies these women were applying in order to address
!

the drastic changes that have occurred in their personal and

social environment .

It was soon discovered , however , that , although a

number of strategies could be isolated , not all of the

informants were immediately involved in all of them or

expressed similar interest in their implementation . Because

very early on in the interviewing process it had became

evident that there exists some very great differences

between those women who are more recently widowed and those

who have been widowed for some time , this distinction was

suspected of having explanatory power . Those women who had

recently lost their husband , in addition to grieving in a

.

more open manner , appeared less confident , confessed to

feeling confused about articulating the nature of their

needs and desires and were less apt to view themselves as
1

self - sufficient and independent than were their longer

widowed counterparts . Manipulation of the data with this in

mind produced a sorting which dichotomized the discovered

strategic coping devices into those which were more useful

to those who had been widowed recently and those who had

been dealing with their situation for some time .

Consequently , it was determined that not all of the

strategies uncovered have the same significance for each and

everyone of the participants and that knowledge about how

long a woman has been widowed may have interpretive

properties .

From this discovery , the notion of the existence of
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stages of recovery evolved into a working hypothesis . It

was suspected that the application of the length of

widowhood could be used to determine at what point a widow

had reached in her recovery and what kind of work she was

doing at that time to address her situation . This suspicion

was tested , however , and found, to be wanting in several

respects . First , it was found that , although newly widowed

women were often emotionally unable to immerse themselves in

the recovery techniques that longer widowed women frequently

instituted , they did not necessarily applyapply all the same

methods themselves . Conversely , it was also discovered

that , although longer widowed women may involve themselves

in strategic behavior that requires some measure of recovery

from the paralyzing effects of grief , they often are still

working on issues that had confronted them early on in their

experience with widowhood such as trying to free themselves

from the intrusion of painful memories that have the

capacity to take over their consciousness at inopportune

times . Consequently , it was concluded that , even though it

can be demonstrated that some of the informants are or have

been progressing through what can be described as stages of

recovery , by no means can these stages be characterized as

discrete of each other , as always linear in progression

and / or as completely temporally determined . So , although

the notion of stages was not completely abandoned , it was

recast to be more inclusive and less deterministic than it

had originally been conceptualized .

As the researcher was accumulating data on the
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strategies being applied by these informants and the

realization evolved that the choice of strategies can differ

between participants , a question arose about whether or not

an anticipated death could have repercussions on the way in

which the informants addressed the consequences of their

loss . In fact , the informants , themselves , frequently

raised the possibility that an unanticipated death might be

more difficult to handle and require a more immediate ,

truncated effort to recover some equilibrium . However , even

the informants who described their husband's death as

expected portrayed their feelings to be as profoundly

disrupting and in need of repair as did those who were taken

by surprise . Indeed , all of the newly widowed informants

and those longer widowed informants who described their

early experiences using recall reported their emotions and

behavior as incorporating many of the same elements . It was

concluded that the condition of expecting death , although ,

perhaps , giving some a head start on their identity

transformation , is not as explanatory as experiencing the

" realness " of the death itself .

As the research unfolded , it became apparent that ,

regardless of what stage of recovery an informant was in or

which type of strategy they were choosing to implement , all

of the informants were demonstrating the need to find ways

of gaining a kind of distance between themselves and the

taken - for - granted world that had previously influenced their

self - perception . Hence , the concept of " relational

distancing " or the act of putting some space between
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themselves and their old ways of viewing themselves as
1

1
connected with another became central to an understanding of

this group of women's adaptive behavior . In fact , all of

the strategic methods of dealing with their changed identity

that were uncovered were apprehended to be cases of this

attempt to achieve adequate distance .

Once this concept was used to give order to the data , it

was discovered that this " distancing " behavior could be

conceptually dichotomized as either being examples of ways

to discard inappropriate patterns of thinking and acting

( closure work ) or as ways to find and substitute more

personally utilitarian and satisfying alternatives

( individualization ) . Furthermore , although no set calender

.

for their implementation could be diagramed and some

overlapping is not uncommon , the former example of

" distancing " tended to be exhibited early in widowhood ,

while the latter benefited from the psychological elbow - room

created by successfully loosening habitual ties with the

past . With the institution of these categories , the

analysis process snowballed and seemingly unrelated types of

conduct were shown to be consistent with these widows '

and direct their owndesire to successfully manage

restorative process ..
As examples of both " closure work " and

" individualization " were identified and placed into

categorical groupings which incorporated ■ variety of

incidences of each type , the researcher made efforts to

periodically interject questions about the nature and
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racteristics of the widows who were exhibiting any one

ticular behavior and / or attitude . It was anticipated

t , because the sample interviewed is So homogeneous ,

re would be fewer variations between informants than if

ge differences in personal characteristics existed

For the most part , this was proven

rect . As was mentioned , however , the greatest

ferences arose between those who were widowed for a long

iod of time and those more recently widowed . Because

er widows tended to be widowed for a longer time and

nger widows tended to be widowed for a shorter amount of

e , neither current age nor age at time of death of the

to their

avioral contribution . Similarly , length , timing and

in the widow's organization under

dy could not be shown to be predictive , although , as will

discussed later , reasons for involvement in the

anization could be indirectly connected to a number of

dividualization " techniques .

When it started to become apparent that family support

not showing itself as a primary method of coping for

s group of widows , attempts were made to discover whether

s holds true under a variety of conditions . Informants

e asked about the availability of family members , local

graphical distribution , the age of grandchildren , the

the nature of family involvement

ore and at the time of the spouse's death . Although it

shown that daughters were more frequently in touch and
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that , at the time of their husband's death , children were 1

1

the most helpful to the majority , other indicators did not

appear to change the finding that , although affectional ties

with family are the norm , reliance on family for ongoing

emotional and practical support is minimized if possible .

The " distancing " technique which displayed the most

variability between widows was these widows attitudes and

behavior surrounding dating and remarriage . Ultimately ,

most of the informants could be separated into two
IN

categories : those desiring remarriage and those preferring

to stay single . Obviously , the question generated by this

finding centered around what characteristics might be

operating to produce this dissimilarity between informants .

One condition explored was the possibility that some of

these informants had had bad experiences in the dating arena

and are , therefore , turned off to the prospect of finding a

new mate . This particular condition did not serve to

explain this variability between informants , however .

Although most had experienced a number of difficulties in

the quest for a mate and a few had had some ego - enhancing

encounters , those who were interested in changing their

marital status were , for some reason , more tolerant of the

circumstances surrounding their efforts whatever the degree

of positive reinforcement encountered or not encountered .

Consequently , it became necessary to look further for

explanation .

It was thought that , perhaps , the condition of

perceiving their relationship with their deceased husband as
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less than rewarding might contribute to the propensity of

some of the informants to avoid remarriage . However ,

incidences were found of both women remembering their

relationship with affection and those with disappointment

having very similar dispositions toward locating a new mate .

On the other hand , some insight into why a group of these

widows hold negative attitudes toward this particular

" individualization " technique was gained by the discovery

that some of the widows interviewed are very influenced by

their extremely positive recollections of their deceased

husband and their lost marital relationship . It was

suspected , then , that the inability or unwillingness of a

widow to see her lost relationship as replaceable may
2

preclude her from seeking another .

Both length of widowhood and age were tested as to

their ability to shed light on the adoption of this

particular coping behavior . It was found that both of these

distinctions did have some relation to the desire to marry

again . Since both older widows and women who have been

widowed for a longer period of time are less likely to be

interested in changing their status , it was concluded that

many may have become discouraged due to their experiences or

lack of them and / or many may have become comfortable with

the status quo and choose not to change what has become

familiar .

Since the effort to date and find a new mate was

presented by the informants who exert it as such an

important aspect of their life , the use of this
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" individualization " technique was examined as to its

relationship to others that were isolated in this study .

It was wondered whether or not dedication to changing their

marital status would supercede or impact upon other

potential tactics for identity reconstruction which could

have also been pursued . Indeed , it was shown that peer

involvement may be relegated to a lesser position and that

the pursuit of other activities may be directly influenced

by the desire to place oneself into circumstances which are

more conducive to meeting potential male companions .

The least variation in the implementation of a

" distancing " technique was exposed in relation to these

informants ' seeking out peer relationships for the purpose

of establishing a social network of use to their particular

situation . Conditions such as family availability , length

of widowhood and age did not diminish the importance of this

method of adaptation . Although the passage of time

increases the opportunities to meet other widows , the loss

of former friends and the need for empathetic interaction

and identity validation appears to compel these widows to

begin searching for alternative relationships very shortly

after their taken - for - granted world has been changed . While

family is frequently instrumental at the very beginning ,

peer friendship quickly gains in prominence and becomes a

significant tool of recovery .

Holding many demographic characteristics constant by

limiting the study to a homogenous group of widows in so far

as their social class and organizational affiliation and
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attempts to rule out the influence of other variables such

as religion and education will tend to highlight the many

similarities in behavioral response to widowhood in this

study . However , other contingencies such as length of

widowhood , age and experiential and attitudinal variation

will also add texture to this project's attempt to describe

and gain some understanding about a group of women who are

essentially involved in the same effort . The picture that

is presented in the following pages is of this group of

women's stuggle to gain insight into the nature of their

changing circumstances , to discover what it means to them

personally and , finally , to reconstruct a new reality ,

including that which is associated with the very way they

view themselves and the world around them .
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Chapter Five

FINDINGS

Widowhood as Strategic Reparation of a
Damaged Self - Image

In an attempt as social beings to interject a measure

of stability and continuity into our lives , we often look to

those who are closest to us for confirmation that we are ,

indeed , who we have grown to think we are in terms of our

position in life , as well as our self esteem . As Berger and

Luckman ( 1967 : 150 ) state , " Significant others occupy a

central position in the economy of reality -maintenance . "

They also add , " They are particularly important for the

ongoing confirmation of that crucial element of reality we

call identity ( Berger and Luckman , 1967 : 150 ) . It then

follows that , in the event of the loss of a major

significant other and one's role assignation associated with

that significant other to death , it is very likely that such

a shock to the taken - for - granted world will set the stage

for a catastrophic threat to an individual's sense of what

is real , including his / her evaluation of personal worth .

As the research which has been conducted on the subject

suggests , a woman , immediately after the death of her

husband , if not before , is likely to experience intense

feelings of grief , the management of which must be

excruciatingly painful . The loss associated with widowhood
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and the person's reaction to it are not unidimensional and

cannot be solely characterized by merely describing the

psychological symptomology which accompanies it , however .

On the contrary , data will be presented which shows little

passive submission to psychological states of grief , a

determined effort to create and mobilize support system

and a concomitant revitalization of an injured identity .

The process of dealing with such a devastating

biographical shock which has been brought on by the death of

such an influential significant social partner will be

explored through the revelations of a group of widows who ,

in the course of an unstructured interview , were asked to

describe and discuss their feelings about this tragic event

and their efforts to reorganize their lives both inwardly

and socially . The informants in this research effort

invariably demonstrated by their answers that their journey

through widowhood has been one which includes both a

transformation in the way they see themselves and in the way

in which they interact with and utilize the people in their

immediate social world . Almost unanimously , these women

begin their revelations by referring to their husband's

death as the initiating catalyst leading to a serious crisis

in identity , a crises which includes far more than just

losing one member , however important , of their social

network . Consequently , it seems prudent to begin by

presenting these women's descriptions of how they initially

felt about themselves and the world around them , as well as

their perception of how the world viewed them in the wake of
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such a dramatic change in status .

The Biographical Shock : The Disintegration of an Identity

Sociologists Berger and Luckman ( 1967 ) point out that ,

" As long as the routines of everyday life continue without

interruption , they are apprehended as nonproblematic . " Once

an interruption , in this case , the death of a spouse , as

transpired , one can no longer proceed with business as

usual , either in the very practical sense of life - style

patterns of behavior or in the social - psychological sense of

the implicit evaluation of one's identity . According to the

Women who contributed their feelings to this research

effort , the onset of widowhood operated to throw into

question their taken - for - granted internal visions of

themselves in - so - far as shaking their confidence that they

are either complete or whole . The perception that an

absence of a certain internal integrity emerges when the

person with whom one has the closest identification dies was

expressed by both newly widowed informants , as well as by

those informants who , during the interview , engaged in

reminiscences about the early days following the death of

their husbands . One woman commented on her total

metamorphosis .

Nothing is the same . I just
half a person . Half of me is

strips you of everything .

feel
gone .

like
It

1

The biographical shock of losing a marital partner

which has the capacity to catalyze a crisis in identity that
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can " strip you of everything " seldom just materializes at

the time of the spouse's passing , however . As Glaser and

Strauss ( 1965 ) have demonstrated , many participants in the

career of the dying patient find themselves " coming into

awareness " of the approaching death at different points in

time and in different manners . Many of the widows in this

present study were presented with information about their

husband's health status which either predicted with

certainty or suggested the strong possibility of impending

death well before the event occurred . One woman , for

example , described a two year vigil conducted by her and her

son after her husband was diagnosed as having Lou Gehrig's

disease , a progressive , incurable illness . Although the

shock of an inevitable death was confronted a long time

before the event occurred , she remembers it vividly .

It took my husband a couple of years to

finally disintegrate and that was the
hardest thing to watch ... It was such a
horrible shock to all of us because
neither my husband or I had ever been
sick .

Another woman describes her husband's illness and

deterioration not as an immediate shock but as a five year

odyssey which took them from local doctor to local doctor

and , finally , to a prominent university medical center .

Throughout the ordeal , his diagnosis remained non - specific

and treatment was difficult . In this case , awareness slowly

unfolded as each event took place during five years of

fearful uncertainty .

He was retired about five years . But that
was all after this cancer baloney ... It was
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diagnosed in 83 . So , he lived with that
gloom over his head . They claimed they
had cured it with radiation . Then , we got
a blood test in 85 and it was elevated .

And , they couldn't figure it out ... He
complained about his back . But , they
couldn't pick it up . They couldn't detect
it . ■■ died in 88 . His legs went
numb ... They couldn't figure out where it
was paralyzing him in the back . I guess
it must have spread up his spine . If
someone tells you you have cancer , you
have that hanging over your head for the
rest of your life .

Although it would seem logical that a prolonged illness

would preclude someone from feeling shocked when the end

does come , the reverse is often true . One woman whose

husband lived with a life threatening heart condition for a

few years before he died describes his death as a shock even

though she had anticipated it .

I knew my husband was ill . He'd had four
coronaries before he died . I knew he

wasn't taking good care of himself ... I was
preparing for his death because I
knew -- because he wouldn't correct his life
style . And , he ended up in the hospital
four times . His death was not a shock to

me . It wasn't and , yet , it was when it

comes . It comes sooner than you expected .
I wasn't prepared for it when it actually
happened -- but , I had to prepare myself . I
had to think about what I was going to do .

It would seem reasonable that women placed in this

position would be forced to consider life without the

partner who they have been advised will not survive or , at

the least , who they know has a serious life - threatening
disease . One widow whose husband was ill for a few years

discussed the difference she saw between those who are

forewarned and those who are not .

It's the way you lose your husband . If
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time ,

to go .

he's been ill a long lengthy you
prepare yourself , knowing that he's going

If he's suddenly taken away from
you , that's when you're thrown off
balance -- the rug's been pulled out from
under you and it's too hard on you . I

think the woman who suffers through the
pain and agony of seeing her husband die
slowly is exhausted . There's no question ,
But , there's a peace . There's peace when

it comes . But , in the meantime , when
you're waiting for that to come to pass
which you know is going to come , you are
starting to wonder what you are going to
do with your own life .

Another woman admitted that , she too , had experienced a

sense of relief when her husband had finally died of cancer ,

a process that was prolonged and difficult . Experiencing

anticipatory grief and expecting the commencement of a life

alone functioned to give this woman a head start on

addressing the future .

I'm a very strong person . Also , my
husband was sick for several months and I

knew it was coming and I think I had

prepared myself . Actually , I think I
grieved while he was sick and , once that
was over , I was ready to get on with my
life .

Although either the awareness of impending death and / or

the death itself can serve as the initial catalytic event

which throws a woman's identification into question , a

fuller realization that a major change has taken place may

unfold after the death when the woman must face the everyday

realities of living alone . Just getting used to the

physical absence of a departed spouse appears to be

problematic and causes some widows to feel as if they are

experiencing cognitive difficulties .

At one point , when you are in shock that
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your brain won't work right which is SO

scarey when you're used to being an
intelligent person and being able to

reason and having some control .
Sometimes , you think that you hear your
mate , that their presence is there . You

hear them moving in a room . You hear them
walking ... It makes you think you're going
crazy .

Routines , obligations , shared activities and , perhaps ,

most importantly , the confidence that another human being

has designed their life to correspond to yours all

recognizabledisappear , leaving the widow with very few

behavioral sign - posts . The unfamiliarity and feelings of

aloneness this creates impacts heavily on these women's

morale and ability to cope . Thinking back to when she was

first widowed and , in some respects , lamenting her progress

in coping with a situation she would have preferred not to

have taken place , a widow of five years stated :

I never was alone in my life really . What
the worst part is is you learn how to do
it . I couldn't even turn the key without
thinking about : " Now , what happens the
rest of the day ? " I would just start to
cry

Having been married for many years and , often , having

married when quite young , many of these informants have had

little practice at living a life in which there is no one to

be responsible for on a day to day bases . Routines that

once had meaning because they were shared and which lent a

certain predictability to life no longer have the same

significance and can even produce painful emotional

reactions .

It's lonesome , you know . The first rain
of the season when you think it's nice to
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have a little fire in the fire place .
It's lonesome -- particularly , when I turn
out the light and go down the hall to bed .
That's a very lonesome time ... It's an

eerie feeling when you've lived with
someone and there's been someone in the
house . Then , all of ■ sudden , it's so
quiet . This is the only time in my life
that I've ever live alone . Ι never did
before at all .

The loneliness these women feel is often accentuated by

their tendency to compare their lot with that of others with

whom they are acquainted or who they imaginatively picture

as enjoying the fruits of a viable relationship . For many

of these women , being alone feels almost as if it is a

socially unacceptable condition .

When you were still married , even if you
didn't have any plans , well , there you
were together . You puttered around the
yard . You went to a movie together
without any big plan . You have the
feeling that everyone is out there having
a great time and here you are abandoned .
They may be fighting or cleaning out the
garage but , at least , they're not doing it
alone .

The physical absence , the loss of companionship and the

need to become singularly instrumental in areas such as

paying bills , making home repairs or even driving the car

all combine to remind the newly widowed woman that she is

not part of a cooperative twosome and that she can no longer

present herself as such .

Your life changes because you are alone .
You do everything alone . I'm not used to
driving all the time here and there ... He
wanted me to him everywhere .
" Come on . Get your things . We're going .
We were together constantly . In spite of
it , you change because you are alone ,
whether you like it or not .

go with
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Many of the widows interviewed kept reiterating that

they had felt that , because they had previously seen

themselves as part of a dyadic relationship and had taken

that relationship for granted for SO many years , it was

extremely difficult to change gears and view themselves as a

single , autonomous being . One described her struggle to

relabel herself appropriately and , at the same time , act

instrumentally .

One big change I've noticed is that we

were always a couple and my husband was

the predominate member of the couple .
Now , all of a sudden , I am alone . It's
now my house . It's my car . I keep
saying , we , all the time . And , all of a
sudden , I realize that our assets are my

assets , not his really . I always thought
of them more as his than mine . He made
the big decisions in our lives . We would
talk about them but he actually made them .
I'm very wishy - washy about making
decisions , so it's good that he did . I
keep saying we all the time and I keep
trying to break myself and say , " I. "

Whereas each person's strengths in a supportive relationship

can be capitalized upon and become complementary to the

other's , without a partner , one must become self - sufficient

and capable of taking on all the responsibilities that once

may have been shared .

In addition to having to function instrumentally

without the support of a partner , the widow may have also

lost the opportunity to see herself through another's

sympathetic eyes . The loss of a husband who had served as a

mirror by which she was able to perceive a positive

self - image , left one woman unsure of how to bolster her view

of herself now that her former looking - glass no longer
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operates to enhance her reflection .

He was a great supporter of mine . I don't
know if it's vanity or whatever . I don't
know . But , he'd always say , " Oh , you look
nice today . ' He loved to go shopping with
me , try on things . He was proud of me ,
happy with me . That's gone .

Existing alone in a world that once had involved an

intimate partner and in a world that seems to cater to and

promote coupling is a completely foreign endeavor to these

women and serves to increase their distress . Not

" belonging " to a marital relationship or not " belonging " in

the sense of not conforming to the social norm of being

one - half of a couple leaves many of these women in a

precarious emotional condition not conducive to the

promotion of a healthy state of mind .

I felt alone . I didn't belong to anybody
and I like that feeling -- belonging to
somebody . I like being married . I could
be with a whole group of people but I was

really alone .

Because these women do not see their condition as

approximating a dominate social norm , the feeling of

aloneness which they attribute to the absence of contact

with their husbands is replicated by their feelings of

separation from the society in general . The discomfort this

generates may discourage many of these women from

socializing , particularly in the early months of their

widowhood when feelings of grief are acute and management of

them are tooemotions and the social world around

overwhelming to be adequately executed .

I was more comfortable at home . But , when
I was out by myself , I had the feeling
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like being enveloped in a cloud of
aloneness or something -- of being not just
a person , you know . It seemed almost like
a cloud your enveloped in and I suppose
that still is grief . I don't know . It's
that feeling of being alone . you
know , you're standing out alone -- not just
blending in . It's hard to describe that
feeling . It's almost like being enveloped
in something that says , " You're alone . "

And ,

The above woman's remarks , as well as others which will

be presented throughout this discussion , suggest that the

feelings of separateness expressed by these previously

attached women may have two distinct places of origin . One

seems to involve the breakdown of the previously

taken - for - granted association of self with another human

being . Difficulty in seeing oneself as single and on one's

own may be an artifact of the discontinuity of a long held

social status in addition to the loss of ongoing intimate

interaction which is associated with having a mate .

However , as will be demonstrated more than once , the society

at large may also contribute to this feeling of " standing

out . " In a society that often is referred to by these women

as a " couple's world , " it seems that a woman alone may be

reacting negatively to a social attribution of deviancy

which impacts significantly on her ability to salvage her

social worth in the face of the loss of the important social

role of " wife .

Grieving , as well as being single , is thought by many

of these women to set them apart from the world around them .

In fact , most of the informants revealed that they are

constantly challenged by family and friends to take
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progressive steps toward the resolution of their grief .

Many stories were told about family members , acquaintances

and / or social institutions which had difficulty tolerating

what is perceived as protracted periods of mourning or

dwelling on the past . Expressions of grief , including the

inability to function productively , lasting beyond ■ year

are particularly frowned upon . Even speaking about a former

mate is perceived to be taboo behavior .

They don't want you ever to mention your
husband's name or ever to mention anything
you did or where you went with them . This
is true . If I mention my husband's name
or say that we thought something was funny
or we had been somewhere , they look at you
as if to say , " What in the hell is she
talking about him for ? We don't want to

hear that . " We can't just close the door
on everything . I try to catch myself . I
really try not to burden anyone .

Although frequently angry that people do not understand

and are not more patient , the widows , themselves , often

lament that they are not able to shed the past and control

their emotions at a faster pace . Both society at large and

the widow , herself , seem to concur that one must , in order

to be healthy and normal , find a way to loosen the bonds of

complete identification with a partner who can no longer

share one's immediate reality . Consequently , important work

must be done by the new widow if she is to find a place for

herself in the here - and - now .

Most of the informants disclosed that , in the

beginning , they felt quite incapable of taking steps by

which they could start rebuilding their lives and

refashioning their identity apart from their former spouse .
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The feeling of not being in control over one's emotions , as

well as one's fate , is a commonly occurring sensation .

When this first happened , I was totally
devastated . I felt like I had a block of
ice on my chest . I couldn't even breath .
I tell you -- I was a lost soul .

Realizing that past behavior and routines no longer have

relevancy for the present or the future , one woman deplores

her confusion on how to proceed with the rest of her life .

I don't know what I want to do . I'm still
at a point in my life that I still don't
know what I want . It's a little difficult
at this time to start a new life . People
die and there you are . But , I just have
to take one day at a time . Some days are
better than others . I'm better than I

was , I guess . Sometimes , I don't see any
improvement . I just don't see any
improvement . And , I don't want to spend
the rest of my life this way ... I was

married to my husband for 41 years .
That's a long , long time and how do you
start a new life after that ?

1

However , although not always aware of it , all of the

women interviewed in this study exhibited the tendency to

instrumentally effect their own recovery Each one has

developed strategies by which they are able to cope with

their loss and , at the same time , reconstruct a new

identity . One woman who is aware of her involvement in this

recovery process very succinctly described it .

When you marry , you become merged with
someone else . You unite as one and , when
that person dies , you feel like half of
you has fallen off and , since that time ,
I've had to rebuild myself again as an
individual person .

How does a widow recover from this destructive turn of

events and go from " lost soul " or " half a person " to seeing
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herself as a unique individual of worth ? These informants '

descriptions of their feelings and experiences give a number

of clues . A crucial tool in this process seems to be the

ability and determination of these women to involve

themselves in a variety of tactics aimed at increasing the

distance between their present life and the one they have

left behind by virtue of their husband's death . Since the

relationship with their husband and all that it entailed are

the main elements of change with which the widow must

contend , gaining distance , both psychologically and

practically , from the lost relationship occupies a great

deal of these women's energy and time . The strategies by

which they attempt to secure this relational distancing will

be presented as belonging to two categories of tactics :

Closure work and Individualization techniques .

Relational distancing strategies indicative of closure

work are concentrated on the task of leaving the lost

relationship and much of the related behavior associated

with it behind , wiping the slate clean so as to open the way

for new more immediately relevant lines of conduct .

Individualization techniques are those by which these widows

have succeeded in fashioning a life apart from the one they

had shared with their husband , the components of which are

more germane to their current circumstances . Due to the

attitudinal and social conditions which impact on and

contribute to the adoption of these strategies , it will be

demonstrated that peer relationships can play a vital role

in this distancing process
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Relational Distancing : The Achievement of Social and
1

Personal Relevancy

In their quest to cope with such a life - altering event

as widowhood , the informants in this study relate that they

have sought to change significant aspects of both their

inner emotional life , as well as the outward representations

of their day - to - day life - style , including everyday routines

and interpersonal relationships . Former roles , habits ,

responsibilities and relationships are all subjects of

reassessment and possible reconstruction . The pulling away

from that which has been and is no longer useful and the

proceeding to something more immediately functional are

strategic maneuvers by which these women attempt to update

their patterns of behavior . Ultimately , the outcome of the

implementation of these strategic tactics is the achievement

of a certain space or distance between the widow and the

relationship she had shared with her spouse which can no

longer serve to lend current form or meaning to her

experiences . Although certainly a significant part of her

biographical heritage and , therefore , an important

contributor to present ways of thinking and acting , the

marital relationship which no longer exists in its prior

form needs to assume a lesser position within the widow's

repertoire of identity confirming interactions of

consequence .

Although much of this distancing from the past requires

work and is often a challenge to achieve , some alteration is
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inevitable and automatic . Even before their husband's

passing , many women may have had to give up familiar aspects

of their life which , when their husbands became ill , were no

longer sustainable . Some quit jobs in order to care for

their dying husbands . Others had to change their residence

in order to accommodate their husband's disability or their

own inability to maintain a more spacious and / or costly

piece of property . These difficult sacrifices are

frequently the first indications that life will not continue

as it has before . Although these forced changes may , in the

end , result in the same kind of relational distancing that

desired and sought after alterations produce , they are

perceived as disruptive and unwelcome , as is demonstrated by

one widow of five years who spent a great deal of time

describing her disappointment in losing her home after her

husband had become ill .

We had our lives planned , too well . We
had just built a beautiful new house . It
had a studio in the center for me to teach
dance and his office on the one side and
our place on the other and it had a

gorgeous view . And , I had a wonderful
following I was teaching four classes a

week and I belonged to dance groups and we
were thinking ahead for the future . All
of a sudden , when we found out he was ill ,
we had to really get out of that because
it was a great big project and it would be
too difficult for me ... We sold the place
and lived in the downstairs area of a

doctor friend of our's and my youngest son
and I took care of him . I'm not teaching
which is very sad because that was the
most horrible thing for my husband -- was to
die , leaving me without the two or three
studios he had built for me . But , it had
to be . And , then , I had a terrible time
trying to figure out what to do about a
living situation because it was hard to
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find a place that nearly competed with
anything that I already had . And , I go by
that place . Anytime I go , I can see it .
And , that is so hard .

In this case , this woman not only lost the home for which

she and her husband had worked but also lost her capacity to

continue in what she described as her avocation , the pursuit

of which her husband had made possible .

Functions which the former husband used to perform are

suddenly thrust upon the widow who may or may not be

equipped to handle them successfully . Even if skillful and

knowledgable , the women often comment negatively on the

sheer amount of work involved in doing what was once a two

person job .

Well , you have to do everything in a house
when you are by yourself and you have to
do it all alone -- keep the car and pay the
bills and do the taxes .

The absence of someone with whom to confer is a daily

reminder that the former symbiotic relationship has been

left far behind .

Oh , I'm different . I don't have anyone
else to help me make decisions . I have to
make them all myself .

Being forced to become independent is very often a painful ,

disturbing experience , as is suggested by a woman who had

been widowed about two years .

I try to be more assertive . I have a need
to be . I now have to do things he always
did . Major things we would discuss but ,
then , he would always make the last
decision . Frequently , I was
indecisive and I think I probably stili
am . I have a difficult time making
decisions because I'm always afraid I'm

going to make the wrong one .

very

And ,
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consequently , I drag around without making
a decision and , sometimes , probably , loose
out on things I should have made a

decision on right or wrong . So , he was

always the decisive one and I'm trying to
overcome that .

Although many of these women remark about the

unavoidability of a number of the changes which accompanied

their husband's death , their descriptions of the events

surrounding the death , as well as those occurring later ,

suggest that they , themselves , became instrumental in

effecting significant emotional and behavioral

modifications . These purposeful attempts to place some

distance between themselves and their relationship with

their deceased husband will be discussed in terms of two

distinct categories of techniques , the first of which is

aimed at accomplishing a type of psychological severance

from the taken - for - granted world they had shared with their

husband . This first type of distancing technique will be

labeled , closure work . The second array of tactics directed

at securing an adequate distance from obsolete patterns of

behavior associated with the lost relationship will be

called , individualization techniques , the development of

which help the widow devise new , more personally relevant ,

ways of thinking and acting . The next two chapters will

present these informants descriptions of how they use these

two categories of tactics to help them repair not only

their external social universes but also their internal

visions of themselves .
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Chapter Six

CLOSURE WORK
The Dissolution of Obsolete Patterns of

Thought and Behavior

Although all people are socialized to think and act in

certain ways as a child by his / her significant others , each

of us experience other socializations as well . " The world

of one's parents is not the only world there is " and ,

likewise , the social worlds to which one may become

" secondarily socialized " are many in number ( Berger and

Luckman , 1967 : 141 ) . Berger and Luckman ( 1967 ) reason that

what is needed to induce a dramatic change in the way in

which people see themselves or , in other words , to promote a

" secondary socialization " is a severe biographical shock ,

one which assaults the previously internalized perception of

reality .

The onset of widowhood appears to qualify as a

devastating shock and major blow to a woman's identity . As

has been demonstrated , the informants in this study are very

aware of a fundamental change in the way they perceive

themselves internally , as well as in relation to the social

world around them . These women's identity , the integrity of

which hinged on the notion that they were involved in an

theongoing , intimate relationship which was recognized by

society in which they live , is severely shaken .

However , Berger and Luckman ( 1967 : 140 ) also add that
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those undergoing secondary socialization " must deal with.

1

an already formed self and an already internalized

world ... This presents a problem because the already

internalized reality has a tendency to persist . " The

reality that these women built and maintained all during

their married lives is no exception . The informants in this

study were quick to describe the painful task of letting go

of the past to which they still have a strong emotional

attachment . One 65 year old recently widowed woman who

could not contain her tears related her reluctance to begin

visualizing her self without her husband .

I just don't want to live too long . Not
that I want to do anything about it but ,
you know . I don't want the time to pass
that I'm getting more and more distant
away from him . And , I don't want people
to forget him . And , people will as time
goes on . If I'm going to be widowed for
20 years , naturally , they're going to
forget him . He's gone . He's dead . He's

no longer on this planet . I don't want to
be separated from him for that long .

Still , while difficult , most of the women interviewed

were engaged in a multitude of tactics designed to help them

separate themselves from a self - defeating dependency on the

past so that they can become personally responsible for

their future . Even the newly widowed woman quoted above has

already accepted , although reluctantly , the challenge of

self - sufficiency .

I know that if I get so far down in the
pit , the only one that's going to have to
pull me back up is myself . I can't let

myself get down so low . I'm the woman who
has to work myself out of it again . So ,
you see , I know this . I know I'm my Own

worse enemy . So , therefore , I have to
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keep things going . And , I have to keep a
perspective and do the things I have to
do . I'm responsible for myself . I'm the

one responsible for me . So , I have to do
what I'm suppose to do .

All of the informants , even those who were still openly

grieving , expressed the desire to , if not make major life

changes , at the least , exert some control over their

circumstances . Acting upon this desire , many of the widows

who participated in this research involved hemselves in

work directed at closing the door on that part of their

life , their relationship with their former husband , which is

now counterproductive to their progressive change in

consciousness . Although not all of the widows exhibit

identical examples of closure work , they do all appear to be

trying to put finished unproductive business to rest by

examining all aspects of the painful experience , putting it

into some kind of perspective and / or by discarding outmoded

habits and nonviable sources of social support . closure

work done by this group of women will be shown to involve

their trying to grasp the reality of their situation and

acting accordingly , relieving themselves of guilt , gaining

freedom from the tyranny of memories and attending to the

instability which seems to plague the auxiliary

relationships of women who have lost a husband . All of

these strategies act to clear the way of obsolete behavioral

patterns , enabling these women to construct new lives which

are relevant to their own personal needs .
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Rendering the Experience Real

The incidence of people who have experienced a

they denydevastating loss going through a period in which

the event has been frequently discussed as a commonly

occurring psychological defense mechanism , the persistence

of which is said to be pathological ( Bowlby , 1961 ; Kalish ,

1981 ; Kubler - Ross , 1969 ; Marris , 1974 ; Parkes , 1972 ) . This

phenomenon has been portrayed as a paradoxical psychological
abberation . The mourner knows that the person is dead but

is not yet able to fully believe it . Replicating the high

incidence of the occurrence of this phenomenon , more than a

few of the informants in this study told of a dreamlike

quality which pervaded their waking hours , making their

experiences all the less believable . A woman who had been

widowed 15 years could still recall the feeling .

The reality of death -- it's SO unreal .
When it happens , you just think , " This is
so unreal . " It's like a bad dream . But ,
this is reality .

Another more recently widowed woman spoke in the present

tense .

I'll tell you , nobody but
what a nightmare this is ,
walked in a widow's shoes .

nobody knows
unless they

It seems that even after years have past , many have

difficulty recalling what had actually taken place .

Those first months , those first weeks , I
did things I don't even remember doing , I
don't remember a lot of the stuff . ■ was

a zombie , I guess .

What these women do remember can be problematic ,
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however . The funeral seems to be especially shrouded with

the feeling that , somehow , it is not being apprehended

normally .

I can remember sitting in the pew there at
the church service saying , " This is not
really happening . 1

A number of widows recall acting in a manner which seemed to

them inconsistent with the occasion . When commenting on

this incongruous behavior , they often described their

reactions as more appropriate to other social events which

are more familiar and / or less traumatic .

It almost felt like a wedding reception .
It's strange ... I finally ended up walking
around talking to people , just saying ,
" Thank you for coming . " I was thinking ,
" This is strange . "

Emotional rejection of the " realness " and the
i

incontrovertibility of the loss was frequently demonstrated

by informants who found it extremely difficult to break from

the routine expectation that their mate would , at any

minute , appear . A newly widowed woman of 60 vacillates

between acceptance and rejection of the notion of finality .

I haven't programmed it in my mind yet ,
that he's not coming back . Do you see
what I mean ? I haven't accepted the fact
that that man is not coming back . It's
over .

Another woman described her initial resistance to

relinquishing her wish that the dream would end and that

life would go on just as it had before .

But ,The hardest thing is coming home .
you get used to it . For the longest time ,
I expected him to be at the door .

The initial inability to emotionally accept the
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husband's physical absence , while , at the same time ,

intellectually perceiving its irrevocability , appeared to

hamper some of these women's capacity to reengage in social

interaction and activities . Trying to explain why she just

could not accompany friends on a luxury cruise , a widowed

woman of one year said :

Friends say I should take a cruise with
them . That would be the most devastating
thing for me to do because I'm alone . We
use to dance in the garage . He'd be

working out there and have music on and
I'd go out and we'd dance around . People
would say , " You're such a unique couple . "
For me to go on a cruise , I can't think of
anything more devastating . I'd be looking
for him . Everywhere I'd go , I'd be

looking for him .

She goes on to say :

But , my heartMy mind knows he's dead .
and my body doesn't know .

The inconsistency of these feelings is not lost on

these informants . In fact , some express a fear that this

type of " unrealistic " thinking may not be healthy .

Anecdotal narratives such as this one which portray women

who become disturbed and " crazy " due to their inability to

come to terms with their abnormal reactions were common :

I have a very good friend whose mother
just went completely off the deep end
after her father died . She ended up in a
mental institution and she died within 8

or 9 years .

Another newly widowed woman , although confessing that she is

quite depressed , expressed her determination not to end up

like an aunt whom she had heard described .

I think it's easy not to face it and
pull those covers up . I made up my

just
mind
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that this is not going to happen to me
because I had an aunt who her husband was

killed in the second World War and she

just kind of never did face reality . She
went into that bedroom , pulled the blinds
and I think that was it for the next ten

years . This is not going to happen to me .

A socially accepted ordered view of the world is

necessary if one is to have some measure of certainty that

one is perceiving one's environment in the same manner as

others are perceiving it . There seems to be a consensus

between the widow and the people with whom she interacts as

to the intellectual reality which confirms her husband's
death . She " knows " he is no longer here . However , there

also appears to be a low degree of consensus between society

and the widow as to her emotional apprehension of the world

surrounding her . She " feels " he is not gone . If the widow

is to operate successfully in her social milieu and feel a

part of it , she must pull the two together .

These women's quest to extricate themselves from

becoming mired in an old identity which connects them to a

person who and a way of life which no longer exist and are

no longer socially useful seems to begin with the

development of strategies early in widowhood aimed at

rendering their experience of loss real and understandable .

Shaking off the dreamy , peculiar feelings of inhabiting

another dimension and sensing their husband's presence which

potentially inhibits successful interaction with others who

are operating in a more socially acceptable manner is an

essential piece of closure work which needs to be

accomplished before these widows can get on with their
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lives . Attempts to reclaim a semblance of reality take a

number of forms but are all essentially mechanisms by which

these women are struggling to put their husband's death into

some kind of perspective , thereby closing one chapter in

order to go on to the next . Three types of strategies aimed

at rendering this experience real and understandable were

ascertained in this study : ordering the physical world to

match the loss , ritualizing the loss and engaging in

expository work .

ORDERING THE PHYSICAL WORLD : There are a multitude of

indicators to which these women are subjected which call

attention to their husband's absence . They know the house

is quiet where there used to be footsteps and conversation .

They know that once shared responsibilities now belong to

them alone . They've been through the ritualistic saying of

their last goodbyes at the time of the funeral . Even though

it is obvious to these widows that their husband is missing ,

a cord of rational disharmony is sounded , regardless of what

they know to be true . Although now alone , these women are

painfully aware that the symbolic representations of their

husband's existence still remain , leaving them somewhat

off - balance and unable to integrate what they know

intellectually to be correct with the familiar feelings of

intimacy engendered by their husband's personal belongings

and habitat . His clothes , his desk , his work , his hobbies ,

as well as the rooms which he frequented , all evoke feelings

of closeness and familiarity that they had stimulated when
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he was alive .

I get overwhelmed . I look at
pictures . Our dresser is full of
pictures . Maybe I shouldn't have
pictures there .

his
his
his

Looking back , one widow remembered the Herculean task of

entering a room which her husband had routinely inhabited .

His study I couldn't bare to go in there
because he spent a lot of time in there .
We bought a computer which he thought was
just the thing . He loved it .

Even after his death , the room continued to contain his

presence .

It took the longest time . I could hear
the computer go and the printer go . I
needed to go in there to get files and
things like that . Finally , I said , " I

can't do it . " My son had to go in for me .

This account exemplifies the difficulty these women have in

letting go , both emotionally and literally , of the painful

reminders of a life to which they had here - to - fore grown

accustomed and from which they must ultimately make a break .

Another woman who had been widowed for approximately a year

described her experience of dealing with these symbolic

artifacts .

I couldn't even look in his closets for
three months after he died . Having worked
for a men's store , I used to buy all his
clothes and he had a beautiful wardrobe .
That was hard . And , then , of course , his
garage was so full of stuff out there . He
was a tinker . He was retired and I've
just started going through his office now .
The other day I cleaned out his briefcase
and that was hard . It was very personal .
It has taken me a long time to get doing
these things .

Even now , this widow is reacting dramatically to items which
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she identifies as symbolizing a sort of finality . She still

1
seems to be having trouble accepting the irreversibility of

the situation in which she finds herself .

I run into his shaving kit and
" Gee , he'll never use it again .
some of his jackets back there .
of some of coats but-- .

I think ,
I have

I got rid

A number of these women voice their feeling that a kind

of house cleaning is necessary in order to get on with their

life , at least in terms of finding some respite from the

pain that these symbolic representations of their husband's

presence produce . One newly widowed women had not yet been

able to do what she felt would eventually have to be done .

It's so hard to realize it's over . He had
a lot of boots , snake skin boots ,

alligator boots . They're all lined up
right there in the bedroom where he left
them . I should get rid of them , I know .

Still , another widow felt that she should refrain from

watching videos of her husband so that she could , at last ,

achieve a measure of acceptance in order to progress to

another stage of life .

Knowing you are never going to see that
person again , it is just unbelievable to
me . I had a lot of VCRS of him and stuff .
Sometimes I play them . But , when I do
that I miss him so much . I shouldn't do

that . I should let it go .

Similarly , another woman who had been widowed 17 months ,

told of her reactions to a phone call asking for her

husband . After she had gotten angry with the caller for not

having checked on her husband's status first , her mood

changed dramatically from feeling more at ease to again

feeling a deep sense of grief .
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They hadn't done their homework and I told
them so . And , of course , this embarrasses
them . But , they cause me a great deal of
grief on this side . They really burst my
bubble cause I was feeling good . But , it

is such a fragile thing .

All of these incidences represent examples of these

women's attempts to organize their world in a manner which

mirrors the loss which they know they must learn to accept ,

become accustomed to and , ultimately , rise above . As long

as their physical surroundings , including the people with

whom they interact , do not echo the changes which their

husband's death initiated and signify , they , too , may not be

free to modify the way in which they regard themselves and

their future . Many of the women who participated in this

research effort applied this technique in order to help

clear the slate and begin anew .

RITUALIZING THE LOSS : A second technique for rendering an

otherwise unfathomable set of events real and understandable

exhibited by many of the informants is the attempt to

ritualize their loss in Some way SO 1as to connect the

experience with a symbolic representation and meaning it

would in other contexts not suggest . The rituals and

ceremonies devised seem to represent a symbolic " leaving

behind " of one's mate and crossing over into a new ,

untraveled territory . What seems to be comforting to many

of these women in this instance is the revelation that one

can remember and commemorate the past and still , at the same

time , be sufficiently emancipated from it in order to go on
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to something entirely new and unknown . The data uncovered

here suggests that the celebration of a rite of passage for

both the departed husband and the widow herself places the

loss into a context in which the widow can interpret her

situation in a new and positive way .

Traditionally , funerals have been organized to honor

and " put to rest " the person who has died . This rite of

passage from life to death for the deceased is , however ,

shared by those who are left behind . For them , it can be

symbolic of their fulfilling their duties to their loved one

well enough that they , themselves , are now entitled to

graduate from the relationship that is also no longer

viable . More than a few of the informants commented that

they were relieved that they had arranged such a memorable

service and that they felt it had " meant a lot " to their

children and acquaintances . In fact , a number of the women

offered unsolicited elaborate descriptions of the entire

event . Like a number of her counterparts , one woman gave

particular descriptive attention to the number of people who

had attended her husband's funeral service .

I told them that maybe there would be 50

people . Then , I called back and , imagine
this -- I said there would be about 75

people . And , I just will never forget it .
I went into that church and it was

completely filled . I didn't want a lot of
flowers . There was one big bouquet in the
back of carnations . It was so beautiful .
The organ , it was just fabulous . The
organist loved the music my one son
selected and my other son sang ... The place
was just filled with people . I'll never
forget it . It was like a joyous
celebration . It was SO exquisite .
Everyone cried . They played our song ,
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Always . Everyone was practically sobbing .
It was so beautiful .

In addition to confirming that her husband was a man of

worth , the fact that so many people shared her grief and

were given a forum in which to express it lent a certain

credibility and universality to what might in other

circumstances have seemed unreal and singular .

A high degree of consensus was expressed that certain

days of the year which represent events in their husband's

and their lives are very difficult times with which to

contend emotionally . Although able to stimulate

reminiscences , these special days are no longer capable of

engendering a sense of immediacy and current relevancy . One

woman expressed her sorrow that she and her husband had !

unfinished business in terms of not being able to follow

through on their plans to celebrate their 50th wedding

anniversary Consequently , it became of paramount

importance that she go ahead with a formal ceremony

commemorating their marriage , thereby softening her

disappointment that she and her husband could not reach that

symbolic benchmark together .
+

There are times when you get physically
drained and emotionally drained . And , the
times are -- the anniversary of the death ,
the anniversary of the wedding , the time
of their getting sick or what ever it was .
I mean everybody knows those times . I
mean my husband and I would have been
married 50 years and we did the big
commemoration last year . I worked on that
a lot . People thought I was crazy . And ,
I said , " No. We had planned to be married
50 years . I decided I could not let the
50th go by without doing something
meaningful ... It wasn't going to be a
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crying bash or anything . I rented a place
where we had spent time when the kids were
really young ... We had it for a week . Ι
had pictures of my husband all one

corner . We had flowers . And , I had my
diary that I read to my granddaughter - ali
about what I felt that morning when we got
up on the wedding morning . There were
tears . I read them some letters that he
had written to me . But , it was SO

valuable . The rest of the week , the skies
were blue and the kids were on the beach
and we had barbecues . There was a full

moon . We weren't renewing vows but we
were commemorating and remembering . It
was one of the best things that I could
have done . And , yet , other people have
said , " Why would you do this ? Why would
you stir up all these things ? " But ,
everybody does the thing that they have to
do .

What this woman seemed to " have to do " was to see her

husband's and her plans come to fruition so that she could

be satisfied that she had kept her end of the bargain . The
.

ritualistic celebration that she planned and executed not

only commemorated her wedding but her spouse's death as

well . Both changes of status , one a beginning , the other an

ending , were made explicit and , therefore , somehow , more

comprehendible , at least in terms of the participants being

able to see the events as normally occurring and connected .

Acquainting the younger generation with their grandparents '

personal relationship affords that relationship some measure

as aof immortality , a gesture this woman perceived final

act of love and devotion . This attempt at closure , adding a

sense of realism to what were very subjective personal

experiences by ritualizing their celebration , may allow this

particular woman to perceive herself as now entering a

completely new stage of life .
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Other informants also engaged in smaller ceremonial

acts which , although less elaborate , indicate that they ,

like the woman above , seek to find ways to give credence to

what they , at first , may have had a difficult time

believing The practice of enshrining the dead spouse

and / or aspects of the relationship appears to be a common

practice . During the interviews , many of the informants ,

particularly those who had not been widowed for a long time ,

made it a point to call attention to pictures of their

husband and / or of their husband and themselves which seemed

to be strategically placed for easy viewing

Turn around just a minute . That was how
we looked when we got married , way back

then . So , I built a frame around it and
put it up last year ... There's a better
picture upstairs . You'll see him later
on .

This same woman had her wedding ring made into a locket

which she proudly displayed and described in detail .

Although no longer a traditionally worn symbol of ■ viable

marriage , its changed form now marks the passage from one

stage of life to another . Whether an elaborate ceremony or

a simple gesture , the painstaking effort put into these

ritualistic commemorations appear to make these women's

change of status less ambiguous and more comprehensible .

EXPOSITORY WORK : In addition to ordering their physical

world and ritualizing their loss , most of the women in this

study involved themselves in different types of expository

work for the purpose of gaining some insight into the
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suffering they have had to endure . This " work's " ultimate

goal is to apply strategies which will enable the widow to

discern some meaning or purpose for what is SO incredibly

difficult to understand and accept . Sometimes , this

expository work starts with simple scientific explanations

regarding the etiology and Course of their husband's

illness . If forewarned of a medical problem , this search

for explanation often begins before death and focuses on the

nature and treatment of the presenting disease . Almost all

of these women seemed to be in possession of a great deal of

sophisticated , esoteric information concerning the

particular disease to which their husbands had finally

succumbed . Frequently , long , detailed accounts were offered

describing precipitating factors , diagnostic and treatment

techniques and the illness ' trajectory . Occasionally , this

was followed by the woman offering some references which she

thought might be of interest to the interviewer .

It was obvious that these women have done their

homework in terms of seeking out medical knowledge and , at

the same time , have learned by experiencing the disease

process at first hand . At the least , they have been able to

conceptualize their experience in terms of biologically

produced disruption and decay . However , this tidy

scientifically inspired explanation is apparently

insufficient for most .

So , to this explanatory soliloquy , these informants

frequently added a discursive dialogue describing the events

that led up to their husband's death , as well as the details
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of the death itself . The spontaneousness and preciseness of

these descriptions suggest that these women have thought a

great deal about what had occurred , internally rehearsing
the details . These accounts often included a pronouncement

of their disbelief , shock and / or feelings of numbness at the

time . It appears that by retelling and , therefore ,

imaginatively reliving the circumstances of the dying , they

are , in some way , converting to reality that which , at the

time , they were either not expecting had emotionallyor

insulated themselves against . In fact , a few of the women

admitted to the cathartic effect of engaging in this

narrative which forced them to get in touch with a variety

of feelings and emotions they had previously found it

necessary to sublimate .

The desire to make explicit the sights , sounds and

feelings associated with the passing of these women's
husbands was also demonstrated in ways other than the

spontaneous verbal reenactment of the death and confessions

of grief . A number of widows found it helpful to commit

their experiences to paper , thereby clarifying their

feelings and fine - tuning their grasp of the situation and

their emotions surrounding it . One found that writing

poetry aided her healing process by making her closely

examine that which she had previously been unable to express

or put into any kind of perspective . A couple other widows

took creative writing courses in which they developed their

skills by writing articles which depicted the very traumatic

character of what they had experienced .
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I took a course in creative writing to
keep from going crazy after my husband
died . And , at first , I did write some
pretty morbid things . And , I burned a lot
of them and threw a lot of them away .

All of these techniques to put their husband's death into a

comprehensible and , sometimes , tangible form served to

reorient these women from a place of disbelief and denial to

a position of awareness and consensual reality .

In their search for explanation , a few other women

concluded that their husband had been ready to die . This

conclusion is easily understood if the husband's illness had

caused severe debilitation or pain . However , one woman

whose husband did not fit into this category embraced the

the same conviction . Her husband's life long avocation had

been the pursuance of parapsychology . He had belonged to a

number of associations and had taught courses on the

subject . He had written a book on supernatural beliefs

which the interviewer was encouraged to take home and read .

This unusual interest was cited as a credible explanation

for his death .

I think he was ready to go when he did .
He wanted to go . I think he was dying to
find out what was over there -- to tell you
the truth . He had done SO much

experimenting on the subject -- researching
death as much as he could -- that this was

just the next step for him . And , I
understand that . And , I don't have any
fear of death . I have even less so now .
If I had any before , I don't have any now .

Trying to comprehend a reality beyond experience or the

meaning of life and death in general was also pursued by

other women who embraced more traditional religious beliefs .
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When faced with finding an explanation for something as

devastating as the death of a husband , these women turn to

looking for answers upon which they can rely due to their

affiliation with a religious institution and their

conviction of the validity and usefulness of the

explanations it supplies . Explaining death in terms of

" God's will " seems to relieve some of these women from the

burden of seeking other less ethereal answers that are not

easily forthcoming . Commenting on the reason her husband

had to die , one women said :

I figured he was too good to be here , you
know -- that God wanted him for something
else

Convinced that there is an answer , although not knowable ,

this woman can cease struggling with the question and find

some peace and solace .

Other widows , in order to invest their loss with some

understanding and to derive some strength to handle to

feelings of uncertainty it leaves , are comforted by the idea

that their husband is still an active participant in their

life . It could be argued that this tendency to continue

interaction with a dead spouse may be counterproductive to

engendering a " real " or rational quality to the experience .

However , those whose belief system is sympathetic to and

supports the notion that there is an after - life and that

there may be some type of connection between life and death

may perceive any interaction with those who have died to be

a perfectly sensible interpretation of reality .

A number of the informants interviewed told of
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instances when they believed that they had received some

kind of sign from their dead husband which , when

apprehended , left them feeling more peaceful and accepting

of their situation . A widow of seven years recalls an

incident that occurred after her husband's funeral as she

was leaving the church :

It was the funniest thing . We were
standing on the front of the church there .
It was a dark and dreary day and all of a
sudden , the sun came through . I'll never
forget that . And , it shown right down us .
And , I was thinking , " Gosh , that would be
just like my husband . And , his boss was

there and said , " That's him . He's looking
down on us and telling us everything's ok .

After distributing her husband's ashes on his favorite golf

course , this same woman was more inclined to seek a

supernatural explanation for a surprising phenomenon than to

decide on one consistent with natural law .

My one brother went to the hole and said ,
" There's your hole in one . " And , as soon
as he did that , there was all these

fireworks going off . It was very
shocking Someone down on the beach must
have been setting off firecrackers . But ,
everyone's reaction was : " There he is
again . He doesn't want you to be sad and
cry a lot . He wants you to be happy . "
And , that's the way everyone felt .

Believing that death is followed by something more than

mere oblivion and that communication with those left behind

is possible on some level gives some widows the feeling that

they are not only more capable of understanding their

predicament but have also received some sort of sign that
i

they can now leave the past behind . A widow who had been

married for 43 years before her husband died relayed this
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incident :

I'd like to tell you that one night I was
asleep . It was about three weeks , two
months ( after her husband's death ) and all
of a sudden it was like I was awake . It
looked like someone was trying to get into
the bedroom . I was terrified . I didn't
know what to do . And , all of a sudden ,
there came my husband and he sat on the

bed and he put his arms around me . I

said , " You didn't die and everything's
just wonderful . It never happened . It's
all a bad dream . ' And , it was just as

real -- He said , " Now , mother , I just want
you to know that everything is going to be
alright . Don't worry about anything .
We're going to be just fine . " And , all of
a sudden , I had a sense of peace . I've
heard of other people having that
experience . So , it was like he had come
back to say , everything would be
alright -- " Get on with your life . "

In this case , there seemed to be three operative messages

which this woman created and to which this woman responds :

Her husband's death has really taken place . Although still

desirous of a different outcome , she can accept that it is

unchangeable . Lastly , it is now time to see herself as

entering a new stage of life . Like other women in her

circumstances , this particular widow has attempted to endow

seeking plausibleher experience with reality by

explanations , a coping technique which , ultimately , allows

her to leave the past behind and move on to new , more

immediately absorbing experiences .

Absolution From and Attribution of Guilt

Before shedding their old identification as married and

involved in an ongoing relationship , these widows , as has
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been discussed , attempt to devise strategies by which they

can apprehend and accept the finality of their spouse's
passing . In addition to striving to render this devastating

loss real and understandable , many of these women appear to

be or have been involved in closure work which includes a

struggle to , on the one hand , attribute blame for their

husband's death and , on the other hand , assure themselves

that they , themselves , are blameless . It would seem that by

absolving themselves from any negligence , they can proceed

toward adopting new patterns of behavior and

self - identification that are free from guilt producing

constraints which might tie them emotionally to the past .

Attribution of guilt took many forms , however .

Commonly , husbands were blamed for their inability or

unwillingness to control their life - style and , therefore ,

their progressive illness . Understandably , this was more

likely to happen if the husband had died from heart disease ,

a condition to which life - style habits have been frequently

and consistently heralded by mass media as relevant . One

woman was very descriptive about her husband's inability to

regulate his actions in order to achieve a more promising

future .

He had four coronaries before he died ... I
knew he wasn't taking good care of
himself . He had too much stress . He

smoked excessively and he was a

perfectionist , a type A personality , just
a very busy man , very much a doer , very
creative man . But , he let his business
overtake him and he let his friends
overtake him . He didn't know when to

clamp down and take proper care of
himself . He didn't exercise enough and he
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1

he

didn't watch what he was eating , although ,
when I knew he was ill , I watched his
diet , changed his diet . But , the smoking
went on ... I knew , because wouldn't
correct his life - style . And , four times
in the hospital , taking him down and

trying to pull him through it and seeing
him come home and repeat the very same
habits that led him there before and see
him not change his life - style as much as I
wanted him to change . I pleaded with him
to change his life - style . He'd go back
and let his work take over .

Another woman , after describing her husband's unwillingness

to address his emphysema , said :

He happened to love cigarettes
life .

more than

Still , another woman whose husband had six bypasses before

his final heart attack said :

So ,

It was very difficult to watch someone do

what he did . He was always a compulsive
person and he was still smoking . Ι think
he was an alcoholic because I'd find
bottles around the house . he must

have been drinking all day He was

bolemic until the last year or two .

Watching someone kill themselves right in
front of your eyes -- I couldn't change it .
If I harped on it , it would make it worse .
When I didn't -- that's one of the reasons I
needed therapy , you know , how to deal with
this .

What is particularly noteworthy about these dissertations is

that these women declare that they had tried to induce their

husbands to change , had often taken steps to help them but ,

in the end , had failed to overcome their husband's

self - destructive tendencies .

Work was often cited as a major stress producing

endeavor which ultimately had major illness producing

consequences . One woman placed the blame for her husband's
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massive heart attack on the adverse conditions which

1

prevailed in his place of business . In this case , it was

not the husband's fault that he couldn't control his

personal habits or work activities but that a superior had

made his work environment intolerable .

He was a man who never drank or smoked .
He backpacked . He played tennis . He
walked to and from BART which was over a

mile and he always rode his bike to play
tennis . And , yet , he had 95 % blockage in
one artery and a 90 % in the other ...He was
doing the work of about eight men
traveling over seas . . . He died because of
stress . I said , " If you don't talk to
these people and tell them what is going
on with this one man , I will . Because he
said , " I'm scared . " He was really upset
because this guy was out to get him , to

make him lose his job . And , they were
scared of him because he had ■ lot of

power ... I said , " If you don't do that , I
will tell them if anything happens to

Well , I did tell them two days
after he had died what had occurred , what
this man had done .

!

you . "

Interestingly , the matter was taken to court where , for her

" peace of mind , " she sought to have the intolerable superior

held accountable . Although it took her three years , she won

the case and was left with the feeling that some justice had

prevailed .

Not knowing whom to blame , one newly widowed woman

focused on the capriciousness and unfairness of fate in

general . Although she perceived her husband as more

deserving , she feels anger that others remain alive and

untouched by tragedy .

It makes me angry when they're bouncing
around , doing what ever they're doing .
And , they don't even compare to my
husband . They are all going on about : " I
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got a raise " and this and that .
that's good . I'm not envious ;
just gets me .

Well ,
but , it

In preparation for her husband's death , another woman tried

to research explanations as to why some people are subjected

to pain for which they are not responsible .

"

I read a lot of Kubler - Ross ' stuff before
he died . I had books of all kinds about
who dies -- why bad things happen to good
people . It was something . I was trying
to get ready . I think I'm a different
person . I certainly did reevaluate a lot .

This woman sought material that offered recognition that

untoward consequences are not necessarily a result of being

undeserving . This realization opened the way for her to

view herself as blameless and , therefore , deserving of a

meaningful future .

Occasionally , physicians were considered , to some

extent , responsible for their husband's death . Incorrect or

untimely diagnoses were sources of regret and reasons for

professional culpability .

He died of prostate cancer and he had it
for two years . I read it's ■ national
disgrace because men shouldn't die of it
if it's watched and it's diagnosed early .
They shouldn't ... He had a back pain which
the doctor didn't pick up . I feel very
angry about it still -- that doctor .

Compounding the problem , this particular doctor also

demonstrated a shocking lack of sensitivity . The diagnosis

was made and the prognosis proclaimed with little thought

for this women's emotional well - being . She distinctly

remembers the doctor's words :

" He's in stage four . " ... " I've heard
people who could just go in a week .

about
They

1
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could turn their face to the wall . " It
was such a shock to have him say this .

And , then , the next morning , he said ,
" Well , he could live 10 years . "

While often passing negative judgments as to the

accountability of those involved , these same women

frequently strive to cast their own decisions and efforts in

the best possible light . Absolution of self often centered

around these women's declarations that they had remained

involved with and devoted to their husbands until the very

end . A widow of five years whose husband died of Lou

Gehrig's disease gave up teaching dance , her life - long

avocation , in order to provide around the clock care for her

husband during the later stages of his illness .

He died after quite a long problem ....It
took him a couple of years to finally
disintegrate and that was the hardest
thing to watch . And , my youngest son and
I did that . And , he never had to go into
the hospital . He was a very strong man so
muscle atrophy came slowly but he lost his
voice area . So , he could not communicate
with us by speech but by writing for
months , maybe over a year and that was
tough .

Many recounted the difficulties and emotional payment

extracted when they took on the major instrumental role in

orchestrating their husband's care and final passing .

7

I wanted him to be here at home . I didn't

want to put him in the hospital or an

institution . He died right there in the
bedroom . I was glad of that . I felt
proud of myself that I had handled it all
myself and didn't hospitalize him .

Whether encouraging better health habits or providing

care at home , these women's efforts to improve their

husband's chances or provide comfort serve as sources of
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pride and accomplishment . Laying responsibility at the door

of others , while freeing oneself from blame for a

deficiency or oversight , leaves these women with a clear

conscience , the possession of which appears to be a

necessary condition for the maintenance of an intact ego

after such a traumatic event . Freedom from wrestling with a

damaged identity may set these women free to reconstruct a

new self , unrestrained and unscarred by the past .

Gaining Freedom From the Tyranny of Memories

A third type of closure work aimed at clearing the

slate so that these women can proceed with the future

involves their conscious attempts to disengage themselves

from the paralyzing effects of the painful memories

associated with both the life they had shared with their

husband and the circumstances of his death . Although

realizing that retrospective contemplation of the

relationship that had been so influential for so many years

can never become completely benign , these women recognize

that excessive preoccupation with the past can become

extremely demoralizing . So , while , on the one hand ,

stressing the need to verbalize negative feelings , these >

women also express their desire to develop tactics which

will inhibit the ability of memories of the spouse to

haphazardly intrude upon their consciousness , thereby

sabotaging their efforts to become revitalized individuals .

One woman told of her wish to neutralize painful memories to
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the extent that they would no longer be the enemy .

Do you ever get over it ? The answer is :
you never really . You can't forget . I
haven't yet learned to enjoy the memories
we had .

The simple passage of time , even with little

instrumental help , seems to blunt and blur troublesome

memories which may have , in the beginning , been keenly % .

debilitating . A widow of four years described the tendency

of time to moderate the impact of memory .

It does get a little better each year .
But , no , you don't ever forget it . At
least this year , I reached a point this
year , the whole weeks of the process of

his death . I wasn't each day thinking to
myself , " At this time , this was happening
or this was happening . And , feeling SO
bad . That was a lot better . I was

congratulating myself .

Although time is thought to be a natural healer in some

respects , these women also believe that it is up to them to

find innovative ways by which they can be relieved of the

tyranny of memories which can impinge on their everyday life

and make it difficult to function .

All of us , everyone of us have our own

personal little things that remind us and
that mean something to us . We do these
things . It takes ■ long time before
you're ever going to give up some of these
things . But , you still have to face the
fact that you have to do it .

Since distracting memories are thought to have the capacity

to weaken one's resolve to become whole again , the widows in

this study have developed a number of methods by which they

attempt to nullify their power to impede their progression

toward becoming individuals . Although most of these methods
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require the widow to become actively involved in the task of

rechanneling her thoughts , one strategy described by a

couple of the informants involved the avoidance of what to

some others might be considered a constructive endeavor .

I have not joined any of these support
groups . I don't believe in support
groups . I just don't believe in sitting
around and moping and groaning . I just
don't . Of course , that's what they do .
And , when my husband was sick with cancer ,
there were so many cancer support groups .
I just didn't want to participate in them .
Now , maybe I could help someone else ; but ,
I don't want to dwell on it .

1
This sentiment was repeated .

I never joined any support groups because ,
at that point in my life , I knew I had to
get on with things and I didn't want to
dwell on it and I find , when you go to

support groups and people sit around and
they're so sad and everything , it rubs off
on you . And , I didn't want that . I never
did that .

A widow of two years who admits to only now being able to

enjoy uninterrupted periods of time free from tears , voiced

her reluctance to immerse herself in reminiscences with

another recently widowed woman who had known her husband .

I have a lady that is coming tomorrow
afternoon . Her husband died about nine
months ago . And , my husband and her
husband worked in the same department and
they were very close ... But , anyway , she
called me the other day and she has a

video tape of her husband's retirement
party . And , she said my husband gave this
lovely speech . So , she's bringing it over
to me and giving me this tape . And , she
said , " Now , you do want it , don't you ? "
And , I said , " Well , of course , I do . " I
dread watching it . I really do . She's
still at a critical stage .

While avoidance of situations which encourage the

H
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review of painful memories seems to offer a number of these

widows a way to separate themselves , at least temporarily ,

from their ordeal , other women seek to change many of the

routines which , if allowed to remain unaltered , would

unremittingly remind them of their life as it had been

before . Simple acts like changing the furniture around or

hanging new pictures may break the continuity of life to a

large enough degree that memories will not be incessantly

flooding in on the widow at every point during the day . One

woman suggests that changing one's dinning habits may be a

good beginning .

I always say , if you don't do anything
else , change where you sit . If you are
seated at the same table for dinner , don't
sit and face that empty chair . Face
another direction .

Other women devise even more elaborate changes in behavior

which involve revamping long standing traditions . Since

holidays and commemorative days tend to bring memories to

the forefront , many of these informants attempt to modify

the ways in which they celebrate the occasion and / or bypass

it altogether . One woman described the first Christmas

without her husband .

I had kind of decided I wouldn't be here .
So , we went to Hawaii , took the children .
And , some friends decided to go .

Smaller , less dramatic changes , also seem to be effective

for some at reducing the impact of memory producing

situations .

Actually , Christmas was better than what I
had anticipated it to be . We changed
traditions . We used to always have the
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Christmas tree in the living room
Christmas morning open gifts in there .
had the tree in there but we brought
gifts and opened them in here .

and
We

the

Wedding anniversaries and the anniversary of the death

of the spouse are particularly capable of triggering

recollections of the lost relationship . Many of the

informants told of their efforts to dissipate these

troublesome memories which tend to interfere with their

present life by the adoption of new patterns of behavior .

I took a tour last New Year's Eve . New

Year's Eve is our wedding anniversary and
I didn't want to be alone . So , a friend
of mine and I went down to Los Angeles to
see the Rose Bowl Parade .

Another woman also remembers spending time with friends to

take her mind off the past .

On the anniversary of his death , I decided
I didn't think I could cope at work . So ,
I invited some friends and we went to
lunch .

Often , work related social gatherings which the couple

used to attend and which were associated with the husband's

employment become painful obligations and are finally

avoided by the widow who wants to start separating herself

from the trappings of the life which she had shared with her

husband and which are no longer rewarding .

With my husband's work that he had , twice
a year there are two affairs and I'm
invited to both of them because he was the
chief executive officer . So , they invite
me . This year I regretted it . I

regretted the invitation . ■ thought ,
" Kiddo , you're really getting smart now .
Why should you go there ? You're out of
place . You're uncomfortable . You go
alone , go home alone " It didn't make me

feel good to go . So , I just regretted it .
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Unable to pretend that all is what it had once been , another

informant concluded she has lost the desire to preserve her

connection with her husband's place of employment .

I had been invited to -- there's a group
where my husband worked . They get
together once a year and have a dinner and
I couldn't handle it anymore . At first ,
it was nice being around all these people
who were so much apart of our lives , you
know . But , that sympathy thing is hard to
deal with . It's hard to be on the

receiving end of it . He'd been dead a

couple of years and enough is enough . I
just told them , " Don't ask me again . I'm
not going to go . " ... He was dead , gone and
I didn't know who they were talking about .
I didn't belong there .

At this point in time , this woman is ready to become more

than a mere object of sympathy or be identified solely as

the widow of her departed husband . She has begun to realize

that , in order to begin her life as an individual , she has

to make a concerted effort to start constructing her Own

social world . It becomes apparent to these women that

memories of how it used to be cannot dictate the terms of

their present circumstances . Once this realization becomes

a prime motivator in these women's lives , they begin to

concentrate on their own needs and take steps to develop

behaviors which address the enhancement of their separate

identity .

Although the two women quoted above indicate that it

was they who have taken the initiative to drop out of social

situations that no longer seem relevant to their present

lives , many more informants represented the changes in their

social lives as primarily instigated by others . These women
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revealed that , at the time of their husband's death and ,

sometimes , prior to it , friends and acquaintances who had

been viable sources of social interaction and support were

no longer physically and / or emotionally available .

Consequently , the forth type of closure work to which these

women have to attend centers around the transmutation and / or

the dissolution of social relationships that had been

meaningful in the context of their former marriage but may

no longer serve the same purposes .

Attending to the Instability of Antecedent Relationships

The work of redefining one's self or determining one's
.

new social location is not executed in a vacuum but is

carried out within the context of one's interactional

environment . Initially , the biographical shock of losing

one's husband may serve as the catalytic event forcing a new

look at oneself and one's situation within society .

However , since self changes in interaction with others , the

way in which other social participants behave toward the

widow may play as an important role as the initial loss in

the determination of how a widow comes to see herself and ,

ultimately , in the determination of whom she chooses to

become instrumental in her social world . To complicate the

picture even more , the behavior of her social contacts will ,

in turn , be influenced by the way in which the widow is

reacting to her dramatically changing personal and social

circumstances .

>
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The widows interviewed in this research project were

quick to point out that major changes in their interactions

with others had taken place subsequently to their husband's

death .

People are different in that
different . People don't know how to
with you . You're not the old

obviously .

your
deal

you ,

In addition to having to deal with losing their most

significant other , they , at the same time , have to contend

with a large number of auxiliary relationship changes as

well , many of which , they indicate , are threats to their

self - esteem . Many relationships that had once been

taken - for - granted become problematic and volatile . The

relational instability that ensues will be discussed in

terms of four contributing factors : relational narrowing ,

interactional strain , interactional metamorphosis and

communicative barriers .

RELATIONAL NARROWING :

It's a differentThey just drift away .
world .

Induction into widowhood brings with it the realization

that one's social life is susceptible to major changes , one

of which is the loss of relationships which had been viable

before the husband's death . Friendships which had been

built and maintained during the marriage frequently do not

survive when one member of the foursome is no longer part of

the group : The loss of previouslypreviously satisfying friendships

seemed to disappoint and surprise many of the widows
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interviewed .

But , the thing that has been so hard about
it is that these two couples that we were
so close to -- we used to invite them to go
to events with us . We used to invite them
to go on trips with us . We'd go out to

dinner with them -- that type of thing -- the
foursomes . That's absolutely gone .

Many of the widows lamented the passing of these

friendships , as well as the activities with which they were

associated . One woman expressed her sadness at the loss .

Those were the nice things , you know -- a
couple that you really enjoy . Those are

just not there anymore . They're just not
there .

Particularly surprising to some is the difference they

perceive between the attention they had received from

friends before and at the time of their husband's death and

the attention they received afterward . Although remaining

actively involved during the illness , many couples which

were close during the marriage seem to fade away into the

background once the crisis appears to be over .

Well , I've turned over a whole new leaf .
The married couples , forget it ! They're
not there anymore . Everyone was here
before the death . They all came out of
the woodwork . " What can we do ? " Now ,
they're gone .

Especially disturbing to some widows were the promises of

continued contact which never materialized .

They would say , " Oh , we've got to have you
over for dinner " or " let's have lunch . "
Umph . Nothing ever happened . There's one
friend in particular that -- oh , we'd get
together quite often and it seemed as soon
as my husband died -- maybe six months after
he died -- that relationship just petered
out .
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One woman was particularly taken aback by the dishonesty she

perceived as characterizing one invitation .

" Oh ,People would invite you over and we

forgot to tell you . We are not going to
be home . " You see , they were left - handed
invitations . So , then , I filed a lot of
people under " F " for forget it .

While this woman expressed anger , other women appear more

resigned to the fact that life would not be the same and

that they would be required to make new arrangements to

accommodate the changes .

Couple friends drop you from their lives ,
except with an occasional lunch with the
wife . I'm not particularly bitter about
it . I knew that happened and , so , I
wasn't surprised when it started happening
to me . In fact , I was surprised that most
of them hung in there for a year . And ,
then , when they stopped doingdoing that , ■
stopped asking them over as a couple . I
figured , if that's the way things were
going to work for them , then , that was

fine . I would find other friends .

Although most of the widows interviewed related stories

about lost friendships , a few also related a number of

negative experiences they had encountered within

organizations with which they had been previously connected .

Not only had they lost individual sources of social support ,

they , at the time , having difficultydifficulty feelingsame were

accepted and integrated into meaningful organizational

activities , a problem they did not recall having when still

married . One woman devoted quite a bit of time during the

interview to describing her negative experiences with an

organization to which she had previously been devoted and

had derived much pleasure .
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I have found that there is such a dividing
line between people who are widowed and
the people who are still married and that
makes it very difficult to belong to
organizations or anything where there are
couples . It just doesn't work . For one
thing , activities involve couples . You
usually have your dances and there are all
the couples and the women are afraid you
are going to talk to their husbands . I
ran into that . The activities were
basically dancing and dinners . go
by yourself , you feel like a real sore
thumb coming alone . If you come in with
another widow , they would make remarks .

If you

Not being able to conform to the prevailing demographic

makeup of a group set these women apart , a condition not

amenable to the development of a positive communal feeling .

This same woman goes on to describe a very unpleasant

incident which she felt typified the social atmosphere of

organizations which are primarily made up of couples .

I remember one time when I really got
upset . They were planning another social
activity and I thought , " It's time they
understand something about this
situation . " So , I said , " Well , now , what
about doing something for the people who
are not couples ? " You would have thought
the sky was going to fall . One woman
said , " Well , I would like to dance with my
husband once in awhile . " And , another
woman said , " Oh , I remember at this other
party -- there was this table full of
widows -- poor things . No one ever asked
them to dance . " I thought , " You
know , there is really no room in this
world for a social life for us . We'll
have to build our own . We're not suppose
to think or even have feelings at all .
We're suppose to accept what ever crumbs
there are . "

And ,

Angered by and unwilling to accept the label , " poor thing , "

this woman reacted by making a resolve to recreate a new and

individualized social life . This resolve suggests that many
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of these women eventually find ways to expand what , in the

beginning of their widowhood , looked like a shrinking social

world . However , initially , this " dividing line " between

couples and widows seems to shake these women's already

vulnerable sense of continuity and well - being .

Although most of the informants complained of being

abandoned by friends due to their new single status , there

appears to be a number of causes underlying the initial

narrowing of these widow's social world . A few blamed the

disappearance of once close friends on the fact that their

husbands had been the primary initiator and steward of the

friendships in the first place .

.

But ,

In the beginning of our marriage , I was
the one who brought the friends in . Then ,
he suddenly was the one who had the
network . they weren't really
interested in me per se . So , those

friends left . I went from having all
those invitations to none . Which I can
understand . But , at the time , you didn't
want it to be that way .

Regardless of her intellectual appreciation of what had

transpired , it was still difficult for this woman to

emotionally accept the loss at a time when she felt herself

needful of social support .

Similarly , another informant felt it was her husband's

qualities which had served to construct their immediate

social circle .

My husband was a real extrovert and he had
lots of people around . But , they were all
couples and they were just gradually gone .
They may check in every couple of months ;
but , that's all kind of died out .

Although the husband may have been credited with the
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creation and recognized as the main impetus behind these

relationships , it is apparent that these women miss the

feelings of connectedness and camaraderie they had evoked .

After my husband died , I realized that all
my friends were my husband's friends .
They were the people he knew from work .
He was a very gregarious person , so we had
lots of friends . That was the first shock
that I had that my friends were really my
husband's friends and they were all

couples . So , I didn't fit in ... I was a

bit surprised but it was perfectly
logical .

Widows whose husbands had been ill for a protracted

period of time before their death explained that the number

of people in their social world had begun to decrease

dramatically for some time before they were finally widowed .

Those women who had to stop work to care for their

husband's , for instance , lost an important arena in which to

make and nourish friendships .

I had work friends I left behind when I

had to stop work to take care of my
husband . So , I really had to rebuild my
life .

Another woman whose husband had committed suicide and had

exhibited symptoms of manic depression for many years

recalls that her husband's mental illness had not been

conducive to building a strong social network .

The thing was , we had sort of dropped out
of social activities because of my
husband's illness . And , SO we weren't

really too close with other couples . It
was a gradual thing .

Consequently , at the time of her spouse's death , this woman

had few social acquaintances upon whom to depend for support

or even from whom to become alienated .
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Commented upon more than once , the injustice these

women perceive in relation to the difference between the way

in which women are treated by acquaintances and the way men

are handled after the death of a spouse was explained in

detail by one woman .

Men get lots of attention from lots of
friends . I'm involved in the church and
what I've observed is that the widower is

immediately approached even as people are
going up to view the coffin . Women will
stop off and say , " If you need anything ,
I'll come by and I can help with the
housework . " You're hearing that as you're
standing in line . So , the overtures are

made to men almost immediately . And , the

neighbor women rush in with food because
he can't possibly cook for himself and
married friends will invite him because a

single man is an asset and a single woman

is not at a dinner party . So , they invite
him to dinner . He can get himself there .
He can drive himself over and drive
himself home . Then , sometimes , they'll
ask him to pick up the single woman and
bring her over . he is immediately
assimilated into the married couples . The
wife will go to see her but she won't
invite her over to have dinner with
herself and her husband because the Woman

can leave the two men talking while she
fixes dinner . And , the men can look at
the football game or they can talk about
the stock market . But , she's not going to
leave the woman sitting there talking to

her husband while she's fixing dinner .
The woman will come in and watch her fix
dinner and the husband will sit out there

alone . So , they have lunch .

So ,

Although , perhaps , logical and understandable to this woman ,

the tendency to lose contact with people who had once been

important to her social well - being remains a disturbing

consequence of her widowhood .

Interestingly , it is not only friends who are

responsible for the diminishing contact between themselves
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and the widow . Many of the informants confessed that they

also felt uncomfortable with people who , at one time , had

been closely associated with them and their husbands .

Somehow , interacting with couples , when one is no longer

part of a couple oneself , becomes difficult and unrewarding .

One woman explained this difficulty as stemming from the

divergent life styles of the participants .

Quite frankly , anymore , I don't care too
much to go to those kind of things
( couples ' get - togethers ) because I am in

such a different life - style now and I
don't see them often enough anymore to

have that much in common with them . And ,
they still do things together and they sit
there and talk about all the things
they've done together . And , you know , I
can't do anything but sit there and
listen . I can't join in anyway or
anything like that . So , it changes your
life pretty drastically .

Cessation of activities and routines which were once shared ,

takes away the widow's ability to feel as if she is one of

the group . In the absence of this Common bond , she no

longer has anything of communal interest to contribute to or

extricate from the interaction .

Others find that they just don't seem to fit in

anymore . The statement , " I feel like I'm alone in a crowd , "

seems to characterize the psychological state of a great

many of the women who were interviewed . The feeling that

one cannot continue to be a part of a relationship that , at

one time , seemed satisfying was often accompanied by a

conscious decision to curtail contact .

You're an extra spare wheel . We used to
go to dinner or , at least , every other
week , we'd have friends in for dinner on
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Saturday evening . I've
either . I've stopped
invitation .

not done

extending
that
the

Not only are prior relationships with couples

terminated but new ones are difficult for these women to

find as replacements . One woman who had become active in a

few organizations after her husband's death did not feel as

if the married women she met were inclined to encourage any

intimacy .

The different groups that I'm in -- I like
the people that I've met . But , they go
home to their husbands . They don't want
me around . Would you want me around ?

Some find association with couples a bitter reminder of

their own unwanted " singleness . " One woman seemed to

displace her anger at being alone on the couples with whom

she was avoiding contact .

It's difficult for me to be around

couples , to tell the truth , because of a

little bit of anger . He's gone . They've
gone on with their life . They've got RVS .
They're traveling . They're going to
Arizona , to Mendocino . And , I feel angry
inside . This is what my husband and I

were planning on doing . I'm jealous .

Although anger may be at the bottom of this woman's

unwillingness to be around married couples , another woman

professed not to be upset that she does not feel welcome to

mingle with couples since this kind of association is

something to which she does not aspire .

I feel that , if they want their couples '
organizations , let them have them and I'll
have my organizations and we don't want
them in our organization either . So , why
should we be bitter about it ? I don't

want to associate with a lot of happily
married couples .
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It appears , then , that the widow tends to lose many of

her former social contacts at a time when she may be in the

most need of a strong social support system . Whether this

is self - induced , foisted upon her or both , this narrowing of

her social world impacts on her ability to feel intimately

connected and a part of an extended social network .

Although the biographical shock of losing a husband may be

the initial catalyst forcing the widow to reevaluate her

social location , the attendant biographical change of losing

other participants in her social life also has monumental

consequences , one of which is to add another dimension to

her identity reevaluation . Whether angry , bitter or simply

determined to deal effectively with the situation , most of

the widows interviewed were acutely aware that they have

undergone a powerful ego - altering relational change .
1

INTERACTIONAL STRAIN : Many of the widows interviewed

indicate that they have given the fact that they no longer

feel comfortable with former married friends and vise versa

a considerable amount of thought . Analyzing this dilemma ,

they often reason that an abnormal amount of strain has

entered into their interaction with these acquaintances ,

coloring the way in which the relationships are apprehended

and experienced by both parties . This strain which clouds

the interchanges between them is thought to issue from a

general negative social disposition toward widows .

It is thought by the majority of the informants , for

example , that married women are very likely to see them as a
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threat to their marriages . Although considered " safe " when

she was married , one woman described the change that

occurred after her husband's death when she had decided to

attend a neighborhood function .

one

I could feel that there was a distance
because their husbands were there and I
was regarded as a predator . If
husband came up to talk to me , pretty soon
the wife would be right beside him . It
was interesting . I had no desire on
anybody . Maybe , they thought I would .
But , I was still really grieving and in
shock .

It seemed unfortunate to this woman that she was not only

having to endure the pain associated with losing ■ husband

but was also being suspected of losing her trustworthiness

as well . Another woman reported feeling the same

discrimination , although she had felt she had made it plain

that her intentions were honorable . She blames other

people's feelings of insecurity .

You hear that a widow is a flirt and I
think that has a lot to do with it .

Unless you are dottering around on a cane .
God blessed me with certain looks and that
might have something to do with it . He
definitely gave me the gift of gab . So ,
there are many many reasons that shouldn't
have anything to do with it if people are
sure in themselves . This should not

effect them because I'm not any different .
I'm not going after their husbands . I
wouldn't want them if they gave them to
me .

Although , perhaps , an undeserving label , the stereotype of

" flirt " appears not easily overcome .

Ultimately , this stereotypical attribution , whether

deserved or only imagined , often serves to alienate both the

widow and her married counterparts , resulting in her name
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being struck from the guest list .

It's a couple's world . You've heard that
expression . It's true . You don't get
invited to parties because a widow ,
whether you know it or not , seems to

appear as a threat to the other married
couples at parties and very seldom is she
invited to the parties because women feel
she's a threat . And , she's not a threat .
But , they think she's a threat because the
husbands start giving this woman a lot of
attention . And , there's a lot of
jealousy .

Strained interaction with married friends also arises

in response to what the widow comes to represent . According

to these widows , death is something that many people are

quite uncomfortable discussing or confronting in their Own

future . These informants have had first hand experience in

dealing with people who have great difficulty talking with

someone who has lost a spouse , many of whom avoid the

bereaved person altogether . Many of the women in this study

believe that this phenomenon exists because the widow is

regarded as a morbid reminder of everyone's mortality .

People feel very uncomfortable about

someone who's lost somebody because you
just don't know what to say . The tragedy
is that they're scared for themselves .
They're scared for their own mortality . I
think death has a tendency to frighten
people . People start to become aware of
their own mortality . Were all going to
die .

A woman who , at first , tried to carry on as usual found

that she could not shake the association with death to which

her friends appeared to be acting very negatively .

The first year I attempted to entertain
couples like I used to before and it was
very awkward for men especially . An awful
lot of men feel threatened by the presence
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of a widow because it reminds them of
their own mortality . After all , my other
half is not there and I'm a constant
reminder that he isn't there and it makes

them very uncomfortable . There's a couple
of the men who we had been friends with
for many years who still occasionally come
over and do something if I need something
done . If I ask them . They don't
volunteer of course . And , I'm not a

person to ask anybody . So , I've only done
that once or twice when I was kind of

stuck . They will do that ; but , they're no
longer comfortable .

It would seem that men have the greater difficulty in

dealing with the bereaved widow . One woman told of how her

whole family suffered from the lack of male companionship

because men could not sustain meaningful interaction in the

face of such tragedy .

Our closest friends who'd been friends
before we were married -- the man found it
so difficult that he couldn't come to the

house . I knew it was a struggle for him
when my husband died . But , he was

incapable of coming and offering any kind
of assistance to my boys or to my girls .
So , there was no male image . ..Men were SO
uncomfortable . The minute they walked in
and set down , I sensed their discomfort .
They couldn't talk to me . I'd be talking
to the wife and the man would be sitting
there . One woman did say to me

afterwards , " My husband just can't come
back because it's just too hard for him . "
I thought , " Well , great ! "

These women feel that men identify themselves with the

deceased husband , a frightening realization that they are

also vulnerable to life - threatening illnesses . This ,

according to many of these informants , renders them

incapable of dealing with the realities of death and those

who have been left behind . However , although professing to

understand , the woman quoted above , as well as others , felt
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personally shortchanged by the men who had once called

themselves " friends . "

How these women know that the reason their interactions

are strained is due to their assuming a symbolic

representation of death is unclear . Perhaps , they have

reached this conclusion partially because they , themselves ,

have , in the past , reacted to the same stimulus , exhibiting

their own uneasiness around those who have suffered loss .

Whatever has led them to their deduction , a few widows

appear very understanding that they have become objects of

avoidance .

And , I don't feel hurt at all that people
who still have husbands don't include me

in their social activities with their
husbands . That doesn't bother me at all
because some of them feel that a widow is

a symbol of what one of them is going to
be someday and I could be kind of a morbid
presence in that respect .

Conversely , other widows express pain and anger that others

cannot transcend their fears in order to assure their

inclusion in their former social circles .

They sort of avoid you . I've told
several , " You know , I'm only a widow . I
really don't have AIDS . You don't have to
treat me like this ! They don't know what
to say to you . I don't know if they are
thinking , " You poor thing . It could
happen to me . I just don't know . Their
whole attitude has changed . Everything
has changed .

Indeed , a great deal has changed . Not only do these widows

have to adapt to the absence of their husbands , they are

painfully aware that the rest of their social world has also

evolved into a much different place than it had been before .
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In addition to their interactions with former

acquaintances being colored by distrust and morbid

assignations , these women often complain that they feel as

if the people around them treat them as pariahs or , at the

least , as unfortunate deviations from what is considered

normal or desirable . One women put it in terms of her

feeling as if she could no longer quite measure up .

We feel much more alone being there and
coming home alone than if we stayed home
in the first place . It was really
painful . Up until then , I had let myself
be seen as something inferior , not quite
whole , not quite acceptable -- that I had to
be super nice . I had to be everything to
be let in there at all . Then , I thought ,
" Doggone it all ! I'm not . "

Occasionally , a widow was able to intellectually

capture the consternation that she thought old friends were

experiencing in response to the changed structure of the

relationship .

I think they're kind of uncomfortable with
you because they don't know how . They
want to put you in a category . They don't
know where to put you anymore . They
really don't want to talk to you about

your life as a widow . Most of them don't
want to know about that . They want you
just to be a surface friend and that's
fine .

It has been suggested by Berger and Luckman ( 1967 : 24 ) that ,

when the continuity of everyday life is interrupted , one

seeks to " integrate the problematic sector into what is

already unproblematic . " In the above case , the friend

decided to alter the relationship by pulling away and

maintaining the friendship on a much less intimate and

frequent basis . Others may seek to remedy the problematic
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situation of a friend's altered marital status by attempting

to re - couple the widow who is now , in her present situation ,

difficult to pigeonhole . Because " singleness " is commonly

thought of as deviancy , particularly for women who may be

more inclined than men to develop their social positions

through their spouse , these women's friends try to find

replacements for the dead partner in an attempt to ease

their Own discomfort , if not the discomfort of the

respective widow .

They will try to match you up with some
man because they feel you have to have a
man . You're not complete without a man
and I was not interested in that . And ,
so , it always makes you the odd person .

Barring the location of an available male escort , other

companions are sought for the widow in order to bring some

parity into social settings that are designed around

entertainment for couples . One widow was put to good use

entertaining another dinner guest who is also seen as

occupying a unique position .

It's that a single woman doesn't fit in .
If you're invited to a dinner party , you
are going to be placed next to the local
minister . In my particular circumstances ,
I made a good dinner table companion when
they invited the priest for dinner because
then we could sit next to each other and
then we'd have an even number at the
table . And , I found myself more and more
being invited to dinner parties . It would
be one of the pastors and there I was . My
job was to sit next to the pastor at the
dinner table and make conversation . I

found that amusing and began to
disentangle myself from that situation .

As Becker ( 1963 ) has stressed , the deviant comes to see

himself as deviant because those around him treat him as
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such . These widows ' feelings of being the " odd " person ,

rather than just one of the group to which they used to

belong , suggests that they may have bought into the

assignation of deviancy . However , eventually , those who

verbally resist the label confess that the interaction

between those who treat them as deviant and themselves is

disconcerting and unsatisfactory for both parties .

INTERACTIONAL METAMORPHOSIS : Informants frequently

described their relationships with the couples with which

their husbands and they used to socialize as undergoing a

striking and abrupt change in structure and form . Many of

the relationships did not survive this transformation and ,

those which did , exhibited markedly altered attributes .

Obviously , the most evident change is that one of the

foursome is missing . What used to be a balanced affiliation

between two men and two women is now an asymmetrical

association of three participants . This drastic change in

the structure of the relationship is believed to be an

important element in the disintegration and demise of what

once used to be a viable friendship .

If the three of us go somewhere and if the
other woman and I start talking about
women's things , the man might as well be
alone because he doesn't have another
husband there to talk to .

The inability to provide interactional parity

discourages many widows from even inviting the intact couple

to join her in social activities .

So many of my friends who are still
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So ,married -- their husbands are at home .
I hesitate to call a married friend
because I know their husband's at home .
So , I just hesitate to ask them because
I'm not including their husbands .

In this case , the widow is not only discouraged from asking

the couple to join her in a desired activity but is also

discouraged from asking the wife . Although this scenario

was recounted more than once , the reverse of this story was

more commonly related . The widows in this study perceive

their married friends to be the ones most likely to either

sever or severely redefine the rules of the relationship .

I had a good friend before my husband's
death . Her husband kind of expects her
to be around . So , we don't see as much of
each other as we used to .

Since this woman does not have a husband to equalize the

interactional contact between couples , she can no longer

keep the friendship active and functioning .

If these relationships are not terminated , the wife of

the couple with which the widow and her late husband were

friendly often attempt to modify the scheduling of their

interactional contacts . Activities , prior to the death of

one of the members of the friendship group would , more

often than not , center around meeting for dinner , attending

parties and sharing weekend activities and trips . While the

widow may still see the wife of the couple , the meetings

will very likely not take place at the same time as was the

case before her husband was no longer a part of the process .

... always made sure she saw me when
husband was doing something else . It
always in the afternoon .

her

was
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So , while these women may not entirely lose track of all of

the friends with whom they and their husbands used to

socialize , that socialization often develops an entirely new

timing .

I do quite a few things with friends that
aren't widowed . Not in the evening and
not much on the weekend because that's

family time . I had two very good friends
who are still married . But , like I say ,
it's very rarely evenings or weekends .

Although frequently professing to " understand , ' the

recipients of this scheduling change often see this

metamorphosis of their former relationships indicative of

their not quite " belonging " or comfortably " fitting in . "

the

What happens is you do not want to bother
them in the evenings when they have their
husbands and they are busy and you
understand that or the weekends or

holidays or all the special times which
are the hard times for widows . But , what

they do , when their husbands go out of

town , then , maybe , they call you . " Let's
go to a movies . " But , you are the odd man
out for sure . You are the extra one . I

just learned that . I don't blame them
because I would understand .

Another consequence of this scheduling modification is

that there is a simultaneous shift in the settings in which

the relationship is acted out . One woman who labels her

status " uncoupled " described what many others had also said

they had experienced .

You don't have the same social life as

when you were a couple . I used to say
" uncoupled . " It's different and every

woman I knew practically took me to lunch .
Very few had me for dinner .

This shift in the locality of the interaction often turns

the relationship into a much narrower association in that
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the remaining husband , as well as others who may have been

apart of the wider social circle , are no longer accessible .

The opportunity to participate in a social network that

meets at a convenient and / or desirable time and location is

curtailed .

It's a very distressing fact that , when

you are no longer a couple , your whole
life changes drastically . I have become a
daytime friend to the wife of this couple
we knew . I have been invited to lunch and
things like that but never in the evening
or for special events with other couples .

The few widows who have managed an invitation to social

gatherings were frequently disappointed in the outcome .

Even if present at a function , widows can be painfully aware

of having lost a status which , in the past , had gained them

entree into and afforded them status at social situations

with other couples .

Very seldom is she ( the widow ) invited to

parties . Sometimes I feel that I've gone
to parties and been widow there and
couples entirely leave me alone .

■

The subtle exclusion of the widow from interaction by the

couples around her may make her feel as if she has taken on

a sort of invisibility . A widow who vowed that she would

never return to the same social occasion described a very

disconcerting event which left her quite depressed

Last summer , when I was in Carmel Valley
with this group , I was with a couple ,
walking along . We were going to go back
to the hospitality suite . Another couple
came along -- phased me out completely . I
didn't go to the hospitality suite . I
just went up to my room and I was never
missed . They just phase you out -- like I
wasn't even there . They'll be talking to
somebody at a cocktail party and , before
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toyou know it , you're not talking
anybody . The couples are talking .

At the time of their husband's death , it was common for many

of these women to feel as if they had become " half a

person . " With the evolution of a great deal of attendant

relational instability and the interactional changes which

account for it , many start feeling completely " invisible " in

the midst of social situations which , in the past , would

have provided a comfortable interactive atmosphere . If one

cannot be seen , the reflection of oneself which is given in

return becomes an inadequate Source of image building

material . These social encounters , then , do little to

repair these women's damaged identity and , in fact , may even

contribute to it .

COMMUNICATIVE BARRIERS : It has become a tenet in

social - psychology that people seek to construct a common

reality in which it becomes reassuring that there appears to

exist an ongoing correspondence between their meanings and

those of the social world in general in which they reside .

As long as this common reality endures , the participants can

feel relatively comfortable and their view of what is real

goes unchallenged . However , the widow , who may have

previously enjoyed a shared biography and , therefore , a

shared definition of reality with those in her social

circle , is presented with problems that have not yet been

routinized . Consequently , she may be left unprepared to

effectively communicate with those around her .
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Having undergone a traumatic and singularsingular experience ,

the nature of which few people can imagine , leaves the widow

feeling unconnected and unable to make herself understood .

Communicative barriers which had not been present before

suddenly become major stumbling blocks to maintaining

here - to - fore viable relationships . Three types of barriers

emerged in this study as salient deterrents to effective

communication : empathetic failure , the nonpropriety of

grief and social reminders of nonconformity .

Empathetic Failure

The widows in this study , for the most part , shared the

sentiment that , unless one has " walked in a widow's shoes , "

it is next to impossible to comprehend the destructive

nature of what they have experienced . This feeling of

having gone through something so unique and incomprehensible

to the average person serves to compound their loss . First ,

they have lost their husband with whom they had an intimate

connection . However , in addition , they have lost the

empathetic tie between themselves and many of those whom

they had relied on for social intercourse .

People are not interested . It has not
happened to them . Their mother may have
been widowed . They may have seen what she
went through and tried to help in some
way . But , there is no way that you know
what a person feels and how they act or

react unless you've gone through it
yourself .

This failure of coupled friends to empathize often

became obvious to these women when they looked back on the
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conversations that had typically transpired . In an attempt

to make the widow feel better , friends tried to offer

statements of hope . Although , perhaps , spoken with the best

of intentions , these statements were often heard as cliches

and interpreted as insensitive .

Or ,
Certain expressions drive you crazy , like :
" I know how you feel . " they say ,
" Time takes care of things " or " Of course ,
you will remarry . " Things that make you
very angry . I guess I've always been an
open person . So , if I don't like
something that is said , I would say " I

don't like what you've said . And , I'm
sure that scared people . But , that's ok .
That's their problem .

Although , undoubtedly , offered as an emollient , these

expressions sound trite and uncaring to these women who are

not yet ready to think in terms of a very different future .

However cathartic it may have been , this woman's truthful

rejection of these attempts to ease her mind may not have

been conducive to furthering communication or maintaining

rewarding relationships .

While some of the widows offered excuses for the

inability of couples to adequately empathize with their

plight , many were not so magnanimous .

Someone who has not been there -- they don't
understand what is wrong with you . They
don't understand how many lonely hours you
spend by yourself . And , they don't even
care . They just don't care . In the
beginning , the phone rang all the time .
Now , maybe days you don't even hear the
phone .

What is seen as coupled people's inability and unwillingness

to transcend their own secure positions in order to truly

connect with the widow's more tenuous circumstance presents
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a major communicative barrier between the widow and many of

her old social support networks .

The Nonpropriety of Grief

According to the majority of the informants in this

study , an important lesson that the widow soon learns is

that our society is not at all comfortable with expressions

of grief . If expressed at all , grief should be private and

of brief duration . It one adheres to this formula , one is

thought of as strong and admirable . However , if one

deviates from this framework for handlinghandling death , one's

behavior may be deemed counterproductive and unhealthy .

Unfortunately for the widow , this means that she may not be

able to forthrightly present herself or her true feelings

when in communication with others who hold these

expectations . She must either assume a false facade or

choose not to communicate at all with those who may be

inclined to pass negative judgement .

The privatization of grief is understood by these women

to be a common social norm .

In talking to people , you are suppose to
take care of your grief by yourself in
your house and it's over within three
months .

While handling one's grief in private is an imperative ,

assuming a good front is equally encouraged .

Society wants us to smile , smile , smile
right from the beginning , especially after
a year or so . It's not acceptable to even
admit to feeling a little grief stricken .
It really isn't . Most people won't even

admit to it because they know it isn't
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acceptable . The only time you can talk
about how you feel is with your other
widowed friends .

1

Even organizations such as churches were criticized by

some of these women as nonempathetic . While supportive

one church ofduring their husband's illness , woman's

reference fared badly when it came to being of use during

her bereavement . She holds the church responsible for not

having the ability to discern her neediness and act

accordingly .

The church was helpful while my husband
was ill . Don't think they know how to

handle widows or I gave them the wrong
impression . I'm awfully strong . But , you
have to look inside the person and hear
what they're saying . Anybody can paste a
smile on their face and it doesn't tell

you a darn thing really ... the church
wasn't a help after he died .

Even when people asked about their well - being , these

women came to understand that the question is mere

formality , allowing the speaker to express concern without

the obligation to be burdened with the real truth .

I decided at about three months that most

people did not want to know when they
said , " How are you ? " They did not want to
really know how you were because I wanted
to say , " I'm just awful . I could burst
into tears . "

If , indeed , one were to truly express the feelings of

despair and hopelessness commonly felt after the death of a

husband , the danger exists that one will be labeled a

complainer full of self - pity .

It's much more of a trauma than society
would like to accept . And , there , again ,

because ,we mustn't have self - pity either
if we admit to not feeling completely up
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then , we are filled with self - pity . You
know what I mean ? And , God forbid -- we
mustn't give the impression that we are
feeling sorry for ourselves .

Consequently , barriers must be erected that hamper

meaningful and open communication between the widow and many

of her social contacts . Many widows believe that this is

asked of them by others in the mistaken notion that not

talking about a problem will circumvent unhappy thoughts .

The married people thing that -- well ,
either they don't want to hear about it or
that they don't want us to talk about it
because they think it's going to make us

unhappy . And , we need to talk about it .

Feeling an empathetic connection with another woman who was

about to lose her husband , one widow described an incident

in which she felt sanctions were levied against her for

speaking of grief in a public place with the troubled woman .

came

A lot of women were there with their
husbands . There was another woman there

whose husband was dying and she
alone ... and , I knew that she wanted to

talk to somebody . So , I kind of got her
off to the side . and , I knew that she was
trying to pretend she was happy when she
wasn't . I got her off to the side and we

started talking about grief . She was in
grief even though her husband was still
living ... Afterwards , my friend said that I
shouldn't talk about those unhappy things .
They don't understand .

Avoidance of a scene that might cause uneasiness or

unpleasantness was of the utmost importance in this case .

Grief , according to these informants ' experience , has no

more social acceptance in a private conversation between two

people than it does in public .

One of the most frequent complaints offered by these
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widows centered around their acquaintances ' expectation that

grief should be expended in a specific amount of time . If a

widow seems to be taking an inordinate amount of time

recovering from her loss , her friends are likely to lose

patience .

Unfortunately , they're married . They just
don't know . They just think that , when a

spouse dies , that you might feel a little
shook up for a few weeks and that's it .

Popular opinion , according to many of these women , tends to

set the normal time for the cessation of grieving , at least

publicly , at approximately one year . Any open expression of

unhappiness after that is often interpreted as a sign that

the widow is not moving forward quickly enough in her

recovery .

There's something about when it's a year
in people's minds that everything should
be all over and that everything should be
fine .

A widow of 14 months told of a couple who , at the time of

her husband's death , had been especially helpful and

solicitous . The story changed , however , after a few months

had elapsed .

They never went out of town unless they
gave me their phone number . I could call
them anytime night or day . They were here
the day he died . I mean , just above and
beyond the call of duty . And , they were
the first couple to drop me .

This disappointed widow explained further that an

altercation had taken place over the phone six months later

when the couple had invited her to spend Christmas with

them . At that time , the husband had admonished her for not
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progressing emotionally at a faster rate . He was reported
1

as saying :

You have a very negative attitude and it's
about time you are getting over this .

The informant took exception to this remark and declined the

invitation . She has not seen this particular couple since .

Setting limits on the grieving process seems just one more

example which proves to the widow that married couples just

don't have the capacity to understand the depth of feelings

involved in trying to handle the death of a husband . This

realization places one more wedge between those who are

coupled and these women who are struggling to adjust to an

unfamiliar world alone .

Social Reminders of Nonconformity

It's a couples ' world . I don't care how
you look at it . It's a couple's world .
They don't care who you are but you've got
to be a couple . This is the way it is .
If there's a table for ten , that makes you
eleven . So , you're squeezed in .

This woman's impassioned description of her feelings of not

fitting comfortably into a world which has been structured

to accommodate couples is representative of the way the

world is apprehended by the majority of the widows in this

study . They confess to being astounded at the ease in which

they had formally been able to manage social situations in

the company of a partner . Now , even an extra chair at a

dinner table is a grim reminder of what has been lost .

It wasn't anybody's fault but my old

school chum and her husband came out to

visit and we went to the city with another
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couple . I spent the day with them . And ,
we went to a place for dinner and we got a
table for six and it was one of these long
narrow tables with three chairs on each

side . My friend sat across from her
husband and she sat across from her

husband an I sat across from an empty
chair and that was shortly after my
husband died . That was hard . It was

nobody's fault . It just happened .

The empty chair containing no one with whom to converse is a

symbolic reminder that social interaction presents

challenges and disappointments not experienced before .

Social activities that once would have been taken for

granted may now stand for all that has changed in the

widow's life . Attendance at a wedding evoked reminiscences

that made it difficult for one widow to feel apart of the

social occasion .

I didn't know too many there and felt as

lonely as I could feel . I felt all alone .
I've heard the expression made by widows :
" I feel like I'm all alone in a crowd . "
That's how I felt -- all alone in a crowd .

Another woman feels left out when she sees husbands being

attentive to their wives

Well , this bridge group -- it's not that
anyone has done anything but I'm aware of
little things . I see a husband getting a
drink for his wife and that makes me feel

a little funny . it's not that

anybody's doing anything to me .
But ,

Shibutani ( 1961 : 166 ) states that , in interactive

situations , one must take into account the " silent

participants " for their " mere presence often make a

difference in what is or is not said . " During the

interaction which occurs in the social situations in which

these widows participate , the memory of their husband or , at
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least , the memory of what it was like to be part of a
couple , may intrude upon their communication . This

1

intrusion can set up barriers between the widow and her

feelingssocial acquaintances , particularly since her

usually go unexpressed due to the fact that grief and loss

are not topics of conversation which receive much

encouragement .

Consequently , these widows frequently feel

misunderstood and , at times , rejected by the people with

whom they had once been able to discourse freely and

effectively . Heightened feelings of aloneness and

separateness make interaction with former friends

problematic in the sense that it may no longer be meeting

the needs of the widow who is now dealing with an entirely

different set of emotional and practical circumstances . As

will be shown , the realization that old relationships are no

longer satisfying and / or sufficient may prompt many to seek

new , more identity strengthening associations .

These informants , then , demonstrate that closure work

takes place on different levels and involves the development

of a number of strategic techniques . On an inward ,

emotional level , the death of the spouse must be accepted

and dealt with as real , the self must be redefined as single

and alone and grief must be adequately managed so as not to

permanently impede everydayimpede everyday activity and discourse .

Outwardly , these women must let go of the routines and

habits that no longer serve a purpose either psychologically

or pragmatically . Even friendship relations which , in the
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past , had provided social interaction and support are often

experienced as unstable and unsatisfying or they may simply

disappear altogether .

All of these changes , whether purposefully pursued or

perceived as beyond individual control , serve to emancipate

these women from a life which , if preserved undisturbed ,

would restrain them from building a new , more appropriate

personal and social universe . This closure work or

liberation from the past enfranchises these widows to begin

adopting instrumental strategies aimed at the reconstruction

of their inner , as well as their social identities . This

reconstruction is accomplished by means of what will be

referred to in the following chapter as individualization

techniques . These techniques will be discussed as belonging

to three categories : focusing on self , dating and

remarriage and peer friendship development . It will be

suggested that attitudinal dispositions and attendent social

conditions impact on the choice of strategies , as well as

the ease of enactment . It will also be suggested that

proficiency at distancing from a past marital relationship

by involvement in closure work and individualization results

in these informants seeing themselves as emotionally healthy

and socially successful .

!
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Chapter Seven

INDIVIDUALIZATION
The Substitution of Situationally

Relevant Patterns of Behavior

Disengagement from the past through closure work opens

up a myriad of possibilities for these reluctant travelers

through the state of widowhood . It is soon discovered that

their husband can no longer be relied upon to supply social

status , companionship , communicative feedback and / or

continuity to and a sense of certainty about everyday

activities , responsibilities and routines . Consequently ,

these women are challenged to restructure the ways in which

they address their needs in relation to everyday practical

concerns , as well as interpersonal interaction which is

required to nourish one's social identity . The strategies

they adopt to accomplish this task are attempts to

individualize their thoughts , actions and social relations

in such a manner SO as to develop a revitalized whole

personality . This new identity acts as a replacement for

the one they possessed in which half of their ego is missing

due to the absence of their marital partner to whom their

psyche was so closely bound .

For many , this individualization process includes

becoming attentive and responsive to their own needs and

desires in terms of the activities they pursue . Others seek

to leave their former marriage behind to the extent they
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they can enter into another . Many more , perhaps for the

first time in their adult lives , cultivate peer friendships

in order to compensate for the relationship they have had to

relinquish and to which they can no longer turn for

direction and meaning . It will be shown , however , that the

one orchoice to engage in all of these strategies is

influenced by personal attitudes toward and experiences with

presenting sources of individualization . In addition , the

social norms attached to these tactical alternatives will be

discussed as significant contributors to the choices made .

Focusing on Self

The loss of a husband removes a large consuming

responsibility from off the shoulders of these women who ,

according to their own reports , have devoted exorbitant

amounts of time , energy and concern to a husband and

children during the course of a marriage . This is

particularly true of those women who have had to care for

disabled and / or sick husbands before their death . Since ,

for most , both husband and children no longer consume their

time or attention , they are now confronted with blocks of

time and unspent energy that they , due to a belief in the

value of activity , are inspired to expend in an

ego - enhancing manner . Discovering what is of importance to

them and determining what is of enough value that they can

derive a feeling of achievement and pride is not easily

accomplished , however . This seems particularly true of the
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more newly widowed women in this study who have not as yet

definitely isolated that which they can accept as

meritorious and worthy of their devotion .

I've had a hard time since I've been a

widow finding out what it is I want . I
know what it is I didn't like . I wasn't a

slave during our marriage . Our marriage
was wonderful .

Another widow of three years , while focusing in on herself ,

has been unable to identify what she needs personally to

make her life fulfilling without her husband .

I don't want to spend the rest of my life
doing the things that I'm doing because I

don't feel as if I'm accomplishing
anything . It's just , you know , I get up
every day -- thank goodness because a lot of
people my age can hardly make it out of
bed . But , I don't know , it's just dull ,
dull , drab . I try to keep as busy as I
possibly can but it's a lonely life ... But ,
if you would say to me , " What do you want
to do ? " or " What is going to make this
better for you ? " , I couldn't answer this
question . I really could not answer this
question .

One woman suspected that the discovery of what is

individually beneficial and identity enhancing is a slow

process , calling for patience and restraint .

There are those who get married again .
But , that's a trauma and that's too soon .
You have to let yourself get to be
yourself again , get to be person , the
best that you can be because those who get
married too soon are going to run right
back into the frying pan . They haven't
had a chance to get their balance -- their
bearings .

This same woman suspects that the process of knowing oneself

should have been an operative endeavor during the marriage

and , at the same time , suspects that , for many , it has not .
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youYou ought to know when go say your
vows in front of the preacher that one of
you is going to be alone someday . And ,
no one thinks about that when you get
married . But , that's the truth . I hate
to say that ; but , it's a rude awakening .
One day , one of you is going to be alone .
And , that's why , in my opinion , that you
have to work all your life to know
yourself and to be your own person .
There's nothing wrong in beingbeing your Own

person all through your marriage because
you've got to count on yourself for your
own survival .

However , even those widows who may have considered

themselves their own person during the marriage quickly

discover that the way they perceive themselves and the

strategies they use to endow their lives with meaning must

be reevaluated and reconstructed after their husband's

presence is no longer a viable force in their lives .

Taking up activities of personal interest is one of

the most frequently mentioned techniques employed by these

widows by which they try to build their self - image as a

separate , productive person . Since they have lost , perhaps ,

the most central element in their social world and can no

longer direct their care and attention toward his welfare ,

they must find substitutes for the purpose he had once

supplied in their lives . In addition , alternative sources

of identity reinforcement must be located . In the

beginning , however , activities are entered into primarily in

order to " keep busy , ' the execution of which seems to

provide a diversion or temporary respite from their

grieving .

Keeping busy is the answer . They had a
pot luck dinner down there at the church
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on Sunday . Saturday , I was dead tired
cooking , cooking . I've cooked a lot . I
went down there and helped and I thought ,
" Oh , I don't want to get involved in
this . " I helped them serve . And , so , I
kind of felt good about it . So , I mean ,
maybe , keeping busy is the answer .
giving to someone .

And ,

Most of the informants subscribe to the notion that

activity , in itself , is positive and health producing . Most

importantly , keeping one's mind stimulated is apprehended as

absolutely essential .

I made sure I took good care of me . I

wanted to survive . You've got to eat
right and you've got to exercise . And ,
you've got to keep your mind active ,
keep your mind active . There's nothing
worse than letting your mind be inactive .

must

After listing her activities which keep her on the go for

most of the week , one widow of two years tells of her

feelings of discomfort when not busy .

I have the time and , if I'm home alone two
or three days in a row , it starts getting
to me . I need to get out .

Recovery for these women is marked by experimentation

as they try to find activities which not only keep them busy

but elevate their conception of themselves as valuable ,

skillful and talented people . Continuing education ,

volunteer work , exercise classes , craft classes and writing

are most frequently mentioned as activities by which these

women seek to find purpose and individuality . A bereavement

counselor , a widow herself , describes what she did when

widowed and what she now suggests others do .

Did you ever wish you had time to

something , some kind of hobby ? Ι try
encourage them to start , something

do
to
to
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out ,bring them give them a little
purpose ... What you want to do is make a
new life for yourself . Sure , you'll have
old friends and your family . But ,
also need to make new friends and do new

things .

you'll

This same woman believes that her counseling , an activity

she started after losing her husband , had played a major

part in her recovery , contributing to her feelings of worth

and fulfillment .

The most wonderful feeling in the world
for me is to feel I've been able to help
someone else , particularly after my loss .
It gave me purpose . Why am I here ? My
husband had been such a wonderful person .
Why is he not here and why am I still

around ? It gave me a reason to be living ,
so rewarding . I cannot tell -- to watch a
person come into the group with glazed
eyes , eyes glazed with grief , to see those
same eyes eventually ... To see a little

peace come into those eyes and later to
hear them laugh , to see some joy It's
the most wonderful thing in the
world ... That's so wonderful , that's why I
do it .

Although painfully initiated , the freedom to pursue their

own interests and develop their own separate identities

offers these women an opportunity many have never before

enjoyed . Tasks accomplished and goals reached are often

accompanied by personal accolades . Recognition of this kind

is a new experience for the majority , since many say they

have been ensconced in a marital relationship in primarily a

supportive capacity . Reflecting on being alone , one woman

put it this way :

It gives you time to be , to think , not to
be rushing ... It gives you a chance to
experience your own feelings rather than
to be concerned about someone else's ... So ,
when I write my book , the title : Getting
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to Know Me . It takes time .
1

These widows ' quest to know themselves , however ,however , is not

merely a passive discovery process as this widow's

description might imply . In addition to their introspective

investigation as to what endeavors may give them pleasure

and / or be of social import , these Women become actively

involved in designing a life which is tailored to their

individual needs . Recreational and avocational , as well as

vocational , activities become manifestations of these

women's individual personalities , the disclosure of which

may not have materialized if they had not been placed in

such a precarious position .

However , mastery of skills or devotion to worthy causes

are not the only developmental strategies employed by these

imaginative women . Motivated , in part , by their changing

social circumstances , including the loss of an array of

significant others , the majority of these women immerse

themselves in building a social world unlike the one that

had defined their previous marriage . In doing so , however ,

they must take into account their own and others attitudes ,

as well as the general norms and structure of the social

context in which they reside . So , the social networks to

which these women gravitate , although novel and personal in

that they deviate from those which they had shared with

their husband and correspond to their Own private
1

dispositions , are chosen within a particular context which

includes a number of very influential social factors .

Depending on the circumstances , the informants in this study
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were likely to decide upon one of two social connections as

their interactive contact of choice . Some stress dating and

remarriage , while others emphasize peer friendship

development .

Interestingly , the family did not emerge as these

women's primary source of identity building interaction .

Although often extolling their good fortune in having loving

children on whom to rely , few choose to turn to them to meet

either their practical or social needs . Before the two most

frequently sought after sources of social support are

examined , the attitudinal dispositions of these widows which

discourage the primacy of family support will be presented .

It will be suggested that , as is often the case with

friendships which had existed before these women were

widowed , the family is not seen as having the capacity to

provide for the social and / or emotional needs of these

particular women . Consequently , other support networks

become the major tools of individualization .

The Trouble with Families

One potential individualization technique which these

women could exploit is the use of family to fill the void

which the death of their spouse has created . However ,

almost overwhelmingly , these women expressed either their

inability or reluctance to do so . Although each woman's

situation was different and they put forth a variety of

reasons this might be the case , the majority concluded that
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family did not function in such a manner that they felt free

to rely either solely or primarily on it for their need

fulfillment .

Conversely , at the time of their husband's death and ,

frequently , during his illness , family members were often

major contributors to the well - being of both the husband and

wife . Most often , children were the ones who supplied the

most intense pragmatic help . However , as time progresses ,

these widows ' reliance on their family members gradually

diminishes and shifts to other sources of aid and

companionship .

AVAILABILITY : One condition inhibiting family assistance is

their logistic unavailability . Although most of the women

in this study have family members who live locally , a few

did not and felt as if the distance between them was a

considerable barrier preventing helpful exchanges . Even

those families which are located within the vicinity are not

always immediately or consistently available , since many

miles often separate members in the large metropolitan area

in which this study was conducted . Consequently , although

they can access them by phone in case of emergency , most of

the informants do not see their children and / or other

relatives on a regular day - to - day basis . Even weekly visits

are not always the norm .

In addition to logistic unavailability , a type of

emotional absenteeism was occasionally reported as

characterizing familial contact or the lack of it . A couple
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of the informants reported having children who were

emotionally incapable of providing adequate psychological

and practical support at the time of and subsequent to their

husband's death . More immersed in their own neediness , one

woman's children do not have the capacity to be there for

her .

They don't want to be around mom . They
don't want to feel bad and they think
she's causing them to feel bad . They
won't admit that they miss dad . I think
my kids still have to bury their father .
I don't think they've done that yet .

More frequently the case , however , some families were

able to provide adequate crisis intervention but did not

sustain the attention they had initially shown . One

son - in - law , although extremely helpful during the husband's

illness , failed to continue his support once the mother was

on her own .

My son - in - law was over all the time when

my husband was sick . And , he was cleaning
out gutters . And , he sealed the deck .
He'd do the lawn and the whole bit . My
husband died and he didn't help anymore .
My husband needed help but I didn't .
That's how I come off to children .
" Don't have to worry about mom . can

take care of herself and everyone else . "

my
She

The idea that families may overestimate the widow's coping

capacity was mentioned more than once as being explanatory

of the familial tendency to be remiss in offering immediate

and ongoing service and concern . One woman blames this

miscalculation on her family's inability to extricate

themselves from assumptions theythey hadhad developed in their

family of origin during childhood .
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Families are very strange . My sister and
brother -- I felt they truly abandoned me .
We hadn't been tremendously close ; but ,
they absolutely abandoned me . I didn't
see them for months at a time . It never
occurred to them . I guess I'm the oldest
and they probably think of me as being
incredibly strong . I don't think they
ever have in these eight years really
called to see if I was doing all right .
You know , they were just gone and that
really hurt me because I really needed
them .

Another woman believes she was pushed into handling

everything internally and without family support in order to

prove that she was not inclined to rely too heavily on or

take advantage of her brother and his family . Consequently ,

she felt a void where she thought her family should have

been but became motivated by her resolve not to be a burden

to someone else .

The reaction of the men in my family was
particularly interesting . My brother's
wife thought it was terriblyterribly threatening
that my brother was now going to be left
with his sister and his mother . I recall
thinking at the time that he was certainly
not going to be left with his sister -- that
I could take care of myself . It did turn
out that way I became extremely
independent .

Although some of the informants searched for underlying

reasons that would explain their family's supportive

shortcomings , others just simply expressed their resentment

at not having been adequately considered .

My husband had a lot of relatives and they
were not there for me . In fact , they were

worthless . It really makes you angry .

PERSISTENCE OF THE MOTHER ROLE : While some of the

informants complained that they were set adrift by their
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family against their will , many more reported that they

themselves , were the author of the script which was followed

by the family in respect to the direction and duration of

the flow of family support . Rather than expecting help from

their family , their children in particular , they felt more

comfortable that assistance , whether emotional or practical ,
7 .

was minimal or , at the least , shortlived . This propensity

to avoid becoming dependent on one's children demonstrated

itself as associated with these women's feeling that they ,

and they alone , should be the dominate player in the

mother - child relationship . Even though most of the women's

children were adults at the time of their husband's death ,

reversal of the mother role where the children care for them

is disconcerting and causes distress in these women who seem

to have a vested interest in preserving their parental

status .

Interestingly , this tendency to preserve the role

associated with being a mother continued to persist even in

the face of such a personally devastating tragedy . Even

though they , themselves , were having difficulty dealing with

their own grief , these women still felt compelled to not

only care for their children's emotional state but put their

children's welfare above their own . This one - directional 2

pattern of care - giving exists not only at the time of the

death but continues to be the norm long afterwards .

Consequently , more often than not , these widows tried not to

reveal the extent of their grief or the depth of their

feelings of devastation to their children for whom they feel
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it is their duty to provide care and comfort .
1

They're suffering their own grief too .
You protect them . You've always done that
and so there's a game that goes on you
see .

The " game " to which this widow refers is described as the

participation in a masquerade by another informant .

We are trying to put on a happy face for

our kids . We're trying to be " momma .
Nothing bothers momma .

The unwillingness to rely on children for emotional

support is often described as a moral decision adopted for

the purpose of protecting children from a role they should

not be required to play .

You couldn't express sometimes your anger
and your dissatisfaction that you have in
your life to your children . I don't think
you should . They need to get on with
their life and they don't need to realize ,
too often anyway , that there's still a big
hole in mom's life and that they should
supply something to fill that hole because
they can't . And , they shouldn't feel that
they should have to . That's just not the
way it is .

.

Projecting one's sadness onto one's children rather than

fulfilling the traditional parental role obligation of

acting as a buffer against pain is thought to be an

undesirable reversal of normal conduct . Even if it means

inappropriately portraying oneself as emotionally stable , it

is preferable to insensitively burdening one's children .

It's probably my feeling that , if they
felt that I was unhappy , then that would
be sad for them ... I think they have enough
in their life . They're sad enough for
things .

It seems likely that these women feel that , once they
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abandon this important role obligation , they will have not

lived up to their responsibilities and will have abdicated a

central aspect of their motherhood . Perhaps , they fear

adding the loss of the status associated with motherhood to

that of the one associated with being a wife .

The compulsion not to burden children includes not only
7 .

protecting them from having to supply emotional support but

relieving them from excessive demands to provide practical

support as well . Even though these widows confess to

feeling overwhelmed at times by the everyday problems of

living since their husbands have gone , they shun the

substitution of their children's help for their husband's

assistance . Children's personal obligations to their

immediate family and work are cited as all consuming duties

from which they should not be distracted .

My son very seldom anymore because he's
too busy and he's got a wife who has a big
list of things on the refrigerator for him
to do . So , I try not to -- It's been pretty
interesting

Sons , in particular , are singled out as having the most

difficulty in finding the time to devote to a mother who may

now , that her husband is gone , have to learn to take care of

practical everyday tasks all by herself .

7My son is kind of -he means well but , he's
pretty much swallowed up in family . It

takes quite a lot to get his attention .
You know , that's typical of being a boy .
I work hard at being as independent as I

can . I don't like to lean on them too
much .

Becoming independent and self - sufficient is frequently

described as a virtuous act which must be accomplished if
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one is to remain a " good " mother . Even if children are

willing to be supportive , many of these informants strive to

relieve them of responsibility by becoming as independent as

possible , thus preserving , to the best of their ability , a

semblance of normalcy in terms of the one - way directional

flow of support traditionally identified with the

mother - child relationship .

He's a wonderful boy . He'd do anything
for me . But , I don't like to press him to
do too much . So , I've tried to work out

other ways of getting places and doing
things .

INDEPENDENCE AND NONINTERFERENCE / PARENT - ADULT CHILD NORMS :

Not all of these women's efforts are put into preserving the

mother role as it had been enacted during their children's

formative years , however . In addition to their desire to

protect their children from unpleasantness , they also aspire

to refrain from what they call " interfering " in their

children's lives , a proclivity which did not exist when the

children were young and needed guidance . If measured by the

emphasis these informants gave it during the interview ,

this tendency towards noninterference is understood by these

informants to be a parent - adult child norm of great

significance .

Interference is defined as not giving advise on matters

which should be left up to their children . In addition , it

also means not burdening them with their presence to the

point of interrupting the life of the nuclear family . One

woman expressed the resolve shared by many of the widows in

this study .
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i

I've tried not to interfere in their

lives . I tried very hard not to do that .

Although noninterference is thought to be a positive

goal , it is recognized that , in times of crisis , it may have

to give way to intimate involvement , either for the sake of

the children or the parent . If the flow of assistance goes

from parent to child , a certain acceptance of the situation

as unavoidable and correct is possible . One woman describes

her anticipated contributions to a family medical emergency .

Two big surgeries coming up . My
daughter - in - law , mother of triplets , has
to have a hysterectomy . And , my little

grandson who is handicapped because he has
terrible scoliosis -- he's going to have
surgery So , I'm going to be there when
they need me .

.

Although the above scenario is more congruent with the

traditional mother - child relationship and , SO , is , under

certain circumstances , acceptable , the reverse situation

where the parent needs help is less analogous and ,

therefore , more disconcerting to the widow . Contemplating a

possible turn of events in which help might be required of

their children , many of the informants expressed

considerable concern .

I think this scares other widows too -- is

becoming ill and needing help . That's the
big worry The children both say , " Don't
worry about it . The time comes , we'll

take care of it . " Mothers worry anyway .

According to these widows , dependency should be avoided if

at all possible . Apparently , having to trade in the status

of " mother " for that of becoming a subordinate dependent

requiring care is a conceivable role reversal capable of

1
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producing a fearful vision of a possible future event .

Unless assistance is needed in time of difficulty , the

majority of the women in this study believe that the norm of

noninterference and independence should be closely followed .

Although , under these norms , there exists a ready source of

assistance for both the mother and child , they live their

everyday lives in quite different places and under very

different circumstances . One woman hinted that she feels

somewhat disappointed that her and her daughter's lives do

not correspond more closely .

I don't see her as often as I would like .
But , I'm not going to get into her life .
She has a life of her own . She has her

family to take care of . But , I could call
her and say , " I have to go to the

hospital . " And , she'd drop everything and
come right away .

Although the amount of contact may not be completely

satisfying , it is comforting to this woman that she has a

form of insurance should her health require it .

Sometimes , much to their children's consternation ,

these women carry their quest to remain independent of their

children's lives one step further than even some of their

children would prefer . It would seem that one of the

benefits of subscribing to the norms of noninterference and

independence is the permission not to assume the mother - role

in relation to one's grandchildren . Even though

disagreements about the expectations connected with

grandparenting may develop , most of the Women interviewed

feel free to decline their children's requests to take on

more responsibility for their grandchildren .
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They resent it because I don't have time
to be a grandmother . After raising seven
children , I was strung out for a long time
and feel like I've earned the right to do
what I want to do . They can't see it from
my point of view because they haven't been
where I Eventually , they'll
understand . The kids are darling . But ,
I'm used to my peace and order . My folks
lived out of state and we didn't have any
grandparenting . So , I managed without it .
And , they're all financially in good
shape . So , they can hire baby sitters .

am .

Although a few of the informants spend a great deal of

time grandparenting , a large number admit to keeping their

contacts limited to special " quality " times . Babysitting

for the parents ' sake is frequently looked upon as an

imposition and / or antithetical to their own temperament or

inclination .

I'm not with them a lot . I can choose
when I go to see them ... I don't babysit my
grandchildren . I raised four . I don't
pretend . I'm not a babysitter . It's just
not my nature . I love them . But , I give
them back . You've done your duty .

Another woman admits that she is not comfortable with small

children and , so , resists having them around for extended

periods of time .

I don't have them alone very much . I have
kept them on weekends occasionally . I'm
not that much of a babysitter . They're a
little bit too far away . My son has two
very little ones now . They're two and
four and they're very difficult ... I'm not
a child person really . I love them all
and I like them better as they get older .
My oldest one is 16 now and I enjoy having
her around . Her brother is eleven and

they're great to have around . Little ones
are a little harder for me . They're into
everything .

Still , another widow confesses that she has nothing in
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common with older children , the consequence of which is they

have infrequent contact .

I never see them or they never call me in
between . I think they're not comfortable
with me . We don't have anything to talk
about . They're teenagers . It's like not
really having grandchildren . The other
two are down south . We talk on the phone
once in a while . But , you know , when you
talk on the phone to a grandchild , you
can't think of anything to ask them
except : " Have you won any baseball games
today ? " And , I'm lucky , I've talked to
some who don't have any relatives .

Interestingly , although a large number of these women

voiced similar attitudes , most thought themselves to be

atypical in this respect

I'm not the typical grandmother . When I
say typical grandmother , you know , a lot
of women that is their life . I did my
stint with my daughter . ■ have never
babysat any of my grandchildren . There
are people who just put their whole lives
into it . It's their second life . That's
really what it is . But , I did my stint

with my babysitting and raising my own

daughter . So , I don't feel I have to do
this . And , yet , I'm good to them .

One woman came to realize that she was unhappy in the

role of babysitting grandmother only after it became

apparent that her social life was in peril of vanishing . A

confrontation ensued .

I did a lot of babysitting at first . But ,
I had to give that up because it was
absorbing my life completely . And , I was
the one who needed to rebuild my life .
And , I found that wasn't taking place . It

was really just soaking me up completely .
So , when the new baby was born , they
assumed it would go on that way and I

thought , " I can't do this anymore . "
it was upsetting to them to find that I

said , " No more of this . I'll only help
when I'm really needed . I'm not

So ,
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responsible for your social life . " That
was a tough one as far as relationships
are concerned . But , when the baby was
born , I got swallowed up in that . It was
hard on my friends because I was always
babysitting and , pretty soon , they just
began to give up on me . So , that was
quite a turmoil there . It took me a while
to catch on to what was happening to
me ... They realized I meant what I said and
that has never come up again .

While most of the women interviewed express their need

to play out and protect the care - giver role in relation to

their children , this does not seems to always extend to

their relationship with their grandchildren . In fact , the

very execution of and close adherence to the obligations

associated with motherhood were frequently cited as reasons

for their noncompliance with the same obligations in respect

to grandparenting . In a few cases , this placed a wedge

between themselves and their children . In others , the

fallout of this attitude , at the very least , renders the

role of grandparent incapable of insuring a functional place

for itself within the nuclear family . On the one hand ,

these women consistently expressed the desire to protect

their children from having to provide emotional and

practical help . On the other hand , they demonstrated the

predilection to remain independent to the point of not

losing their individuality and independence within the

family . Consequently , the combination of both of these

aspirations seems to discourage the use of family as these

women's primary locus of social interaction and support for

themselves .
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EMPATHETIC INADEQUACY : Another reason offered by a great

many of the widows in this study for not turning to their

children on an more regular basis is their feeling that ,

although their children are concerned for their welfare ,

they are largely unable to comprehend their mother's

experiences and position . When asked why she felt that her

children suffered from these empathetic deficiencies , one

woman answered :

Because they are not really aware of what
I've been through . They've been through
something too . But , it's not the same .

More often than not , these informants suggested that

friends were much more likely to be the social support of

choice when it comes to empathetic interaction . One widow

concluded that this is so because her children were too

needy themselves , leaving them incapable of effectively

caring for their mother's emotional well being .

When he first died , I needed friends . The
children were ok ; but , they were in shock ,
going through their own thing and they did
not do well . They still , for the the most
part , haven't gotten through it . It's
been a very slowing down process for them .
They haven't moved on .

Another woman confessed that , even under other less tragic

circumstances , she prefers to socialize with people with

whom she can identify and has an empathetic connection . She

explained the reasoning behind her choosing to spend social

time with friends rather than family .

Friends I have chosen are older than my

children who have had life experiences
similar to mine -- something in common -- a
bonding that's in common only because of
our age and our life experiences .
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thatWhereby , my children haven't reached
status .

Another woman summed up her feelings concerning friends and

family by comparing their individual strengths .

But , moreMore love with the family .
mutual understanding with friends .

It is suggested by many that they prefer to take

friends , rather than children , into their confidence .

Friends , not family , give them an opportunity to express

their emotions in a more open and direct manner , free from

the obligation that they act like a " mother . "

I rely more on my friends for sharing my
feelings about my life and widowhood
because they know what I'm talking about .
My children don't need to keep hearing
that over and over . They want to believe
that I'm happy and settled and used to my
life now . I do talk , especially to my
daughters , some -- especially if it's around
special holidays or something and it's
hard to hide your emotions and they
understand . But , it wouldn't be right for
me to burden them with my feelings all the
time .

One woman , due to her very fragile state of mind at the time

of her husband's death , initially found herself leaning

asheavily on her children for emotional support . However ,

time progressed and she felt more able , she decided that she

should take steps to relieve them of their supportive

obligations . She describes friends as inhabiting a position

which is free from the obligations to which families are

expected to adhere . This inherent freedom of choice to lend

support or decline the request makes friendship for these

widows the preferred locus of empathetic support .

Family feels as though they have to do
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certain things and , then , they do that
and , then , you need to let them off the
hook which is what I've done . Friends are
different . They do it if they want to .

In addition , friends are also described as having more

discretionary time than do family members who are involved

in demanding jobs and raising children .

A family member doesn't have the time . ■
friend will make the time -- set the time

aside . Whereby , a family member might do
that too ; but , other things in the family
come up first . Their priorities get in

the way They're limited in how much time
they can spend with you . A friend can

give you the whole day . But , you can't
expect that out of your children . At
least , I can't because mine are committed
to work . They work out of their homes and
they also have children they have to take
care of . And , there's only so much time .

The consequences of these attitudes toward parenting ,

noninterference and independence seem to preclude the use of

the family as these widows ' primary Source of social

support , at least as long as they are relatively crisis

free . A great many of these women are unwilling to step out

of what they perceive to be their maternal character and

express their own emotional and , at times , practical needs

to their children . Consequently , they are compelled to seek
the fulfillment of these needs in outside interaction and

companionship . However , as has been suggested and will be

further demonstrated , friendship networks tend to change

from the ones which existed before the husband's death into

new interactional alliances between women who share

something of major importance .
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Dating and Remarriage : A Potentially consummate

Individualization Tactic

Coming to see oneself as a woman who is now a solitary

individual , primarily reliant on self for survival is an

ongoing process . This process involves attempts to secure

an adequate psychological and material distance between

these women's current singular existence and the dyadic

relationship on which they had once depended . Techniques to

close the door sufficiently enough so as to make it possible

to build a new life and tactics designed to start

construction on those new ways of thinking and acting are

the tools by which this process is undertaken . One

important reconstruction or individualization technique is

the concentrated effort of some to enter the dating arena

for the purpose of finding male companionship and / or a new

husband .

Because substitution of a new male companion or a new

mate SO decidedly connotes the end of their former

relationship , the impetus to institute this

individualization tactic may not be readily forthcoming .

Many widows admitted that , initially and , in some cases ,

even as time passed , they could not even discuss the

possibility . One woman explained her initial indifference

to dating by contrasting her situation with that of a

divorced person .

A divorced woman , particularly if she's

younger , moves on and sometimes wants to
establish another meaningful relationship .
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Those that are widowed are not ready for
another relationship . We have more in

common . They're not looking I don't

think that's a bad thing . It's just that
there's a time when you're just not
looking . You're just kind of healing .

Apparently , some measure of emotional restoration is

needed before this tactic can be employed . However , many

hinted that the thought of eventually looking for a mate had

crossed their mind , even if it had been repugnant and

difficult to address openly at the time . Occasionally , the

subject had been approached by the dying husband . One woman

recalls her husband's wishes on the subject .

I knew he was dying and he wanted to be
sure I didn't waste any time and he didn't
want me to be alone . He wrote to me about
having to fly solo . I couldn't get beyond
the first words and sentences for a long
time . Then , I finally read the whole
thing . He told me he really didn't want
me to be alone .

PRESENTING DIFFICULTIES : As will be discussed more fully ,

some of the informants rule out using this particular

strategy for restructuring their lives altogether . Others ,

on the other hand , find themselves , at some point , weighing

the prospects of finding a suitable partner and the pros and

cons of remarriage . Which ever group they fell into ,

however , most are quite vocal about their perceptions

concerning the difficulties they anticipate and encounter in

the world of dating and remarriage . At the least , most

reveal that they do not slip into the role with ease .

I tried at about between one and a half

and two years . I went out to dinner a few
times and things like that . The first
time was absolutely horrible . And , it was
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just as horrible for him . He had been
married about the same amount of time I

had and had never gone out with anyone
also . You know , all these years -- 40 Some

years -- you never dated or anything . It's
very awkward and very uncomfortable to say
the least .

Availability of Suitable Men

Perhaps , the most frequently voiced complaint about the

conditions surrounding dating is that there are just too few

men , at least , too few suitable men . These women are well

aware through experience that , as they age , they encounter

fewer and fewer single men with whom they would enjoy a

relationship . Those men who do present themselves are often

thought to have social " problems " which make them a less

than desirable source of companionship . More than a few of

these widows suggest that there exists an overrepresentation

of alcoholic , married and / or gay men in the social circles

in which they interact .

Some men fall into all of the above
categories and you don't want them
either ... It's a very common experience .
I've not gone out with tons of men ,
believe me ; but , I've gone out to dinner
with gentlemen . They drink so much . What
you really want to say is , " I'll drive . "
And , then , that makes you a very
aggressive , assertive woman . But , they
drink too much .

Even those men who do not fit into any of these " problem "

categories are often criticized on other grounds ,

particularly those associated with manners and appearance .

His belly came in the door before he did .
I couldn't handle this . He only had one

thing going for him . He could afford me .
I don't care if I ever go out to dinner
again . If I do , I can take myself . He
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of
me .
was more in awe of my home than he was

If he had said a little more about me
and how great I was , I could probably have
appreciated it a little bit .

Persistence of Male Standards

A mismatch between conflicting expectations may be to

blame for the apparent dissatisfaction with dating expressed

by these single women . It has been many of these women's

experience that what they consider to be male standards of

conduct and preference stubbornly prevail in the dating

arena , leaving many of them feeling as if their needs have

not been taken into account . Some feel that society in

general is just less demanding on the conduct of widowers as

opposed to widows .

I think that a man , when he is left , he is
more free , if he feels like it , to do as

he pleases . Some women can be that way
but , it's still our role to -- especially
the older we are -- to take a more passive
role . I mean , I would find it hard to be
aggressive in a male - female situation .

Others feel that their own internalized sense of moral

commitment to certain standards of conduct puts them at odds

with the men with whom they come into contact .

The men want too much to fast for me and I
can't blame them at this point in your
life . A month is like several years
timewise . And , so , I don't blame them for
that . But , I cannot meet someone and ,
within a few weeks or a couple months , go
to bed with them . I just can't it .
I'm not put together that way . Love has
to be there first before that comes and
that takes time to develop .

do

Even though they believe that their action , or more

appropriately , inaction puts them at odds with the men whom
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they date , these women often feel compelled to take a stand ,

regardless of the social outcome .

If someone wants to take me out to

dinner -- great . But , then , after the
person takes me out to dinner , ■ don't
feel as if I owe him anything .

Even those women who say they feel comfortable interjecting

their own standards of behavior into the dating relationship

felt obliged to discourse at length during the interview on

the incompatibility of their moral beliefs with those of

many of the men they had dated , suggesting that it is a

problem they have been forced to confront .

I've always tried to be honest . If
someone called and wanted to go to
dinner -- I do a lot of dancing , swimming .
I'm pretty active . It was pretty clear
from our conversation on the phone that he
really would like to go to bed afterwards .
I let him know , he had to find somebody
else . This was not for me . Now , other
women , that's really what they need . Not
that I didn't need it . But , for me with
my faith , I have to be married and the

marriage has to be blessed by God . That's
just my own feelings . So , I was honest

about it and I never had many difficulty .

What are considered to be male standards of preference

and domination are also thought to drive the process of

mate selection . As frequently happens in all age groups ,

older men tend to select partners who are younger .

Consequently , these women , particularly the older ones , find

that their prospects of finding a suitable partner dwindle

dramatically as the years go by .

In my age group , the fellows would be in
their 70s and the 70s or 60s or 50s are
always looking for someone younger cause
it's a great feather in men's caps to have
younger women interested .
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Not only are there fewer men from whom to choose , those who

are available tend to be older and , therefore , less vital

than these comparatively healthy women .

are
It's what we call the dregs -- the poor
little things that really old . I
mean -- and we , thinking that we are not
that old . We should wear a little thing
on the back of us , " We may be 70 but we
feel like 50. "

Some of the women have completely written off the prospect

of ever finding a man who will compare to them in age and

good health .

I'm not interested in having a gentleman
friend because I'm not stupid . When I
say , " I not stupid " -- if there's one my age
and he's , well , he wants one 40 years old .
If he's unwell , he wants me to take care

of him . And , I'm not going to do that .

Setting Dissatisfaction

In addition to the disappointment they have experienced

concerning the number and type of men available and the

standards applied to the experience , many of these women

also voiced dissatisfaction with the settings in which the

search for a partner often takes place . Most all the widows

interviewed expressed a strong distrust of single bars as a

reliable setting in which to search for companionship and

social interaction . Although they often allude to those

widows who do frequent this type of public establishment ,

they make a point of saying that they , themselves , are not

comfortable in this particular setting . Many of these same

women are also skeptical about singles clubs and social

groups as well .
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There are lots of merry widows and it's
fine ; but , I don't go to the bars and I've
been to the single's group two times .
Some people say , " Keep going . when

I say I should go , I don't do it . I just
figure if something is going to happen
like that , it will just happen .

But ,

Just the realization that singles groups are a

necessary social construction appears to distress one widow

quite considerably .

It's a strange new world . It really is .
The singles group that meets at the church
on Sunday nights -- you can't get anywhere
near that place . I mean , it's a pitiful
situation to think how many people have to
go there . It's a commentary on our times
and I hate it . There are just SO many
people who are without partners or without
mates .

Frequently , when tried , the experience of attending a

single's group turns out to be less than rewarding . Even

more than being simply disappointed , some report becoming

depressed after attending .

I just went over to see what was going on
and I really don't enjoy going . It's
terrible to say ; but , I feel like a meat
market -- like everybody is looking at

everybody else . I went to their Christmas
party last year . It was in a great big
room that could have held six times as

many people and we sat down at a big brown
table with one man at each table and all

these women and I was really depressed . I
came home from that party and , you know ,
there was no Christmas spirit . The room

was too big and lights were too bright .
It was a very depressing experience for
me .

The " meat market " analogy is not an infrequently used

metaphor . This pervasive feeling of being on display

prevents many from returning . Also not uncommon is the

reference to too few men in attendance . However , others
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appear to resign themselves to the fact that there appears

to be few other alternative approaches to enlarging their

social worlds to include eligible men .

I just hate going over there ; but , I do
keep going because I do feel it's a good
place to meet someone if you're ever going
to meet anybody in my age group . I've
gotten a couple of just general mailings
in the mail for singles groups where they
want you to sign up and I've sent it in
twice and I've never heard from them . So ,
I can see it's mostly young singles .

Singles groups , the majority of which are thought to

cater to younger people , appear not to be widely available

to older women and those which do exist are often

mistrusted . One video dating service , for example , was

brought up on several occasions . Only one widow had

actually tried it , however , and , she , with disappointing

results . Not only are these services frequently looked on

with disdain , the people who use them are also suspected of

possessing less than desirable characteristics .

People spend all this money for this video
dating service . I feel , if a man has put
his hat in the ring by using this service ,
something is wrong with him . No. No.
No. That singles business is not for me .

Although the majority of widows interviewed were likely

to recount their negative attitudes toward singles groups in

general whether or not they attend them , a few related that

they enjoyed attending and had benefited socially . One

woman , for example , who is on the board of one of the

largest in the area , looks forward to the activities and has

expanded her social contacts by her participation .

They have dances , bridge , golf , tennis ,
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dance classes ... I'm involved with the

reception committee ... I attend quite a few
of the things . It's been good for me . I
met a man in the group that I date and a
lot of nice women . I've made some new
friends there .

INNOVATIVE SOLUTIONS : Regardless of their attitudes toward

dating and remarriage , many of these widows are painfully

aware that the ease with which they used to fit into social

situations with a husband by their side has been harshly

interrupted . The phrase , " It's a couples ' world , " was used

repeatedly to express their consternation with the state of

their social life . Without a male partner , many of the

activities they once enjoyed are less satisfying , if not

completely unavailable to them .

You get along better if you have a

companion . If a man is taking you out and
you have somebody available to do things
with , it's better . Socially , things are
really tough ...My friend and I are
thinking of putting an add in the paper
for a weekend companion .

One woman , who doesn't rule out the possibility of

remarriage , acknowledges her regret that social activities ,

once a natural and spontaneous part of her life , have become

problematic without a male companion .

At this point , I would like to meet a nice
gentleman -- not necessarily to get married ;
but , just someone to go places with and do
things with . I miss that part of my life .

Similarly , another informant laments the loss of her

favorite activity but suggests a much more provocative

solution . Indicative of her desire not to have any romantic

encumbrances in her present life , her solution , although
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offered in a humorous manner , would certainly secure for her

the best of both of her desired worlds .

It would be nice to have someone , a

friend , to do things with as a couple . I
particularly miss dancing . You hear and
read about all these men who are impotent .
I'd like to find one of them and we could
be friends .

In a fashion , the solution to this social dilemma offered by

the woman quoted above has been achieved by another . At

least , when attending one of her favorite social

organizations , she does not feel as deviant and alone as she

does in other , less comfortable , single situations .

There are a lot of gays in the club and
they've all been very nice to me and it's
nice to go to a group where there are a
lot of extra men around ... We have a

banquet every year and there are parties
and there are always lots of extra men .

They're gay men ; but , at least , you don't
have that feeling of aloneness . It's been
nice . They've all been wonderful to me .

Some women have been successful in developing

male - female relationships which afford them the convenience

of a social partner without the unwanted obligations of a

romantic relationship . Many of the informants revealed

that they aspire to what one women says she has achieved .

I have gentlemen friends ; but , they're
just friends . We travel but in groups .
I'm afraid my morals date back to Queen
Victoria because I went from the 40s to

now . But , we have a good understanding
and we are good friends . I play bridge in
a bridge group with a gentleman friend and
I travel with a group where we have Some

single men and single women . And , there's
no romance . We're just good friends .
And , we celebrate birthdays . They're
single men --widowed . We're all perfectly
happy with things the way we have them .
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An even smaller number of the widows interviewed profess to

have what sounds like a romantic partnership , although , even

for these women , marriage is not always the end to which

they aspire .

We're a couple ; but , I think of myself as

being single and independent ... I usually
don't see him much during the week ... But ,
we usually go out to dinner on Saturday
nights . We go to different social

functions . but , it's really very nice . I
like it . It's a practical arrangement .
It just can't be anything else at this
point . Our values are a little different
too . He's not into discussing feelings .
It's just find this way . He's a good man .
He's a nice man ... I like my aloneness . I
don't ' have too much time just to
myself .

be

While this woman remains protective of and dedicated to the

independence she has developed , she , at the same time ,

enjoys the social benefits of being part of a couple .

Although describing herself as engaged , one woman ,

never - the - less , is very pragmatic about the reasons behind

her involvement and its limitations .

I'm engaged now , although we are not going
to get married . He has a son at home that
is not emotionally stable . I have
companionship . I think , if something
would happen to him . I would probably
look for someone else ... I feel sorry for
men that they , for the most part , don't

have the friendships that women have .

What is noteworthy about these informants is that ,

although they appear to be experiencing many of the same

limiting conditions , they frequently differ dramatically in

their attitudinal dispositions and behavior toward dating

and remarriage . Most of them can be separated dichotomously

into those who desire to marry again and those who do not .
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Those who do not aspire to marriage can be divided

dichotomously again according to distinguishable

dispositions which center around their ways of viewing their

former relationship and their new social position . The

women in each of these three groups demonstrate unique

attitudes which give the observer clues as to why they feel

the way they do about this powerful individualization

technique . Each group will be presented in terms of their

specific dispositional attributes .

Affinity Toward a Change of Status : A number of the women

in this study fit into the category of " single woman looking

for a mate . ' These women appear to have been successful at

distancing themselves from their former relationship to the

extent that they can picture themselves emotionally

connected to someone else . Most described this

accomplishment as one for which they had to diligently

strive . On the other hand , a few admit to immediately

recognizing their desire to find someone else with whom to

share their lives . Although having to divorce a man she had

married after the death of her first husband , one Woman

recalls her indomitable feelings of not wanting to stay

single .

Even when I got through the thing
( alcoholism and divorce ) with my second

husband , I thought I could not see myself
being alone for the rest of my life . And ,
I felt that way after my first husband
died . I can remember sitting in the pew
there at the church at the memorial
service saying , " This is not really
happening . I will not be by myself for
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the rest of my life .
there for me . "

There's somebody out

Another woman was not immediately after the death of

her husband aware of her desire to meet someone else . This

58 year old widow of 17 months stated that she was surprised

that she was interested during an encounter which took place

during a trip to Europe , her place of origin .

You're sitting in this terminal -- a little
hot place and there was this fellow
sitting along side of me and he started to
chat ... He made my holiday and I never
thought -- I could feel from my toes up to

the tip of my -- you know -- it was electric

because your feelings -- My husband was ill
or four years and you put all your
emotions into that . You did not allow
yourself to feel anything else . I was
shocked . The rest of it's like a fairy
story -- the way we got together and how we
did it . The reaction of my family was

terrific . It was , " Go for It ! " When I
came back , I mentioned it to my friend and
she said , " Oh , I was hoping something like
that would happen . " I said , " You were ? "
" Yes , good . I'm so glad that happened to
you . My other friend said , " Oh , how
marvelous . " I don't know what I expected .
Because I was so happy . And , it is a very
long distance . I asked myself all kinds
of questions . Well , we were shocked
together because of the intensity of the
relationship-- .

Interestingly , this woman , although very certain of her

attraction , is less positive about society's reaction to her

new found relationship . Many feel as if they must be

careful so as not to disturb the sensibilities of others who

may have preconceived ideas of how widows should behave . A

number of these women refer to the existence of " merry

widows " but are very careful to disavow any personal

resemblance to their more carefree and unconventional
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imagined counterparts . Even those women whose identity can

be characterized by their desire to find a new mate

demonstrate the need to proceed with a certain caution and

propriety . Mixing mourning and the individualization

technique of dating and remarriage may be troubling in that

it appears that the rules governing proper decorum are not

always clear and , when understood , confining .

Although the rules for dating during widowhood may be

somewhat ambiguous , those widows who are interested in

finding a new mate demonstrate a higher tolerance for the

circumstances surrounding the process than do those who

choose not to pursue this avenue of identity reconstruction .

Informants in this category are more likely to interpret

their experiences in the dating world as positive and full

of ego enhancing interaction . One fifty - seven year old

woman , who had been widowed for two years , described a

cruise she had taken on which she was singled out by one of

the few men who had been traveling at the same time . She

appeared particularly proud that she had received attention

from this fellow voyager even though she chose to decline

his invitations and abide by her own moral code of conduct .

Well , there were ten of us -- eight women
and two men -- right ? OK . Well , my
roommate knew one of the men . She had
dated him before and the other man decided
to escort me . So , I had a partner for
dances and we were seated at the same
table . It just happened that way . So , he
starts coming on and I had been married
since 1953 . I mean , I didn't even kiss on
the first date , right ? So , he started

coming on to me . I realize now he was
what I call , a professional single , a man
who will never marry and who just moves
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from women to woman . But , that's OK . I

had a good time . But , so , I knew this was
happening but , I'm independent enough that
I said , " We need to talk and I don't want
to do it here in the middle of all these
people . Would you mind coming down to the
stateroom so we can talk ? ' I said to my
roommate , " Give us an hour . " She said ,
" Fine . " He figured I was inviting him
into my bedroom , so to speak . He started
coming on to me and I said " No , I need to
talk to you . And , he wasn't paying any
attention to me and I finally said , " Can I
ask you one question ? ' He finally stopped
and said , " Yea . I said , " What's your
last name ? ' And , that broke him up . And ,
So I gave him a thumbnail sketch of where
I was coming from , my situation and I

said , " I've been married since 1953 . If

you are looking for more than a casual
friendship on this ship , there are six
other women in this group and you better
go choose another one because that's not
for me . I'm not ready for that . " He

said , " No that's fine . I do enjoy your
company . ' So , we went on for the whole
week . We toured together . We had a ball .
He never pushed it again .

What , potentially , could have turned into a discouraging

situation was perceived by this woman as a positive

introduction into the dating arena . The attention and

companionship she received tempered the discomfort she felt

when faced with a difficult social situation .

In contrast to the women in this study who can be

identified , in part , by their bias against the circumstances

the women who aresurrounding dating , a great number of

positively inclined toward dating describe their activities

as rewarding and identity confirming . Their encounters with

men act to elevate their conception of themselves as

attractive and desirable women . One woman , who dated

frequently and who eventually remarried , demonstrates this
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tendency to perceive her interactions with men as positively

associated with high self - esteem .

I met the men I dated in different ways by
being active in many different directions .
In church , there were several who wanted
to date . Some just didn't interest me at
all . And , it's a little tough . You don't
want to hurt their feelings . Through my
professional contacts . I don't know I

just seemed to meet people and I always
traveled a lot ...After about two years , I
started traveling . I usually traveled
spring to fall , long trips . People I'd
meet on ships . I had one young man I
dated but he was young enough to be my

son . I dated for two and a half years .
Every time the ship -- he was the pianist
aboard on one of the cruise ships and I
can remember -- much younger women
lolly - gaging all around the piano -- buying
drinks and things . Not me . But , I'd be

out on deck . First thing you know , " You
mind if I pull up a chair ? ' Or I'd be in
the pool -- " Oh , I'll race you to the end .
or playplay shuffleboard or some doggone
thing . And , on the shore , shore
excursions -- first thing you'd know -- he
would be walking along beside me . So , one
day , I said to him . " Why me ? There are so
many younger women here -- attractive ,
divorced . " He said , " They're just not as
interesting as you and , besides , you can

dance . " Well , he used to play the piano
for the cocktail hour for special
entertainment afterwards . Then , at

midnight , he was finished and he would put
on records so we could dance . And , that's
another long story and anyhow . ■ have a
man I dated in Portugal and another man I
dated in South America and another man in
Australia .

Whether this self - confidence is a product of their

positive encounters or their encounters are perceived as

positive because they possess a good self - image is difficult

to determine . The latter might be the most operative in the

case of one woman who , after marrying again , related how she

had expressed her self - worth to her new step - children .
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I'm not modest in that respect .
his kids , " I love your father
and I'm very fortunate . But ,
fortunate . "

I said to

very much
he's also

Perhaps , one encourages the other . Self - confidence about

their personal contributions to male - female relationships

may allow these women to enter the dating arena , while good

experiences , once they have dated , may reinforce those

initial feelings of self - assurance .

The feelings of self - assurance in male - female

encounters which appear to characterize the psychological

makeup of the women who enjoy and are often successful at

dating may contribute to a certain willingness to risk what

ever the outcome . When asked if she worried at all about

making a decision to marry for the third time , a woman who

had lost her first husband to illness and a second one to

divorce , replied in the negative .

No , not at all , I knew . In fact , when we

had danced all evening , we had had such a
good time together and he said he lived
far away , I thought , " My Lord , here's this
wonderful man who was widowed and half way
around the world . " It's really not that
far away but it might just as well have
been . But , I was going to not far from
where he live . I had tickets because I

have a good friend who was also very very
ill , terminally ill . So , I was going up
to stay with her and her husband . We were
college roommates . So , he said , " If you
have time and I'll get you at the airport
and that will save them from having to
come and get you . that's what

happened . I went up there and we went out
in about a two week's period . No , I had

no qualms because I did say to him , " I
don't want to get involved . " When it was
time to leave , He said , " Do you really
mean you don't want to get involved ? "
and , I said , " No. " So , I knew and I knew
very quickly -- which is good . So , my life

so ,
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is different than normal ... One of my
friends has been a little leery of a new

relationship because of what had happened
to me . But , I also inspired her . I said ,
" I'm a widow's dream because I got rid of
one and found another one . "

Undaunted by her negative experiences , this woman suggests

she did not even hesitate when a third opportunity to marry

presented itself . In fact , she took an instrumental role in

developing that opportunity . Even though her present

husband had just recently had surgery for the insertion of a

pacemaker , an event that had made her fearful for his life ,

she portrays her circumstances as enviable .

The courage to put oneself in the position to date is

thought by some of these women who seek male companionship

to be glaringly absent in some women who choose not to play

the part deemed necessary to attract male attention .

I do want companionship ... I know a lot of
women who are widowed and married as long
as I was -- are afraid to get out there and
try it . They are afraid to change how
they look and to be available . It's a lot
easier to be dowdy and not take care of
yourself and , nobody bothers you . I have
one girl friend who has been widowed two
years longer than I am . She's a lovely
person , a university graduate . She

doesn't dress badly but she doesn't fix
herself up so she's attractive and she
could be . It's a lot easier than dealing
with it .

The actions considered necessary to become a successful

player in the dating arena frequently center around making

oneself physically attractive . One Woman describes a

dramatic physical metamorphosis which took place after her

husband died . She , now , not only perceives herself to be a

completely transformed person psychologically since his
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death but also looks in the mirror to see a dramatically

changed physical appearance as well .

I was heavier when I was still married

because I was doing a lot of sitting ,
watching TV and we were eating a lot more .
My husband was very heavy . I realized
after he died that my cholesterol was at

290. I decided I better do something
about that . So , I went on a low
cholesterol diet and weight just fell off .
Plus , the fact that I didn't have the
social eating situation . So , I went way
down in weight and my kids said , " Mom ,
what's happening to you ? " And , I changed
my hair . And , I said , " Hey , I'm back on

the market . " They said , " Well , go for it ,
mom ! "

This particular woman has attempted to distance herself from

those aspects of her past relationship which she sees as

detrimental such as unhealthy eating habits which led to an

unwanted weight gain . She is now individualizing her life

by focusing on her own needs , including that of her desire

for male companionship .

Although others in this study feel that the " market " to

which the woman quoted above eludes evokes something other

than a positive image , a few find that their participation

in a social network which emphasizes dating is quite

pleasurable and rewarding . One woman compares her social

life to that which she had during marriage and concludes

that there is a definite improvement .

I've started to date . I've changed a lot
of my attitudes towards relationships with
other people -- with men in particular . I
have had a lot of fun this last year . I
was pretty tied down to a husband who
wouldn't do anything . Its nice being able
to do what I want to do . I have nobody
else to worry about anymore .
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In this case , a type of distancing has taken place by which

this widow is able to see herself as a single , available

individual , interested in pursuing new male - female

relationships . Although this particular woman is enjoying

her new found freedom from the past , a few of the informants

traded in at least some of this freedom and married again ,

thereby , symbolically completing the separation from the

marriage they had been forced to leave behind .

Those women in this study desirous of a change of

marital status often use other individualization tactics

onsuch as focusing themselves and / or developing peer

friendships , the pursuit of which is aimed at reformulating

an identity apart from their former mate . However , the

impression they give , due to the amount of energy they

devote to dating and discussing their feelings about it , is

that , somehow , these other strategies are secondary to their

quest to find a new mate . Many activities are not pursued

solely because they embody intrinsic positive attributes ,

although they may , indeed , do so . Instead , these activities

are frequently chosen because they also enhance these

women's opportunities to meet and interact with potential

male suitors . Clubs may be joined and hobbies taken up

because they tend to widen these women's exposure to mixed

company .

Although , as will be suggested , the development of peer

friendships emerged as one of the most powerful

individualization tactics practiced by the women

interviewed , women with a propensity to change their status
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from widowed to married appear not to give priority to their

relationships with friends over and above their efforts to

find and spend time with new male partners . It may be ,

however , that , by default , peer relationships take on

increasing importance as long as these women are

unsuccessful in changing their marital status .

Interestingly , a number of women in this study complained

that widows who are interested in finding a male companion

tend not to live up to their social commitments to friends

of the same sex due to the fact that they will , even at the

last minute , sacrifice time with peers if an opportunity to

date materializes .

Although these women have distanced themselves from

their former mate to the extent that they can visualize

themselves as single , they have not distanced themselves

from the notion of marriage in general . Widowhood , then , is

thought of as a transitional state rather than a permanent

one . Those informants in this study , however , who exhibit

an affinity to change their marital status are most commonly

the younger , more recently widowed , women who may not have

yet experienced the full brunt of the conditions which tend

to inhibit dating and remarriage . Although they may be more

tolerant of many of these conditions and hold more positive

attitudes toward marriage in general , they may , ultimately ,

become susceptible to discouraging conditions which are

beyond their control such as the shortage of eligible men

and the paucity of suitable settings for making

acquaintances , making remarriage an unattainable aspiration .
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Consequently , some of these women who would like to marry

if unsuccessful in finding a new mate , may , at some time in

the future , become resigned to their singular status as are

many of their negatively inclined counterparts who may

initially have more readily abstained from the search for a

mate .

Dedication to Status Stability ; When first widowed , all of

the informants had difficulty perceiving the irrevocability

of their husband's absence . In addition , most , although not

all , could not even imagine the possibility that , someday ,

another relationship could replace the one that had been

lost . However , some of the women interviewed eventually

entered the dating arena in hopes of one day meeting someone

with whom they can have another permanent relationship . Of

this group , some are enthusiastic about the process , while

others are more likely to see their efforts as a means to an

end .

Of those who make the effort , it is safe to assume that

few will remarry . In fact , most are knowledgable enough to

realize that , more often than not , older widows remain

single . One woman expressed her hopes , as well as her

resolve to make the most of her life what ever the outcome .

Now that I have my life all in my Own

command , I'm not falling apart . But , it's
been so long for me . Nine years is a long
time . Why haven't I married again ?
Because I really haven't found anybody I
want to replace , settle down with . It

isn't that I haven't dated and thought
about it . But , I just haven't found
" Mister Right . " And , I don't know whether
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he's there . And , so what ? If he isn't

there , I'm still going to enjoy my life .

In contrast to those women who would prefer to change

their marital status , a large number of the widows

interviewed did not shed their initial reticence to find a

new husband . of these women , some persist in viewing

themselves as married even though their husband is gone .

Others just simply report that they are content with their

lot , are not interested in changing their marital status and

are not actively involved in trying to do so . Although this

attitude is common in the newly widowed and can change , for

some , as time goes on , a large number of these informants do

not experience a change of heart and remain adverse to the

thisnotion of finding someone else . Consequently ,

individualization tactic or method of gaining distance from

the old relationship is not being utilized by quite a few of

the women in this study .

of the informants desiring no change of status , few

report that they continue to see themselves as married and

present themselves as such to the outside world , even though

a memory is all they have to validate this identification .

Frequently , these women continue to wear their wedding ring

and confess that they have no interest in becoming actively

involved in seeking another mate .

I still wear my wedding ring ... I think
there's a certain , you know , you have to
take an attitude . And , once you did that ,
then , you would be looking . ■ just am

very content .

Although , perhaps , wishing they were not alone , these women
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do not see the substitution of another husband as a viable

method of changing their circumstances .

I have times when I wished that my husband
were here . But , I never wanted another
person . It was he or no one . And , I
think I have enough . I have a group of
friends who are also widowed . So , I could
always call on them .

These women regret the absence of their husband and feel

pangs of loneliness for him . However , it does not follow

that they equate the location of a new spouse with relief

from the negative feelings they associate with being alone .

They are more likely to talk about the man who has SO

tragically disappeared from their lives rather than the

marriage that no longer exists but could be entered into

again .

Envisioning themselves with someone other than their

husband is often quite difficult , if not completely out of

the question . One sixty - nine year old informant who had

been widowed for some time admitted that her singular

attachment to her departed husband was such that it

precluded any notion of her building new romantic

connection either now or in the future .

years
I've never seen a man since -- I've really
literally in seven and a half have

never seen anyone that I would say , " Gee ,
I'd like to go with him . " I met my
husband when he was not quite sixteen and
I just fell madly in love . Can you
imagine this ? The minute I saw him . I

didn't even know who he was . He was just
someone walking down the street . It was a
miracle . When I finally got to meet him ,
I was sixteen . I saw him in church one

day ... I never had eyes , really , for anyone
else since .
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Similarly , another widow voiced her difficulty in seeing

herself married to someone other than her former husband .

The length of the marriage and the familiarity and

acceptance it fosters is offered as explanation .

It's so hard . I've had an interesting
time . But , to look at another person-- .
I mean , when you grow up with
someone -- anything that's wrong with you or
wrong with them is just a matter of you
love them and , So , it's alright . The
longer you've been married -- I grew up with
my husband .

■■ this point , these women have chosen not to

individualize their lives in terms of entering into a new

marriage . In fact , the identification of being still

married is so intractable for some they even take deliberate

steps to protect that part of their identity which presents

itself as still attached to their former husband . These

women's self - conception can be said to be in stasis in SO

far as the way in which they view their marital status is

concerned . A variety of reasons for not remarrying were

offered by those women who persist in identifying themselves

as still married , the primary of which is the belief that no

other man could possibly measure up to the husband they have

lost .

A sixty - one year old relatively newly widowed woman

explained her difficulty in becoming interested in someone

else by her tendency to juxtapose her former husband's

attention to his physical appearance next to the less than

adequate habits of potential suitors .

Everybody I measure up to my husband .
mean , I look at a person's shoes and ,

I
if
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they're Buster Browns , they're not shined ,
he's got polyester pants on-- . It's SO

funny how critical I am ... So , I'm always
measuring people . I know you shouldn't .

However , women who have, been widowed for a much longer

period of time can continue to use this comparative method

of evaluation to the detriment of other men's efforts to

become potential marital candidates .

I'm comparing and I'm sure that is

something you're not suppose to do . But ,
I can't help it . My husband was
immaculate in everything and , if I see
someone with dirty fingernails or their
suit isn't pressed-- . This means an awful
lot and I just can't settle for second
best ... I was comfortable with him and I
don't think I would be comfortable with
anyone else .

often leaving their marital status up to God or fate ,

these women tend not to take the reins in the pursuit of a

partner who , according to their calculations , would not be

able to compete with the man who they now have come to see

as unequaled .

I've always felt that , if the Lord wants
you to meet someone , someone will cross
your path . I'm not the kind that goes to
bars . I'm not actually seeking anyone .
And , in a way , just for me , maybe I'm -- I
just don't know if I could ever really
love someone else . Now , that sounds -- Now ,
I'm not lionizing or idealizing him . He
was just super ... I'm awful too . He was so
handsome . I couldn't settle for anything
less than that . I just didn't want you to
think -- I'm not childish . But , looks are
important to me . I suppose I'm not

desperate for companionship . I think ,
when you've had a really happy marriage
and you have a lot of faith in God , that
gives you strength . There are people out
there that can't stand being alone . And ,
they've got to get married right
away ... I'd think it would be very hard to
adjust to being married to someone else at
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my age cause who ever you marry is going
to be very set in their ways and I'm
probably set in my ways . And , if they
have children , that presents a problem .
So , I sometimes think , " Why the hell do I
want to get involved with all that ? "

Although many of these women have not even put themselves in

a position to be able to evaluate whether or not another man

might rival their deceased spouse , they are , nevertheless ,

convinced that their appraisal is correct .

can

I've never dated . I don't even have any
means of meeting anyone . You know , all
these groups -- I would never -- I know I've
gotten invitations to join these singles .
I haven't done it . Maybe , I'm just
content . I think when you're widowed and
you've been very happily married , you
never be as happy as you were ; but , you
can find contentment . And , that's where I
am . It's funny . Let me tell you
something . I don't know if I'd want to
get stuck with some guy that I'd have to
cook three times a day and , if they got
sick , take care of them -- a nurse with a

purse -- that's what they say . ■ lovingly
took care of my husband . He was sick for
a very short time . he was SO

wonderful . I'll never find anyone like
him . I hate to sound like a closed mind .
But , I think I'm a great romantic . I've
never gotten over that .

But ,

often appearing to occur early in widowhood and , in

some cases , persisting long after the husband is gone , the

idealization of or , at the least , primarily remembering only

positive things about the husband and the marriage preclude

some widows from even contemplating a status change .

Although momentarily professing to be open to the

possibility of remarriage , one woman paints such a perfect

picture of her former relationship , one would wonder , as she

does , if any other could compare . While not definitively
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placing herself in the category of not desiring a status

change by her statement , this women's image of her former

marriage and her reluctance to seek male companionship

suggests that her identity is still closely bound to the

relationship she remembers with such fondness .

You know , my husband and I had a wonderful
marriage . We were married forty - six and a
half years and we never ever had a fight .
Now , I think that's pretty outstanding .
We never disagreed on anything . We got
along so beautifully and I'm realistic to
know that , at this point in my life , it
would be hard to find that kind of

relationship again ... I would be happy to

remarry But , I think the chances of
finding someone like that are pretty slim .

A number of these women were unable to visualize

another man as capable of living up to a standard which had

been set by their former husband or which , as may be the

case , has been set by their idealized memory of him . This

sometimes translated into a lack of faith in another man's

competency at and / or trustworthiness in raising their

children as well . ■ few expressed their compulsion to

protect their children from what they perceive to be a

potential threat . These informants professed to having been

new aapprehensive about introducing a male figure into

household which had children still at home , particularly if

those children are female .

I wasn't interested in dating because I
had girls at home . And , I thought no way
did I want another man ogling my growing
up girls or telling me how to raise my
kids . So , I wasn't interested in that .

One woman categorically ruled out remarriage when she was

first widowed due to her conviction that stepfathers are
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less than desirable additions to a family .

The idea of remarrying was out of the

question because , first of all , I was not
going to impose a stepfather on my
children . That I knew was just out of the
question .

Another woman explained the genesis of her fear of the

introduction of a stepfather in some detail .

And ,

No , I did not consider remarriage .
Certainly , when I had my children , I would
not have because I had a stepfather when I
was a child . It was the most unpleasant
experience . I'd seen too many
circumstances in education with , not
necessarily the widowed , but stepfather
situations at school . So , my perception
is warped . I don't think it works . It

probably does sometimes but the
circumstances that I saw -- because the

girls would Come to me were the
circumstances where it didn't work and the

girls were forever playing the mothers
against the fathers . Girls have a
wonderful way of doing that . So ,
those days , no . Now , I'm too old . NOW ,
I'm perfectly contented .

in

Remarriage is not considered a viable alternative , partly

because these women have great difficulty in imagining a

competent and desirable replacement for the husband and

father to whom they have remained emotionally attached .

Unlike the women who would like to change their status

and unlike the widows who still see themselves as married ,

another group of women profess to having accepted their new ,

singular status without much reservation and / or desire to

change it . Although they , like the widows who still see

themselves as married , do not want to remarry the

motivation behind this decision does not appear to emanate

from the inability to let go of the identity which was
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attached to their former marriage . Often painfully

regretting the loss of their original partner , they , at the

same time , declare that they feel comfortable with their new

status which places them in the position of being alone

without a mate , so much so that they now prefer it to remain

a permanent state .

The preservation of one's new - found self - sufficiency

and personal freedom is by the far the most referred to

reason for not remarrying given by this group of women .

Almost all of the informants in this study recall a feeling

of desperation when first widowed which stemmed from their

inability to see themselves as capable of acting

autonomously and independently . Repeatedly , these women

tell of their struggle to become self - sufficient and

personally effective , the attainment of which appears to

afford them a large measure of self - confidence and pride .

The women who are comfortable being single and prefer to

stay that way feel that their progress would certainly be

threatened if married again .

us .

I feel competent in many areas and I like
that . I wouldn't give that up for
anything . That's one thing about most of

I don't know any widow in the least
bit interested in remarrying because they
like the feeling of competence that they
have gained , however painfully .

The fear that this new found competency along with the

independence it brings would have to be sacrificed in a new

relationship acts to make these women think twice about

changing their marital status . The generation of which

these women are representative is credited with producing
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men who have a great deal of difficulty accepting women who

cherish and want to protect their own ability to act

independently .

The men that are my age are still back
then . And , if they've been widowed ,
they've been used to being in charge of
everything . I don't know if I'd want to

do that . I'd have to become something
other than what I am . Sometimes men are

attracted to the independent , capable ,
accomplished woman . But , when she's his
wife , they want to be in charge of
everything . And , then , you have to give
up all of that or act like you are .

Many of these women feel almost as if they have been

emancipated , even if against their will and by default .

Because the journey to self - sufficiency was SO difficult ,

they appear loathe to jeopardize that which was so hard won

and , ultimately , personally liberating . Satisfaction with

their success at individualizing themselves into effective ,

autonomous human beings make many of these informants

disinclined to risk what they consider to be a major

accomplishment .

But ,

I don't need to be married financially .
I'm not lonely because I have lots of
friends and I keep involved and I do . I
keep connected with my kids .
nobody's dependent on me and I'm not
dependent on them . I think that is very
important ... I think the last thing in the
world I ever wanted to be is to be

dependent on anybody for anything . And , I
certainly knew that I was never going to
get into the position that I was when I
lost my husband where I was SO dependent
on him . And , I had to get independent all
over again . And , it was a hard job . And ,
I never wanted to do that again .

One of the perquisites associated with living alone is

the opportunity to focus entirely on one's own needs and
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desires . Not having to take time away from oneself in order

to meet the requirements of others is of definite value to

more than a few of these women , making remarriage more of a

sacrifice than a privilege .

I don't think most widows want to marry .
In many cases , for the first time in her
life , she can do what she wants to do ,
when she wants to do it and how she want

to do it . And , that makes up for a lot .
It really does . Most of us my age , we

grew up -- we're raised to believe that our
husbands and children came first . We came
last and , if anything made us unhappy ,
there was something wrong with us .

Those widows who have attempted to develop new relationships

are watched closely by other widows and evaluated as to

their success in maintaining the elbow - room which seems to

be so highly prized by those who have learned to appreciate

it .

I have this one woman friend who's been
engaged forever . But , she knows full well
she's not going to marry this man . She
just can't stand him half the time . But ,
they're engaged because he wanted to be
engaged because they travel together and
he wanted to be engaged to introduce her
to his relatives , etc. But , she has no

interest in marrying him . And , sometimes ,
she feels terribly smothered . And , I'm
thinking , " Why do you do that ? You don't
have to do that . Why do you want to
settle for that ? "

Since her fiance's expectations appear to be impinging on

her freedom , this woman's choice to remain intimately

involved is questioned and judged to be indefensible .

While evaluating a friend's second marriage , another

widow concludes that marrying again is fraught with danger .

What many of these women feel is at stake is their newly
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acquired opportunity to make their own decisions and design

their own life . Apparently , they have become accustomed to

not having to answer to others or to fulfill the role of

wife which their generation often interprets as including a

large number of care - giving obligations .

I have a widowed friend who remarried

after eight years and there's a lot of
problems . I saw her a few weeks ago and
she said , " Stay single ! " ... I think he is
just a very controlling kind of man . She
has been widowed , on her Own for eight
years and you go back into that role .
Let's face it . I'm 67 and anybody I would
marry would still think of men in that
same way that men of that age do . They
want a more controlling relationship .
And , I think women have gotten away from
that .

Interestingly , even those women whose past experience with

marriage has been essentially a positive one , can be

reluctant to trust their future to a new husband who ,

although of the same generation as their former husband , may

be likely to think of women in a much different light .

60 ,I don't know how you get married at
65 , 70 . Ι don't know how you get a

marriage where you can have all that . I
know the kind of a marriage I had because
my husband -- " You like the ballet . I

really don't . So , why don't you go ? And ,
I'll stay home with the kids and I'll take
the kids to such and such . And , I had
that kind of freedom . But , we worked up
to that . How do you get to there with a

brand new marriage with a man who likes
football and who's a really nice person
but would probably at this age now really
bristle if I said , " Well , I'm going to the
ballet with so nd so . " " Well , what am I

going to do ? " What I'd like to say
" Just sit . Do what ever you want to do . "
You can't do that , you know . That's my
approach . Maybe , it's ok to settle for

that . I find that my men friends who have
remarried are not flexible . If they had

is ,
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one woman for umpteen years , they want

this marriage with a new woman . But , they
want it where it started -- where the wife

says , " Oh , yes dear . What ever you want
to do dear . "

Because she feels the men her age are formed by the

conventions of their generation and , at the same time ,

remain intractable , this woman cannot imagine that men in

the pool from which she would find a new mate could escape

their attitudinal heritage which dictates what they feel

about proper marital role behavior .

The perception that marriage is more efficacious for

men than it is for women is commonly held by the women in

this group who have found contentment with their lot and do

not wish to marry again . Since all of the women in this

study have acquired at least a modicum of financial

security , they often remark that the financial advantage

that marriage can supply some women is not something with

which they need to be overly concerned .

If I needed someone for economic reasons ,
perhaps , I'd been out there the first year
with a hook , saying , " Come on my way . "

Because these women are financially independent , many of

them feel that they have lost one of the primary incentives

which drive other , less fortunate , women to look for a

husband .

I don't think most widows want to

marry -- probably due to the wonderful
packages that most employers have now for
the men -- that , if a woman is in her 50s or
60s , her husband has been with the company
long enough that she gets some pension .
And , they , hopefully , have some savings or
some stock . So , she's able to function
very well .
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of the other benefits that marriage may offer , these women

believe that men accrue the largest share . Many are

convinced that most men their age are primarily looking for

a care - giver and that care - giving is , more often than not ,

limited to the role the wife plays in the marriage .

Mostly men will remarry very fast because
they cannot cope by themselves because
they want someone to wait on them . They
want a cook . They want someone to be
their mother . Wives are mothers to their

husbands . I mean , this is what they are .

One woman became convinced while talking with her husband

before his death that men require care which women neither

need nor , in her case , want to supply the second time

around . She has subsequently decided that remarriage would

be too one - sided when it comes to need fulfillment .

older men want to be taken care of ,
pampered and petted . When my husband and I
would ever discuss anything like that , he
would say , " Do you think you'd get married
again , if something were to happen to me ? "
And , I'd say , " I don't know . I doubt it . "
And , he would tell me , " Well , I'm sure not
going to do all that stuff for myself .
I'm going to have someone else do it . " If
you both agree , that's wonderful . I'm not
interested in remarrying . Not at all .

Using more picturesque language , another woman essentially

concurred .

I think what they need -- a lot of them
don't know how to take care of themselves
and that is something that most women do
not really want to do . As my friend says ,
" They want a nurse with a

Somebody else said it much more rudely .
" Unless you need sperm or security , you
can forget marriage . "

purse . "

The negative attitudes toward the care - giving

associated with marriage often appear to be part of the
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legacy left by the experiences these women had endured at

the end of their previous marriage . Many expressed the fear

that , if they do marry again , they may have to undergo the

loss of another husband . Not wanting to repeat what had

been a painful experience during their husband's illness and

death , a good number of these women prefer not to place

themselves in a position where it will be likely to happen

again .

Now this probably sounds terribly selfish
and it could be and he could be taking
care of me . But , just the thought of
having to go through that again , it might
be a lot worse -- paralyzed and strokes and
these kinds of things .

Having watched the gradual decline of her husband over a

protracted period of time , one widow vowed she would protect

herself from repeating her ordeal in the future .

Seeing someone who could go out and plant
trees and do all the gardening all that
sort of thing and , then , wind up with
oxygen all the time , in a wheel chair-- .
It was just a bad thing to have to go
through . I would never go through it
again for anyone else , ever , ever !

The protection of their financial security is also

mentioned as a concern which is factored into their decision

not to pursue remarriage . Suspicious of the motives of some

potential suitors and not wanting to muddy the waters when

it comes to inheritance , these women hesitate to become

romantically involved .

Then , I see what a complication it is when
you have families -- financially . His

joined , your's joined . Financial
agreements , premarital agreements . Who's
going to get what . It's probably a
selfish outlook .
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This group of women identify a number of reasons which

underlie their negative disposition toward finding a new

mate . Interestingly , because they often allow very

practical considerations to take precedence over romantic

ones , they frequently confess to or apologize for being

concerned with self . Regardless of any guilt feelings ,

however , both the women who remain identified as the wife of

their former husband and those who are just comfortable with

being single choose not to individualize their lives by

trying to replicate the marital relationship they have lost .

Widowhood is perceived by this group of widows as a status

of permanence rather than a transitional state .

Although some of these women are looking for or have

secured the ongoing company of the opposite sex , it appears

that , for the majority , the individualization technique of

dating and remarriage is , at the least , flawed , if not

nonexistent . For most , it proves difficult to replace the

male companionship and its accompanying social prestige and

position which has been lost with the death of their

husband . Some do not even try . So , in one respect , they

are unable or unwilling to use the development of a new

relationship as a technique by which they can build a new

social life which , in the past , was intimately connected to

that of their former husband . However , in another respect ,

the inability and / or unwillingness to replace their husband

with another forces these women to become true

individualists in the sense that they can only present

themselves as a single unit when confronting and
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reconstructing their various social worlds .

Other strategies which distance these women from an

irrelevant past and operate to define a meaningful present

are not similarly elusive or avoided , however , In fact , the

absence of an intimate male - female relationship frees up

some of these women's time and energy SO that they can

involve themselves in a number of other individualization

tactics such as the development of personal interests and

the pursuit of peer friendships .

I have a lot of friends -- friends that do

interesting things . I'm not one who just
sits here . I'm practically never home .
In fact , I need a little bit more time to

get some things done here ... It's very nice
to have some widowed friends or single
people , so I don't have to worry about
this husband bit .

Since so many women in this study emphasized the part that

friendship played in the restructuring of their lives ,

including the way in which they now see themselves , the last

individualization tactic of import to be explored will be

that of peer friendship development .

Peer Guides into a New Reality

When I was married , my husband was my best
friend and I really didn't feel the need
for any close friends . After he was no

longer around , I sought people that shared
my experience . So , all of my friends are
widows .

Subjective reality , including one's identity , is ,

according to Berger and Luckman ( 1966 ) , subject to

transformation , a process which is intimately tied to
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interaction with the significant others to whom one looks

for the confirmation that one is an important person of

worth . The informants in this study confirm that the onset

of widowhood decisively rips their world apart , creating a

chasm between the reality that once was taken - for - granted

and the existence that replaces it . Although some of these

changes happen automatically and without their consent , a

great deal of the identity and social world reconstruction

that takes place is a product of these women's determination

to successfully adapt to their situation and , ultimately ,

refashion their circumstances to fit their current needs .

As Berger and Luckman ( 1966 ) have suggested can often

take place , these widows appear to develop and turn to

significant others who can act as guides into their new

reality . Since old friendships , new male - female

relationships and the family may all be problematic sources

of support , they may not be considered or present themselves

as the most influential pilots into the new world at hand .

Instead , as many of the informants have found , the new

reality to which they must respond and , to a large extent

widowsconstruct , is often experienced in the company of

like themselves who help confirm and interpret " the strange

new world " into which they must now integrate . As has

been presented , acquaintances who use to serve as sources of

social interaction and support may spontaneously and , often ,

regrettably , disappear , further compounding these women's

loss . Consequently , they are compelled to take steps to

repair the damage the death of their husband has done to the
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integrity of their social world . However , not all the

relational changes with which these women are involved are

instituted against their volition . Instead , many describe

themselves as taking very deliberate and innovative steps

directed at reconstructing a social world that has a much

greater immediate relevancy . For some , this involves the

replacement of their old romantic relationship with another .

For many more , the development of peer relationships appears

to be the most significant method by which they seek

identity - enhancing interaction .

I'm not sure how I started branching out
and making friends ; but , I realized my
women friends were very important to me .
And , so , I had to take the initiative andind
call women who were divorced or widowed
and say , " Let's get together and do
something . ' And , surprisingly , they were
also looking for somebody to do something .

The process of meeting other widows and developing peer

relationships was described by one woman as an almost

instinctive , spontaneously occurring , phenomenon to which

she responds very positively .

When ever you go anyplace and you're by
yourself and another woman is by herself ,
somehow or another , you end up talking .
And , nine times out of ten , she's a widow
too . And , you make friendships that way .
They'll want to keep in contact . They'll
say , " Come see me sometime when you're in

this area . " And , if you pick up on it and
do it , you make good friends .

EMPATHETIC UNDERSTANDING : All of the widow's previous

friends no not necessarily disappear , although the tendency

exists . In addition , the widow's social circle is not

always entirely made up of widows . However , the majority of
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the informants interviewed intimated that women who , like

themselves , had lost husbands are perceived to be a special

asset to them personally and socially , one that is not

equaled by other sources of interaction . One major reason

given as explanation for the positive feelings they have

toward their relationships with other widows is their

counterparts ' capacity to empathize with their peculiar

situation , since they , too , have had similar feelings and

experiences .

With widows , you can talk because they've
been there . They are feeling the same
thing that you're feeling . They are

feeling that friends have changed or life
has changed . If you want to pry , you can
pry and they know exactly where you're
coming from .

Another widow who had recently retired from the military

explained her penchant for associating with widows with a

metaphor which suggests their common difficulties .

We haveWe are more alike .

the same boot camp .
gone through

Similarly , another woman expressed her feelings of closeness

to widowed friends with whom she identifies and feels an

empathetic connection because of the common challenges with

which they both must contend .

We know their pain . We know their
loneliness . We know their insecurities .
We know how they have to try to cope .

A widow of seven years revealed her thoughts about losing a

friend who had been widowed at about the same time as she

had been widowed .

She died suddenly last summer .
miss that . I really miss her

I really
because we
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shared so much -- because the things that
were hurting us the most all the way
through , we could share because we were at
the same time . And , there's a schedule to
it . Just like being pregnant all most .
You know , you feel a certain way at three
months , a certain way at seven months .

Since this woman had an intimate friend whose circumstances

paralleled hers and in whom she could confide , she had not

felt as alone and lost as she would have felt had she had a

singular experience . For many of the women , a feeling of

mutuality and togetherness prevails between themselves and

other women who are coping with many of the same

adversities .

All have the same questions and the same
problems . So , I can see we're all in this
together .

For one woman , seeing someone else dealing with many of the

same problems introduced a measure of philosophical levity

into an otherwise humorless situation . The camaraderie she

felt lightened her spirits to the extent that she could look

at her situation with a bit of amusement .

It seems like everything -- what is it ? -- the
Peter Principle ? If it's going to go
wrong , it seems to happen to widows . I
think that's one reason you do enjoy being
with widows because you hear those things
and they become funny . Because , if you
don't think of them as funny , you'd go
crazy

Because the capacity to empathize exists , channels of

communication between like - situated widows are more likely

to be open and sympathetic . The expression of deep emotion

which might bother someone who does not understand grief or

is uncomfortable around it is less likely to inhibit
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interaction between widows who have suffered a similar loss

and are , therefore , sensitive to each other's pain and

interactional difficulties .

My widowed friends totally understand . We
can say anything to each other and the
other person isn't shocked or upset . And ,
that means an awful lot . We forgive each
other for what ever feelings you have . If
you say them out loud , you're forgiven
immediately .

When in public , these women often perceive that the grief

they feel is not an acceptable emotion to communicate

freely . The burden of having to wear a mask which hides , or

at least , tempers their expression of grief and the anger

which may accompany it is often lifted in the presence of

those who have experienced the same emotions .

1
When you're with other widows , you don't
have to pretend about anything . You can
be yourself and you can express yourself
the way you feel at the time . And , if you
want to say something mean and nasty or

something like that , you can say it and

they know where it comes from and no one
thinks anything of it . And , two minutes
later , you might be saying something
wonderful .

While the propriety of expressing grief may be questioned by

those who do not feel it or are troubled by it , those who

can identify with the feelings , because they have been in

the same position , frequently remain more accepting and

unperturbed when expressions of grief are included in

interaction .

HOMOGENEITY : Not only is a similarity in one's emotional

makeup cited as a perquisite for developing peer
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thefriendships , parallel life - styles are said to encourage

tendency to cultivate friends who are also widowed .

You don't have those commitments that you
have to ■ mate -- that you have to be

somewhere to take somebody somewhere . You

have to prepare somebody's dinner . You
have time as a widow or widower . You have

time to give to other people .

The absence of obligations associated with having a husband

who requires care and attention sets these women free to

pursue other relationships . Time , before their husband's

death , may have been more tightly scheduled and at a

premium . Husbands may not have appreciated being left alone

SO their wives could devote time to their social

acquaintances . Wives may not have even had the inclination .

Now , because of her present circumstances , one widow

realizes that , before becoming widowed herself , she had not

understood her widowed acquaintances ' desire and ability to

prolong their interactive encounters .

I never realized this before my husband

died . That's why this person seemed to
want to stand around and talk . Why ? Here

I wanted to get home to get dinner . Here
they were willing to stand and talk . You
know , you go home -- so what ?

Similarities in life - style such as having more free

time , in the absence of a corresponding similarity in the

emotional aspects of that life - style , are not always

sufficient conditions encouraging the development of

empathetic relationships between women , however . Many of

these women make a distinction between women who have been

divorced and women who have lost a husband because of death .
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areI find they're less damaged when they
widowed . Divorced ones are hurting a lot

more ... When someone says , " I don't love
you any more . I won't live with you .
That has to be devastating ... They
dealing with a lot more anger and
frustration and hurt .

are

It is the experience of one woman who is active in widow

support groups that divorced individuals ' emotional states

do not coincide with those of women who have lost a spouse .

much

Widowed persons ... tend to remember the
beautiful times in their life with their
deceased spouse -- the happy memories .
Their memories are poignant , hurtful ,
painful ; but , on the whole , beautiful .
Very often , divorced persons have so
bitterness in their feelings and , usually ,
one or the other of the divorced persons
has been rejected . It's a totally
different feeling . And , furthermore , that
spouse who is now no longer a part
their life is still walking around on

earth . So , the feelings are different .

of

While not always precluding the development of

friendships between divorced and widowed women ,

dissimilarity in experience and the corresponding emotional

reaction does discourage a certain intimacy for a few . One

woman stopped attending a church affiliated singles group

because most of the other members were divorced .

I had been going to a divorced , widowed
and separated group . I didn't find that

very beneficial cause , primarily , the
people there were divorced or separated
and their feelings are completely
different than somebody widowed . A lot of
them have anger and their anger is

different than a widowed person's anger
over death . I think they have more
bitterness for the spouse leaving .

Even more frequently expressed , the same feelings emerged

about relationships with married people . Preferring the
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companionship of widows , one woman pointed to the lack of

empathy displayed by married women as the primary inhibitory

factor .

You understand each other . You

understand . You don't have to explain how
you feel or anything . The people who
still married -- they don't have
comprehension what it's like to be widowed
after all that time .

are
any

It is believed by many that people who have not

experienced the loss with which these widows have had to

contend are often inclined to place constraints on

interaction between themselves and their widowed

acquaintances . Therefore , conversation which might not be

socially tolerated in the general society is given more of a

forum when widows , themselves , get together .

We don't talk a lot about our grief
anymore amongst us who have been widowed
two or more years . But , we talk about our
husbands more to each other -- more than to

anybody else because other people don't
want to hear about that . They think it's
terrible .

The opportunity to be oneself and the permission to

drop one's guard against acting socially incorrect according

to the wider society's criteria is more likely to be granted

within the context of the relationships which grow between

some widows . Many of the informants in this study stated

that they frequently felt confused and uncertain when out in

the general public about what kind of behavior is expected ,

particularly as time passed and they found themselves ready

to start returning to every day life . During the acute

phase of their grief , they are often neither capable nor
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inclined to worry about social convention in so far as how

it impacts on their social relationships . However , as time

goes on , they become keenly aware that people around them

are assessing and judging the way in which they behave .

Unfortunately , they often conclude that this judgement has

been denunciatory . Some seek relief from the critical eye

of the general society by congregating with other widows who

may be looking for the same outlet .

canIt gives us a chance to have fun . We
have fun . We can go out . Even at the
beginning , we found it a big relief . We
could go out and act silly and laugh and
people wouldn't look at us and think ,
" Well , she sure got over that in a hurry .
What ever you did , you felt you weren't
acting properly . If you went with a big
long face , they would say , " My goodness ,
she's certainly feeling sorry for

herself . " And , then , if you put on your
lipstick and went out and had a good
time -- boy ! You're really in a Catch 22 .
You know , with your peers , you are the way
you are . And , we can laugh and act silly
and have a good time and say all kinds
outrageous things and everybody knows .
You don't have to explain yourself .

of

Although for some a necessary condition for building a

satisfying friendship , being widowed is not always

sufficient . Criteria other than widowhood were cited as

important contributors to the construction and maintenance

of viable friendship relationships .

It usually has quite a bit to do with how
leisurely you are and how well fixed you
are financially and where geographically
you live and , physically , how you can get
around .

One widow explained that financial parity and shared

interests are two major factors which orchestrate who she
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sees and the activities they pursue . However , she amends

this by once again stressing the importance of shared

experience and the obligation it carries .

?

Some friends are on different levels

financially . Some have more money ; some
have less . I couldn't ask a widow with

less money than I have to go with me on a

trip to Europe . On the other hand ,
friend who wanted to go to Australia asked
me if I'd like to come along . I didn't
want to spend quite that much money . So ,
I didn't go . And , physically , some of us

are capable of going on hikes or taking
on projects that take a lot of physical
activity and others of us are not . And ,
interests -- that's the main thing , I think .
Someone who likes the same kind of music I
do will go to a concert with me . And ,
someone who likes opera -- I wouldn't want
to go to the opera with her ... The main
interest we all have is we're widowed and
we're there for each other .

Interestingly , many of these women believe there to be

a " type " of widow who does not display positive adaptive

attributes and who should be avoided . It was not an

uncommon occurrence for these women to relate instances at

which time they had felt another widow had taken advantage

of them or of someone they know .

you'dMaybe , be interested in one

phenomena I learned shortly after my
husband died . There are a number of newly
widowed people who are looking for someone
else to replace the loss . And , they will
find a strong widow and latch on to her

and use her as much as they can because
they're desperate . They've lost something
that they needed and they can't do without
it so , they're looking for someone else to
drive them around and chauffeur them
around . And , a bunch of them latched on

to me after my husband died . And , I was

driving an older car at the time and it
was falling apart . And , all of them had
new cars . But , they wanted me to
chauffeur them all over the place because
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And ,
they didn't want to drive . All of them
said they didn't drive at night . Ι
thought they had visual problems . So , Ι
would take them all over the place . And ,
later on , I found out that they didn't
have a visual problem at all . They just
didn't want to take their cars out at
night . So , I dropped them fast . And ,
they had been widowed longer than I had .
There were three of them that pulled that .

Likewise , another informant described her abortive attempt

to start a widow's group at her church . Due to the

propensity of the widows in the group to abdicate

responsibility for their own transportation , she soon

decided her efforts had become too demanding and

unrewarding .

It got to be a little much for -- to keep
arranging it -- to see if people had rides
and stuff . So , I turned it over to

another gal and she did it for a while .
But , there wasn't enough willingness . One
thing I found out about a lot of widows is
they want to be waited on . They want to
be taken care of . They don't drive or

they don't want to drive at night . I was

working full time and I said , " Why am I
doing this ? " Most of these women didn't
have to work . They weren't all that way .
I shouldn't be critical . But , anyway , I
turned it over to someone else and , then ,
it sort of petered out .

Although not considered representative of her entire social

group , another widow was described as thoughtlessly relying

on other group members and taking advantage of them .

I heard these women talking about some
widow who had come into the group who had
never done anything . Her husband had just
taken care of her and she expected all of
them to just wait on her hand and foot .

The inability or unwillingness to demonstrate at least some

measure of the strength of resolve needed to function
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adequately is looked upon with disdain , particularly if it

also impinges on the good will of other widows . Comparisons

between oneself and another widow , in which the other falls

dismally short , serve to separate widows in some of these

informants ' minds into two distinct groups , those who

sincerely want to progress into independent , self - sufficient

women and those who do not .

The one who stays in that " poor little me "
stage and they get hung up in that -- I get
impatient with them . I've never had
anybody wait on me or take care of me or

baby me in any way . And , I'm sure ,
because of that , it was easier for me when
my husband died . I was already use to

taking care of everything in the house and
the yard and all the bills and the details
of everything . That had always been my
job . And , so , I knew how to do all that .
A lot of women don't and they don't want
to .

It would seem that the impatience provoked by those

widows who are apprehended as adopting an exaggerated

care - receiver role arises , in part , due to the relational

imbalance that results . Simmel ( 1950 ) suggests that

sociability or the purest form of interaction between

individuals is characterized by mutuality through which each

person gains only if the other gains also . This

characteristic of friendship is thought to be the reason why

friends tend to occupy the same status within the wider

society ( Lazarfeld and Merton , 1954 ; Rosow , 1970 ) .

Consequently , even though all widows may have a great deal

in common because of their loss and the empathy it may

engender , these informants do not see widows who are deemed

exploitative as peers . addition , the desire to become
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autonomously functioning is a necessary trait with which

these informants identify and which imbue that identity with

worth . Consequently , peer friendship development is an

individualization strategy which is only considered helpful

when it is utilized in conjunction with other widows who

share the same goal of self - sufficiency and who don't abuse

the relationship while pursuing it .

TOOLS OF COMPARISON : Positive peer relationships , in

addition to providing empathy , corresponding life - style and

also furnish ainteractional reciprocity , appear to

yardstick by which these informants can estimate how much

they may or may not be deviating from what is considered

normal under the circumstances in which these widows find

themselves .

It's SO reassuring to be with other
people , especially at first , who have
shared those same feelings that are SO

tumultuous and to find out that this is

normal , however , crazy it is -- that this is
normal for the situation . And , it's

comforting to share that .

Strange feelings which are difficult to interpret , even

hallucinatory episodes , are found , when interaction occurs

between widows , to be commonly occurring experiences and ,

so , not indicative of mental illness .

It made me feel better . I thought , " Well ,
gee , I'm not nuts to feel this way . "

Revelations which might seem quite bizarre to those who are

not familiar with what occurs during the aftermath of loss ,

are more likely , when expressed in company of widows , to be
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considered typically unremarkable . Interaction with other

widows , then , is a tool by which many of these women seek to

validate their own normalcy by comparing their personal

perceptions , emotions and behavior with those of others like

themselves .

Frequently , these comparisons are also made for the

purpose of determining how well one is faring under the

circumstances and the degree of progress which has been

achieved . Although one woman was feeling a great deal of

emotional pain following her husband's death , she felt she

appeared to others to be handling it quite well . Comparing

her ability to function normally and effectively with that

of other widows gave her a strategy by which she could

positively apprehend her own image of herself as a resilient

and instrumental survivor .
With widows , you would listen to them . I
think I was more likely to advise them . I
like that role . I like to help . So ,
constantly , they thought I had it all
together and I liked that feeling . I saw
them falling apart and I thought , " Well ,
I'm carrying on . It's ■ crazy world ;
but , I think , it bolstered me up and made
me feel better -- just because I like to
feel I'm in control .

In addition to enabling some of these women to assess

their progress , comparisons also have the power to reveal to

these women that their own situation may not be as desperate

as someone else's predicament . The realization that " things

could be worse " appears to be somewhat comforting or , at the

least , momentarily distracting .

The minute they are able to think about
somebody else , they feel a little better
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themselves . And , I'll tell you what , you
can find that almost everybody has a

problem that may be much worse than your
own .

Becoming conversant with the troubles of other widows served

to provide one of the informants with ■ sense of resolve

when it came to her own situation .

I found out there were others much more
troubled than I was . They had maybe
stepchildren -- they were having a problem
with or they were having trouble with the
finances . So , after I heard that , I kind
of felt good . I thought , " Well , what are
you moaning and complaining about ? We
just have to pull yourself up and get
going .

IDENTIFICATION WITH SUCCESS : Quite often during the

interview , when engaged in thought about other widows , many

of the informants expressed a certain pride in the

accomplishments of the widows they know and with whom they

identify The act of surviving something as traumatic as

the loss of a husband is considered a special achievement ,

worthy of respect .

People who are widowed have been through
something that has strengthened them . I
think they are stronger than people who
are not widowed in general . And , I prefer
to be with people who are widowed ,
generally speaking .

The perception exists among these informants that widows

have , due to their need to deal with a very difficult

situation , developed a new , positive dimension , one which

their married counterparts have not been forced to

cultivate . Although unable to pinpoint the exact nature of

this advancement , many informants describe widows as having
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acquired a certain mettle which is necessary in order to

endure and overcome adversity . The stamina to go on and the

ability to act independently are frequently cited as profits

accrued from the ordeal they have managed to survive .

I enjoy the widowed gals I've met and I've
met some real outstanding people . I guess
God picks very unique wonderful people to
be widowed . I used to say this to these
gals . I'd say , " You know , this is a

special sorority we're in . We're very
unique . We're hand picked .

Having concluded that they belong to a " sisterhood , ' the

members of which exhibit a host of positive attributes ,

these women can identify themselves as equally successful

and praiseworthy .

The new reality into which these women have traveled is

often traversed in the company of other widows to whom they

look for empathetic understanding , companionship and

validation of normalcy , progress and worthiness . Many of

these widows profess to be acutely aware of the positive

functions that their peer relationships provide . However ,

they also occasionally criticize other women for not

comprehending the benefits of vigorously constructing and

nurturing a peer network .

Women come to realize the value of women
friends too late in life and , even then ,
they may miss it . My mother has . She was
a working woman . She just didn't make
women friends . She didn't like them . She
has nothing now . I think women who have

women friends are a happier group and not
that they can't have men friends . You can
have men friends . My men friends know

that on Monday nights I have my group .
They don't plan on Monday nights . If I
have a date with a woman friend and a man

friend asks , I'll say , " Gee , I promised to
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have dinner with J --- that night .
Because J --- is important to me . I love
J --- The man is not the center .

The tendency of women to allow a male - female

relationship to take precedence over a relationship with

another woman is said to hamper and confound female

friendship . Choosing to accommodate the former at the

expense of the latter serves to place in jeopardy the very

relationships between women which are thought to be

extremely supportive and more likely to yield mutually

satisfying outcomes .

I have a friend who is having a meaningful
relationship and it's working out for her .
But , it's taking her away from the rest of
us because , again , when a woman needs a
man , that's what happens . And , that
becomes the focus , the whole center of her
life . And , so she doesn't have time for
her friends . I guess it's just human
nature . It's not going to change . What
happens is you have plans . You and this

person are going to go somewhere . But ,
the one who has the meaningful
relationship will cancel . She gets a
better offer . I think that's something
women need to think about , that better
offer . You're saying that it's better to
go out with this fellow , this date , rather
than to be with your friends -- because a
commitment is not a commitment to this

person any longer . We're all happy for
her and thrilled . But , she says , " Oh ,
you're going to be doing that ? I'd like
to go but I may have plans and , if I get a
call , I'll have to call and let you know
I'm not coming . And , so , it's no longer
a commitment . It's understandable ;
it says something about women . Men don't
do that . If a man has a golf date , they
keep it . It's like women expect their
women friends to be around all the time .
But , they're not sure about the men . It's
interesting .

but ,

One woman suggests that many women , due to their
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socialization , may be missing or , at the least , relegating

to a subordinate position an important social support

option .

You're available to be helpful to your
friends . And , that's what friends are
for . I think women have to learn .
Judgmental statement . It would be nice ,
if women could learn earlier in their
lives that women friends are valuable and

enriching and not -- oh -- pass up an
experience . I think , sometimes , young
people , of course , newly weds don't have
time for just women friends because
they're involved in this marriage .
Husbands are at home from work and they
don't want you talking to women on the

telephone .

It seems to be the experience of a number of these

women that friendships among widows present an array of

problems with which they must contend . Difficulties arising

from exploitation and / or the tenancy of women to prioritize

male interaction above female contact lend a problematic

character to the peer relationships which develop between

them . However , despite these negative aspects , most of the

informants describe themselves as being primarily involved

socially , either by choice or by default , with other women

in their same position . This involvement is often depicted

as a symbiotic relationship between equals which functions

to provide for many of the same needs which marriage used to

address and which , now , must be met in other , more creative ,

ways .

We travel together , we go to the ballet ,
the symphony , the local theaters . We go
to Carmel , Monterey . The kinds of things
you'd say to your husband , " Let's do , " we

do together as women . It's very
enjoyable . We support one another . One
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knows how to fix

about something
knowledge .

something .
else . We

One

pool
knows

our

For many peer relationships provide a form of social

contact that would be absent if not pursued in this manner .

You feel very comfortable with your peers .
We have a lot of fun when we get together .
And , we do lots of interesting things we
wouldn't be able to do otherwise .

As the widow who discoursed on the propensity of women to

refrain from peer friendship development duringduring marriage

suggested , the importance of interaction between these

like - situated women seems to increase dramatically as they

seek to build a new life without their spouse . They often

communicate a sense of pride about their being accepted and

acted towards as a separate individual , worthy of note .

This accomplishment , it is often said , could not have been

realized within the context of a marriage . The sheer size

of their new social circle as compared to their former

social network is often a source of amazement .

A have a lot friends . I have more friends

now than I ever had before really .
?

Given the probability that most widows will not remarry and

the incidence of these informant's desire to remain , for the

most part , independent of their families when crisis free ,

it seems likely that peers offer one of the most accessible

and , perhaps , self - validating sources of identity

reformulation and enhancement .
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Chapter Eight

SELF RELIANCE : An Unexpected Accruement

The " strange new world " to which the informants in this

study must become accustomed is a world in which their

former husband's influence continually diminishes . Although

forever a part of their biographical heritage , patterns of

conduct and identification which may have worked while their

husband was alive have to be , to a large extent , discarded

and replaced with alternatives which have more relevancy to

the present . As has been suggested , the changes which these

women institute are implemented by the use of a number of

strategies by which they distance themselves from the past

in order to create a new more meaningful internal and

external reality . Coping strategies associated with

widowhood demonstrated to be in ascendancy by these

informants include exacting a measure of closure on the

former relationship , as well as the development of

techniques whereby these women become independent ,

autonomous actors who design their own social lives to meet

their individual needs .

Although the impetus for this growing process is seen

ias an unwelcome destructive turn of events , a significant

number of its consequences are perceived as encouraging

positive personal achievements , an important example of
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which is these women's tendency to become unusually

self - reliant . Many of the women interviewed described

themselves as having previously been quite dependent on

their husband for his expertise , technical skills and ,

perhaps , even more importantly , his willingness to make

major decisions . Even those who profess to having been

highly instrumental in the affairs of the marriage report

that being catapulted into a position in which they must

take full responsibility for every eventuality created a

great deal of distress . However , repeated successful

attempts to handle obligations alone appear to turn distress

into an identity strengthening sense of accomplishment .

Well , I've certainly gotten to be more
self - sufficient . I have found that I can
do a lot of things on my Own that I

couldn't do before , like taking care of
the car and that type of thing . I feel
competent in those areas and I like that .
I wouldn't give that up for anything .

Many of these women portray their marriage as having

been what has historically been considered traditional .

Although they may have considered their marriage , for the

most part , egalitarian , they remember concentrating heavily

on child rearing to the exclusion of becoming familiar with

and taking responsibility for the general marital duties

involved in handling the finances and / or overseeing the

mechanics of a household .

MyThere was just SO much to learn .
husband had been head of the family .
Although that would never happen now it
was then . And , so , I had to learn to do

everything all over again . I'd been

independent person when we married and I
would manage all my own affairs . I

an
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9

married at 24 . Because that was his role ,
I didn't do anything . I didn't know how
to fix anything . I certainly could learn
how to handle a check book but , when
there's no money coming in , you have to
get started from scratch and learn how to
refinance and do all those wonderful
things . There was lots to learn and I was
terribly busy . I just didn't even have
time to think about tomorrow .

Taking on the roles which the husband had played during

the marriage and their corresponding obligations is no small

task for may of these women . Even characteristics such as

assertiveness must be added to these women's behavioral

repertoire if they are to successfully control their Own

environment . Interestingly , once accomplished , these women

state that they feel as if they have been extricated from a

stultifying dependence on someone else and have learned to

meet a variety of needs for which they are now completely

responsible .

You have to learn to be more assertive

because you use to say to your husband ,
" You tell them off . " ... I've become more
knowledgable . My husband was very much in
control , you know -- finances , everything ,
really . You learn , There's a certain
feeling of liberation , I'd say , because
nobody is telling me what to do .

A few of the women have found it necessary to find

employment in order to make ends meets . Some of these women

were younger when they were first widowed and did not , as

yet , have retirement benefits . Although preferring not to

be in such a financially vulnerable position , these women

report having developed valuable attributes because of it .

I never wanted a job outside the home . I
loved being a wife and mother and being in
charge . I was a big fish in a little pond
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and I loved it . And , now , I'm a little

fish in a big pond . But , I've grown a lot
since having to support myself . It's been
good for me . I wouldn't have preferred it
this way ... I'm more independent ... I've
learned a lot about people and just the
ways of the world . So , it's made me

strong

Outside employment for this women was not only thought of as

a necessary evil but was also perceived as a valuable

learning experience which promoted independence . In fact ,

widows who are not forced by circumstances to seek work were

said by one women to be at a disadvantage in that they have

far too much solitary time in which to dwell on their

difficulties . Personal growth and the ability to transcend

their tragic loss is associated positively with the time

spent in employment and the outside stimulation it provides .

I think it would have been nice if I was

financially well off so I wouldn't have to
work . But , yet , I've known women who were
comfortable financially and they haven't
done as well as far as adjusting . They
have more time to feel sorry for
themselves . They can afford it . I

couldn't and it's been good for me . And ,
it's been hard . I don't mean to minimize
it .

Most of the women interviewed did not minimize the

difficulties they have encountered in their quest to become

self - reliant . Many related stories about their struggles

with financial matters , car maintenance and , most 2

frequently , service people who they feel have a propensity

for taking advantage of or , at the least , dismissing single

women . Even those women who have been widowed for some time

and report feeling quite competent and less dismayed by

unresponsive service people still feel that their husband ,
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by virtue of his being a man , would have had less difficulty

dealing with the employment of people who have generally

negative attitudes toward women's ability to handle their

own affairs . The more newly widowed women professed less

confidence but , on the whole , appeared to be determined to

strengthen their position of authority .

I find my accountant speaking directly to
my son as if I wasn't in the room , you
know . And , I did call him on that . I

said , " It's good to have two heads but I

don't like the fact that you're not
directing the questions to me . " I've got
to learn . I'll find out by my mistakes .

To many of these women's surprise , they find that their

new won independence from a reliance on their old

relationship and the duties that accompanied it become a

source of pride and enjoyment . In fact , the process of

becoming an individual often brings with it a feeling of new

found liberation from old , less than satisfying , routine

ways of behaving . Although expressing some hesitance to

admit it , many of these women feel as if they had been held

back by a relationship that pulled them in many other

directions other than the one they would have otherwise

chosen for themselves alone or been forced by their

singleness to pursue . Although , at first , disavowing any

personal feelings along these lines , one woman described

what she had experienced to be the case with other widows

with whom she is acquainted .

Some find that their marriage was pretty
dull and humdrum . After a certain time ,
they're relieved . I hate to say this but
some are relieved because they weren't
very happy . And , they'll say , " I'm free ! "
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Now ,
And , then , you get guilt if you feel like
that . So , that's the feeling . I'm

not saying this is pertaining to me . But ,
I think there's a feeling of guilt . But ,
then , it gives you a chance to find out
who you are , become the best person you
can be and get back to life and fight for
you life because those who get out and get
busy and do things do survive .

Later in the interview , this same woman suggests that , she

herself , has expanded her own horizons since her husband's

death , an outcome which would have been doubtful had her

circumstances remained unchanged .

I've become my own person whereby I've had
the chance to reach my potential . I
really feel I have . I don't think my
husband truly held me back but it did . I

held me back because I was working with
him and my family .

So , while not holding her husband personally responsible for

her inability to adequately develop herself , she recognizes

that the situation may have been such that she had not

followed her own independent path during the time she was so

deeply involved in marriage .

The depiction of the husband as a dominating force

controlling the tenor and direction of the marriage is also

a commonly reoccurring theme . Those who profess to have

lived with husbands whose authority in most matters was

predominant were likely to feel a sharp difference between

their life as a married person and their life as a single ,

autonomous woman . These women seem to take particular pride

in their faculty to act independently and , often , feel the

need to protect their newly acquired freedom of independent

action from others such as family members who may not be
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inclined to unconditionally accept them in spite of their

new determination to revamp the way in which they approach

their personal decisions . One women , while discussing her

newly discovered talent for writing , reflected that her son

had tended to see her in the same light as he had before she

was widowed and expected her to act accordingly .

I think the changes are good . As long as

my husband was living , his interests
always came first with me ... What he did
was always more important than anything I

could do . He was writing a book . That
was extremely important that that be

written . Everything that he did seemed to
be so important that , rather than try to
find something that I could do to satisfy
my needs , I would support him and that
would be greatest thing I could do . So ,
when he died , he had written this book and
my youngest son came to me and asked me
why I don't rewrite the book because I had
a different technique that might be more
saleable . And , I said , " No. If he wanted
to rewrite that book he should have stuck
around and did it himself . I'm going to
write my book . " ... I have to put myself
first now and I have to protect myself .
Before I was widowed , I would have never
written that book . I would have worked
with him on his interests .

?

The closure and individualization that has taken place in

this woman's life has been so satisfying and complete that

she intends to proceed in the same vein even in the face of

opposition from her son .

Emerging from the shadow of their husband , many women

feel as if , only now , have they become an interesting person

of substance , worthy of recognition for their Own

(accomplishments . Although still somewhat ambivalent about

the changes she sees taking place , one widow of

approximately one year describes the reaction of friends to
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her " coming out .

One of our friends said , " You've changed .
We are finally getting to know you . My
husband had an overpowering personality
and I let him do that to me . I was happy
following him , him being the extrovert .
I've probably changed because I've made
myself . But , it hasn't been easy .

Another , less recently widowed , woman recalls that she had

reacted favorably when she first realized that she had begun

building her own social network which was responding to her

as an individual person as opposed to accepting her merely

because she was married to a man with a charismatic

personality .

A woman in my car pool invited me to
parties and that was really very nice
because I was invited then for myself and
not because I was somebody's widow or

wife . And , that was very nice because ■

was just starting out with a new group of
people on my own . They knew me and not
from some other connection . That was

really important because I was super momma
before -- of the 40s . So , I was the wife of
the 40s and , so , I was somebody else's
wife . So , that was my persona before .

Free from most of the responsibilities associated with being

a wife and a mother and confronted with the necessity to

deal with life's challenges independently , the majority of

the informants interviewed for this study profess to having

undergone a profound transfiguration in terms of their

capacity to be self - sufficient . Frequently , this

metamorphosis includes their discovering and developing

skills , talents , interests and relationships that they , in

the past , either did not need or did not realize they

possessed the where - with - all to accomplish . The intense
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feelings of self - satisfaction and pride of accomplishment

which arise in response to this growth process can form the

foundation for the new reality that these Women need to

construct and are commonly inspired to nourish and protect .
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Chapter Nine

CONCLUSION

This study of widowhood offers an intellectually

stimulating opportunity to examine the metamorphosis of the

social identities of a group of women following an ego

shattering catalytic event . It has provided a tool by which

it is possible to investigate how an identity can be

transformed by the experience of the loss of a husband and

how it is these women , after so important a part of their

self has been destroyed , go about " becoming " whole once

again . Attitudinal and behavioral revelations about the

informants in this study which have been uncovered offer

sociologists a small window into the world of a group of

middle - class widows in which much emotional and physical

effort is expended in an attempt to repair and restore their

injured self - image .

Berger and Luckman ( 1967 : 101 ) suggest that death

" posits the most terrifying threat to the taken - for - granted

realities of everyday life . " Whether it be the actual death

of a significant person in one's social world or the

anticipated death of oneself , experiences with human

mortally have the power to change the way the individual

apprehends himself and the world around him . Indeed ,
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describing the damage done to the integrity of many

important aspects of their internal and external lives , the

informants in this study leave no doubt in the

investigator's mind that the changes in identity that have

taken place due to their initial loss and their subsequently

altered social status are profound .

In the case of marriage , the loss of a pivotal

interactive partner and the social status that is attached

to such a union interrupts an important reality stabilizing

relationship . Just as Berger and Kellner ( 1964 : 15 ) describe

marriage as a state in which ambivalences are converted to

certainties , " widowhood , as portrayed by these informants ,

can be characterized in the reverse as a condition in which

certainties become ambivalences . Because SO useful in

explaining behavior , the social / psychological insight that :

Whenever a man's status changes , he must
learn several new roles ; the responses of
other people , his own behavior patterns ,
and his conception of himself all undergo
some modification .

has become axiomatic ( Shibutani , 1961 : 244 ) . Likewise , it
>

has been demonstrated in this current study that as equally

powerful as the change in status which , in this case , was

beyond the control of the widows involved are the

strategies by which these informants seek to exert some 7

control over their dramatically changing circumstances .

Shibutani ( 1961 : 215 ) remarks that :

Very few people ever have the occasion to
ask themselves who they are . Each takes
his personal identity so much for granted
that he does not realize the extent to

which his life is structured by the
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working conceptions he forms of himself .

The women in this study , however , seem to be exceptions to

this rule in that the " private sphere " of marriage that

these women had fashioned so that they would inhabit " a

world " in which they were " somebody " has disintegrated and

left them in unchartered ego - shattering territory ( Berger

and Kellner , 1964 : 6 ) . Consequently , exploration into the

personal and social lives of this group of widows has been

presented as producing valuable information about their

attempts to pick up the broken fragments of their identities

and reassemble them in new , more meaningful configurations .

Although the strategically designed restructuring process

described here has been exhibited by a relatively

circumscribed group of women who have been widowed , it will

be suggested that their stories , however unique to their own

experiences and social conditions , may serve to inspire and

inform future research into their possible applicability to

other classes of widows and other instances of life - altering

transitions .

The Widow Process Summarized

STAGES : The journey through widowhood has often been 2

described by researchers as undertaken in stages . Most

often used to characterize the grief process , the isolation

of specific sets of symptomology exhibited within discrete

periods of time has been presented as useful in predicting

behavior under circumstances of loss . Additionally , a large
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portion of the psychological literature on the subject

highlights the pathological potential of grief and stressful

events and also intimates that untimely progression through

what is considered the " normal " stages of grief is

indicative of inappropriate and unadaptive behavior .

Indeed , the expressions of sorrow and the emotional

brittleness that the newly widowed women in this study could

not conceal during the interview process suggest that those

who have been widowed for a short period of time and those

who have lived without their husbands for a longer period of

time do characteristically differ in many ways . Physical

and verbal displays of emotion , the ability to see

themselves as in control of their lives and the feeling that

they have had the time and the psychological where - with - all
bo

to construct meaningful social lives are expressed

differentially according to the length of time they have

been widowed . Just comparing the comfort level expressed by

both these categories of widows during the interview itself

would leave the observer to conclude that many profound

changes must take place as time goes on and widowhood

becomes a career .

After speaking with them a while , however , the stories

which the informants in this study relate leave the 7

impression that if , indeed , stages of grieving do exist ,

they are at best blurred and individually variable . It

becomes apparent that the attempt to conceptualize widowhood

in terms of stages is fraught with many difficulties and

inconsistencies . Each informant , although sharing many of
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the same experiences and emulating their counterparts in a
L

!

variety of behavioral predilections , expresses herself and

ventures through the process individualistically as well .

The part of the theoretical construct proposed by those

researchers who emphasize stages that seems to have the most

applicability to the widows interviewed here is the idea

that recovery is a processional endeavor , however

individually exercised . Although the process is difficult

to pigeonhole and apply universally , it is , nevertheless , a

journey undertaken in order to achieve a sense of personal

and social well - being . The tactics and accomplices chosen

for this journey may vary but they are all commandeered and

utilized in an attempt to restore the social identity that

was unrecognizably altered at the onset of widowhood .

Even the determination of when a women initially

" becomes " a widow is not immediately clear . The boundary

between inhabiting one status and gaining another is

indistinct and conceptually elusive . This change of

self - identification does not necessarily , according to the

widows in this study , spontaneously take over their

consciousness , at precisely the time of their husband's

death . As Shibutani ( 1961 : 225 ) suggests :

7" Self - conceptions have a temporal
dimension , for men tend to see themselves
in terms of some kind of career line

including the past and the future ... A
man's life has the character of a

succession of episodes and adventures and
these are integrated into a general scheme
of life -- a career . To understand anyone ,
one must know something of his history ,
and reasonable aspirations for the future
definitively affect present conduct .
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" Becoming " a widow may start before the death at the first

hint of illness and may continue well after as one

experiments with and learns new behavioral repertoires . In

order to " catch " what it means to be a widow , the

investigator must look beyond the tragic event and examine a

more extended experiential tableau .

Not only have events that take place before the death

proved significant but a realization that the death itself

may not be a sufficient catalyst for the immediate

acceptance of one's status transformation has been

demonstrated . The finding that many of the widows

interviewed had much difficulty believing and / or accepting

the " realness " of the death or its incontrovertibility

suggests that subjective reality in not always congruent

with objective reality . As Berger and Luckman ( 1967 : 134 )

point out :

The individual apprehends himself as being
both inside and outside society . This
implies that the symmetry between
objective and subjective reality is never
static , once - for - all state of affairs ....In
other words , the relationship between the
individual and the objective social world
is like an ongoing balancing act .

The widows in this study did not just suddenly become

widows , they internally wrestled with the realization that a
7

change had taken place and took overt steps to convert the

unbelievable into a status passage they could apprehend as

credible .

Not only is the exact onset of " widowhood " difficult to

locate , subsequent stages of recovery , although recognizable
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in many cases , are hard to delineate and predict with

precision . Some newly widowed women , for example , appeared

immediately interested in seeking out methods by which they

could begin to build new lives . Conversely , some who have

been widowed for some time persist in seeing their husband

and marriage as irreplaceable . The informants , themselves ,

often remark on this phenomenon and speculate that

contingencies such as a foreknowledge of impending death or

a sense of relief due to a prolonged illness or an unhappy 1

marriage may contribute to the type and timing of the

strategies chosen . A tendency to follow a certain pattern

in recovery did emerge , however . Once the biographical
1

shock was apprehended , most of the widows interviewed

described having immersed themselves in the process of

erecting an adequate distance between themselves and the

relationship that had for SO long a time defined their

status and served as an impetus for their conduct . This

typically begins with their first devising strategies by

which they can let go of obsolete thoughts and behavior .

Once this closure is achieved , they are then free to

substitute other , more relevant , lines of action . Although

overlapping at times , these strategic methods of identity

reparation do seem to be somewhat dependent one upon another

and follow a loosely organized temporal progression , the

exact length and timing of which is individually dependent .

STRATEGIC METHODS OF IDENTITY REPARATION : The data

uncovered in this research effort reveals remarkably
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effective management strategies specifically designed to

cope with the identity shaking biographical shock of

widowhood . Although individual widows may ultimately

choose different strategies along the way to recovery , it is

apparent that they share the same goal of restructuring

their internal and external worlds in such a way that they

can come to see themselves as successfully interacting

social participants of worth . Particularly notable about

the experiences of the widows interviewed for this study is

that their attempts at recovery appear to begin immediately

at the time of their husband's death , and , in some cases ,

before , when they are first confronted with the possibility
5

that death is pending . In addition and contrary to the

!

impression often given in the literature on the subject ,

attempts to recover , although , perhaps , different from those

adopted at first , seem to extend well past what is

considered the " normal " grieving period . Consequently , the

journey through what , in this study , has been called the

restructuring of an injured identity can go on indefinitely

and involve a variety of recovery techniques .

The motivation for engaging in identity reconstruction

is the realization that old patterns of thinking and

behaving are no longer relevant or useful . Consequently ,

they must devise new , more suitable , ways of interacting

with the world around them , ones that are consistent with

their current needs and social situation . The close !

identification with a marital relationship which was , at one
.time , a powerful confirmer of these women's everyday reality
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must be discarded , or , at least , tempered , in order for them

to be successful in meeting their current needs .

Berger and Luckman ( 1967 : 159 ) describe the process of

reality transformation by saying :

What must be legitimated is not only the
new reality , but the stages by which it is
appropriated and maintained , and the
abandonment or repudiation of all
alternative realities ... The old reality ,
as well as the collectivities and
significant others that previously
mediated it to the individual , must be

reinterpreted within the legitimating
apparatus of the new reality . This
reinterpretation brings about a rupture in
the subjective biography of the individual
in terms of " BC " and " AD "

Before the death of their husband , much was

taken - for - granted . The post script , however , requires that

they revamp their outmoded ways of seeing the world and

themselves , including their relationship with a husband who

is no longer available . In their quest to reevaluate the

significant others , particularly their husbands , who served

to uphold their former view of what is real , they have :

... the " option of downgrading Some of
these people from their status of
significant others and turning instead to
others for ( their ) significant reality
confirmations ( Berger and Luckman ,
1967 : 151 ) .

These strategic mental and physical maneuvers tend to

2
be directed at the achievement of a distance between then

and now . What used to have meaning in the context of an

ongoing marriage is no longer germane . Gaining distance

from a relationship that is incapable of contributing

meaning and direction to a currently operating social
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universe of discourse involves the creation and

implementation of a number of innovative techniques . These

techniques are aimed at achieving adequate closure on the

relationship that is an insufficient Source of identity

confirming interaction and the substitution of a more

relevant behavioral repertoire by pursuing more

individualistically inspired and self - enhancing activities

and personal relationships .

Closure Work

While some of the literature reviewed on grieving

leaves the impression that grief somehow spontaneously

evaporates or subsides , the informants in this study

describe the " work , " both psychological and social , that

they involve themselves in for the purpose of making a

personal difference in their desperate circumstances . They

do not simply " come out " of grief ; they " work " their way out

by devising strategies which , when instituted , aid in their

recovery . Consequently , the social world into which they

finally gravitate , although influenced by extraneous social

conditions , is , to large extent , a product of their own

instrumental control .

In order to begin their recovery , the informants who

contributed their stories to this research project describe

the development of techniques by which they attempt to shut

the door on the past , at least sufficiently enough so as to !

enable them to proceed with the future unfettered by their

past habits and taken - for - granted views of the world .

;
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Referred to as " closure work " in this discussion , this

endeavor appears more intensely pursued and directed early

in the transformation process because , it is , at that time ,

when the experience of grieving is new and the widow is

struggling to make sense out of her changing situation .

Although not entirely limited to the initial stages , it

appears to play an important part in setting the stage for

the development of new ways of acting and thinking that are

essential components of these women's new reality .

Types of closure work isolated in this study include

efforts to render their experience real , seeking absolution

from and the attribution of guilt , gaining freedom from the

tyranny of memories and attending to the instability of

antecedent relationships . The first type seems to arise in
Li

response to a personally anomic feeling that nothing is real

and everything is unfamiliar and meaningless . The integrity

of the widow's own " self " is even thrown into question .

Many have serious doubts about their hold on their own

sanity , leaving them with the sensation that they are unable

to connect with others not similarly afflicted .

Berger and Luckman ( 1967 : 102 ) comment on the inability

of individuals to feel apart of the social order :

On the level of meaning , the institutional
order represents a shield against terror .
To be anomic , therefore , means to be
deprived of the shield and to be exposed ,
alone , to the onslaught of nightmare .
While the horror of aloneness is probably
already given in the constitutional
sociality of man , it manifests itself on

the level of meaning in man's incapacity
to sustain a meaningfull existence in
isolation from the nomic constructions of
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society . "

Indeed , these women describe their experience of losing an

important reality confirming relationship and status as one

which resembles a " bad dream . "

These women's discomfort is so extreme that they soon

begin to take steps to reduce it . Many find it helpful to

change their living environment to reflect the " reality " of

their loss . Since their husband's presence no longer

contributes to their sense of " reality , " removing his

belongings and changing previously shared habits seem to

help pull them back into a world in which they are not SO

completely cut off from others who continue to find meaning

and continuity in their surroundings .

Some find it reality producing to deal with their loss

using ritual . Berger and Luckman ( 1967 : 156 ) explain this

phenomenon by saying :

In crisis situations the procedures are
essentially the same as in routine
maintenance , except that the reality
confirmations have to be explicit and
intensive . Frequently , ritual techniques
are brought into play while the individual
may improvise reality - maintaining
procedures in the face of crisis . The
society itself sets up specific procedures
for situations recognized as involving the
risk of breakdown in reality . Included in
these predefined situations are certain
marginal situations of which death is by
far the most important .

In the case of the widows in this study , it was related that

not only did they find that culturally defined rituals like

funerals and / or memorial services were emotionally balancing

but so are personally devised ceremonies such as celebrating
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an important anniversary or making a ring into a locket .

These informants also involve themselves in expository

sessions in order to gain insight into their unfamiliar

experiences and circumstances . It has been suggested by

Berger and Luckman ( 1967 : 101 ) that this maneuver is

necessary if one is to interject some measure of reality

into the notion of death :

of

The integration of death within the
paramount reality of social existence is ,
therefore , of the greatest importance for
many institutional order . This

legitimation of death is , consequently ,
one the most important fruits of
symbolic universes . Whether it is done
with or without recourse to mythological ,
religious or metaphysical interpretations
of reality is not the essential question
here ... All legitimators of death must
carry out the same essential task -- they
must enable the individual to go on living
in society after the death of significant
others and to anticipate his own death
with , at the very least , terror

sufficiently mitigated So as not to

paralyze the continued performance of the
routines of everyday life .

By the act of recounting and explaining their husband's

death and their own accompanying emotions and actions

whether in religious , lay and / or medical terms , these women

appear to be endowing the experience with a sense of logic ,

placing it well within the realm of understandable reality .

Mental constructions that create a reality that

convinces these women that they are not to blame for their

husband's death and that they have lived up to their

responsibilities as a wife seem to relieve these women of

having to remain forever tied to the memory of a

relationship that must be left behind if more rewarding
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identity patterns are to be pursued . This " presentation of

self " acts to put these women in a position in which they

are capable of influencing the definition of the situation

in which they find themselves . Interpreting their actions

surrounding their marriage and their husband's illness in a

positive manner appears to extricate these women from a

stultifying preoccupation with the past .

It may be , as Goffman ( 1959 : 107 ) suggests , that some of

these women may tend to present an " idealized impression " of

not only the part they played at the end of their marriage

but of the marriage itself :

The performance of an individual in a

front region may be seen as an effort to
give the appearance that his activity in
the region maintains and embodies certain
standards .

These women's positive constructions , then , may constitute a

method by which widows can fulfill their duties

sufficiently enough so it becomes acceptable , in their Own

eyes and in the eyes of their audiences , to focus in on

their own currently unfolding needs . Berger and Luckman

( 1967 : 160 ) also suggest this tendency when they wrote :

... individual may fabricate and insert

events wherever they are needed to
harmonize the remembered with the
reintegrated past . Since it is the new
reality rather than the old that now

appears dominatingly plausible to him , he
is not telling lies about the past but
bringing it in line with the truth that
necessarily , embraces both present and
past .

Indeed , most , although not all , of the women

interviewed gave a positive bent to their discussions about
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their husbands and their marriage . However , as was stated

before , they all appeared genuinely forthright in their

presentations . Concurring with Goffman ( 1959 : 70 ) who is

often apprehended as quite skeptical about the presentation

of self but who , nevertheless , observed that :

..there are many individuals who
sincerely believe that the definition of
the situation they habitually project is
the real reality ,

this study concludes that these women have presented

themselves truthfully and that any " impression management "

they may have engaged in is a method by which they are able

to loosen their ties with their past , no longer viable ,

relationship .

A third type of closure work engaged in by the widows

interviewed here is the attempt to disengage themselves from

the progress inhibiting habit of continually focusing in on

all the painful recollections that are associated with their

former marriage and the passing of their husband . Their

efforts directed at constructing a new reality are adversely
effected by their inability to give full attention to the

task at hand . Consequently , it becomes necessary for them

to change their routines and remove themselves from

situations that by , extemporaneously bringing up the past ,

impinge on their quest to become whole once again .

The final example of closure work exhibited by these

informants revolves around their having not only to deal

with losing their most important significant other but also

having to attend to the instability of other auxiliary
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relationships as well . These women's identities are not

1

only assaulted by the loss of a husband and a marriage but

are frequently called into question by the changing nature

of many of their other relationships which often do not

survive , at least in so far as retaining the same meaning

and substance as they had represented prior to this dramatic

turn of events . Subjective identity , then , is :

... a precarious entity . It is dependent
upon the individual's relations with
significant others , who may change or
disappear " ( Berger and Luckman , 1967 : 100 ) .

Since these women see themselves differently and , at

the same time are apprehended by others as no longer

occupying the status that had once defined them ,

relationships that had served to reinforce a consistent

identity often become inadequate sources of ego - sustaining

interaction . Consequently , many antecedent friendships ,

particularly those which were built around having an

equivalent marital status , cease to function adequately .

Shibutani ( 1961 : 242 , 243 ) summarizes the way in which

significant others contribute to one's reality maintenance :

.a person expects others to treat him in
a given way ; if the anticipated responses
actually take place , his hypotheses are
confirmed , and this reinforces his
conception of himself ... The more
frequently and consistently such
confirmations are forthcoming , the more he
can take his assumptions about himself for
granted and approach familiar situations
with confidence . Thus a man's conception
of himself is crystallized through
consistent treatment by the people with
whom he is in sustained contact .

Since neither of the two parties , the widow or her friends ,
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have road maps delineating conduct or ready - made

explanations for their disturbing feelings , the widow

frequently finds she cannot derive either consistency in

behavior or reality confirming assurances from the

relationships that had once supplied both . closure work ,

then , not only includes downgrading the relationship with

the former husband to a less important position but

frequently involves relegating current friendships to

positions of lesser prominence as well .

It should be stated that successful closure work does

not necessarily preclude these women from retaining an

intimate , ongoing emotional connection with the husband who

is no longer physically a part of their lives . On the

contrary , many of the informants in this study allude to the

persistence of a special , privately treasured psychological

connection with the memory of their former husband and the

life they had once shared together , a connection which

continues to profoundly color the way they act and feel .

This remnant of personal identification tends to persist

even when the memories are neither primarily positive nor

particularly pleasant . However , what this distancing

strategy does achieve is the permission , both personal and

social , for these women to let go of the past sufficiently

enough to create a present and future that is conducive to

supplying them with the where - with - all to meet their current

needs , particularly those having to do with gaining access

to identity confirming social interaction .
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Individualization

If reasonably successful at disengaging themselves from

their former identification with a husband and social status

which no longer serve to define their current situation , the

informants who contributed to this study indicate that they

were then faced with the task of replacing roles and social

interaction which , in the past , had given them standards by

which they could evaluate their position in life and ,

ultimately , their conceptions of self . Frequently , at the

time of their husband's death and sometimes for a period of

time afterwards , these women complain of feeling incomplete

and not entirely whole . It would seem that that part of

self which had been dependent on another for evaluation and

direction has been assaulted and left reeling from the

realization that its very foundation has been shaken and its

integrity disrupted . Consequently , work must be done to

repair the damage the removal of such an integral status and

significant other was wrought .

Mead ( 1934 ) has observed that one's Own self is not

entirely separated from the self of others in his social

environment . The way one apprehends oneself is very much

wrapped up in the way a person believes others are passing

judgement . Likewise , one's behavior patterns will often

reflect adherence to those perceived judgments . The problem

the widow has is that she no longer has access to a personal

relationship with a significant other who and a status which

has , for such a long time , helped define her life and direct

her actions . Consequently , she must mentally detach herself
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from her former relationship , introspectively reflect on her

Own needs and wishes , and decide how she can ,

individualistically meet these requirements within the

bounds of the social environment in which she lives . Since

they have had little practice assessing and fulfilling their

needs with no input from or consideration for an intimate

partner , this endeavor requires much effort and

self - reflection . The added contingent of no longer

inhabiting a social status which carries with it

prescriptions and privileges makes the task an even more

challenging one .

Interestingly , many of these women expressed a great

deal of delight in what they describe as the discovery of

themselves . The pursuance of activities and alliances in

which they are personally interested and which reflect back

on them in a positive manner helps to mend the breech in

identity which was produced by their husband's death . Even

those who , not by choice but by necessity , had to find

employment interpret their experiences as having

orego - restoring components . Although not always easy

completely pleasurable , these explorations into acting alone

and individualistically are , at the least , methods by which

these women ultimately are able to view themselves as whole

and worthy .

Some of the informants distance themselves from their

old life and individualize their new one by seeking male

companionship and , for a few , by marrying again . Since this

action connotes a complete replacement of one relationship
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1with another , it might be considered the consummate

individualization technique . However , due to a number of

practical difficulties and social hindrances , it does not

become an option for ■ large number of widows , these

informants not excluded . Still , others in this study state

that they are not attitudinally disposed towards choosing

this method of restructuring their life .

While some of the widows in this study , at the least ,

tolerate and , at the most , enjoy the circumstances

surrounding dating , a large number of them neither care for

the dating arena nor want to utilize this particular

identity revitalization tactic . One group , for the most

part , younger than the rest and not widowed for a protracted

period of time , prefer to change their marital status .

Another larger group , however , either because they consider

themselves still married , are comfortable with their

aloneness or have become discouraged when not successful , do

not desire to marry again . Interestingly , a status which

was , at one time , one of the most powerful identity defining

factors in these women's lives is no longer the method of

choice for a large number of them . Although uncomfortable ,

at times , in a " couple's world , " many of these women prefer

to design a supportive social world without the benefit of
>

matrimony .

It would seem that another logical place to turn for

identity confirming interaction and support during and after !

such a catastrophic event as the death of a husband would be

the family . Indeed , most of the women interviewed revealed

1
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that , at the time of their husband's illness and death , they
1

did elicit psychological and practical help from their

families . More often than not , children , particularly

daughters , were the primary source of the social support

received . However , after the initial crisis had past , these

women frequently choose to look elsewhere for the support

they need to sustain them in their new circumstances .

The data uncovered in this current research effort is

consistent with the literature which , more often than not ,

portrays the elderly as reluctant or unable to rely

exclusively on family for identity maintaining interaction .

The widows under study here frequently emphasized their

desire and efforts to remain as independent from their

families as possible . This involves their doing everything

in their power to meet their own needs and develop outside

social contacts to whom they are more likely to look for any

emotional and practical support which may be required . Had

these particular women not been financially solvent , they

may not have had the luxury of exempting their families from

having to help them with their material well - being . itAs

stands , they choose to view their children as only standing

in the wings if an emergency should make it necessary to

supply assistance . However , in the mean time , they find it 7

more agreeable to depend on themselves and others for any

sustained supportive interaction .

Most are comforted by the knowledge that their family

stands ready to lend a hand if necessary but say they would

have to be hard pressed before taking advantage of what is
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perceived to be only a last resort . This reluctance to

depend on family in circumstances other than crisis also

includes a disinclination to use them as social and

entertainment outlets as well . Friends , not family , are

considered the proper source of social companionship and

discourse .

Interestingly , the converse of this predilection to

remain independent is also held by these women . They

frequently discourage their families from relying too

heavily on them for assistance as well . For instance , a

great number of the women interviewed expressed their

predisposition against assuming a grandparenting role which

would require them to invest what they consider to be

personally inhibiting amounts of time and energy . Although

they are careful to label themselves as " loving

grandparents , " they indicate that they believe

grandparenting should not resemble parenting and that they

are , at this time in their lives , deserving of a modicum of

freedom from caregiving responsibilities . Anything less ,

they feel , has the potential to thwart their efforts to

become and remain self - sufficient and self - governing

individuals with a productive life of their own . Although

they , like their families , make themselves available in

times of crisis , they prefer to , in times of normalcy ,

remain free from routinized familial encumbrances .

The absence of a correlation between high morale and

family interaction in the literature has been subject to

speculative attempts to adequately explain this surprising
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finding . Exchange theory which stresses the disruption of

equilibrium in interaction and reversal of role has been

most frequently called upon to account for this puzzling

phenomenon . However , the data accumulated from this group

of women suggests that the prejudicial attitude toward what

these widows believe to be overinvolvement in the nuclear

family suggests that the answer may be much more complex

than what the strict application of exchange theory might

serve to explain .

Exchange theory has often focused on the material

rewards that can be gained in the course of interaction . If

financial well - being is made the primary criteria for

remaining instrumental in the exchanges between these widows

and their family , then , this group of women would have to be
1

considered extremely capable of remaining influential in

their familial relationships . Since they are financially ,

physically and mentally healthy , their interaction is not

colored by an overdependence on their children for their

material and / or medical welfare .

Rather than looking to maximize their returns in their

interaction with their children , these women are invested in

keeping their children's duties to a minimum , while living

up to their own obligations . The thought that they they

might be unable to maintain a parental role , i.e. occupying

a dominant position in which one gives more than one

receives , appears to severely distress these particular

informants . Perhaps , because they have already lost their

marital position , they may find it additionally threatening
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to envision losing the ability to approximate the social

norms connected with yet another important role assignment

such as motherhood . On the other hand , the burden of

continuously having to maintain a one - way flow of support

toward their children appears to encourage their

independence and discourage their mother - like involvement

with their grandchildren . It is conceivable that this

reluctance to be enveloped in caregiving duties at one's own

expense is reflective of the changes that have been taking

place in gender roles in the general society at large .

It is apparent that the role expectations associated

with the mother / adult - child relationship have not easily

revealed themselves to these informants . The problematic

nature of just what constitutes approved behavior in this

instance appears to trouble these women and presents them

with the challenge of trying to accommodate ambiguous and ,

sometimes , contradictory social messages about role

obligations . While , on the one hand , they feel compelled to

care for their children as they always have done , they , at

the same time , have interpreted their parental role , now

that their children are suppose to be self - sufficient

adults , to be one in which their primary obligation is to be

available for emergencies but to not " interfere " on a

regular basis . " Noninterference " is defined by these

informants as not only the incumbency to stay out of their

children's affairs but also the responsibility to protect

their own independence so that their children are not forced

into spending a great deal of time and energy caring for
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their emotional , physical and / or recreational needs .
!

This perplexing social admonition to be an instrumental

caregiver and , at the same time , strive for sovereignty and

a separate , albeit interested , family consciousness also

influences the way in which these informants approach

grandparenting . In order to protect their own ability to

build a social life of their own free from care - giving

burdens , many must forego , and , at times , even vehemently

refuse to become entangled in regular babysiting duties .

Interestingly , those who feel compelled to justify this

behavior do so by referring to the fact they have already

" done their duty " with their own children and so have earned

the right to avoid what they call the " parenting " of their

grandchildren . However , although justifying their actions

in this manner , they remain somewhat apologetic for not

being the " typical " grandmother whom they see as mainly

seeking her identity through her grandchildren .

These less than clear prescriptions concerning the

proper role conduct associated with being the mother of

adult children are not the only contributors to these

women's hesitancy to adopt their families as their identity

enhancing strategy of choice . The idea that there exists an

empathetic gap between themselves and their children serves

to encourage these informants to look in other directions

for interactive means of building a new life . The

importance of being capable of " taking the role of the

other " is emphasized in symbolic interactionist discussions

about effective communication and identification . The
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inability to understand a persons's experiences and

introspectively approximate his reactions leaves the

communicant at a distinct disadvantage . It is not

surprising , then , that these women seriously doubt that

others , particularly those of another generation , are able

to fully comprehend their mind set . Although most are sure

their children care about their well - being , they ,

nevertheless , also believe they suffer from an innate

inability to appreciate the emotional consequences of losing

a husband and the dilemma of how to build a satisfactory

alternative life - style . Even though not holding their

children responsible for their empathetic deficiencies , the

women in this study are more likely to seek out others , like

themselves , in whom they are more easily able to confide and

by whom they can be understood .

Either by default or choice , then , these widows ' peers

often become the most frequently utilized guides into their

new reality . Family , coupled friends and male companions

are less likely than other widows to supply the support

needed and define the identity of these informants who ,

ultimately , come to see themselves and their situations as

freshly reorganized and different from what they had known

before . Although , perhaps , their choices are limited
7

because family , old friends , and men are not considered well

equipped or are not available to supply meaningful support ,

many of these informants believe that other widows are more

capable of empathetic understanding and are involved in

similar life - styles that make them attitudinally compatible
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and logistically accessible .

As Berger and Luckman ( 1967 : 157 ) point out :

The most important social condition ( for
an identity transformation ) is the
availability of an effective plausibility
structure , that is , a social base serving
as the " laboratory " of transformation .
This plausibility structure will be
mediated in the individual by means of
significant others , with whom he must
establish strongly affective
identification ... These significant others
are guides into the new reality .

One way that peers serve as " guides " into a new reality is

by supplying the widow with a mirror by which she can

determine her normalcy and measure her progress in

successfully handling her grief and how much she has

achieved in terms of personal growth . More often than not ,

the reflection they apprehend is a positive one which

promotes feelings of pride and accomplishment . At a time

when others in these women's social world seem to be

perceiving them as " half " of a couple or as emotionally

damaged , the feedback the informants in this study report as

coming from other widows who are sometimes referred to as

" sisters " is refreshingly ego - affirming .
As a member of this group , these informants can

perceive themselves as having grown psychologically , as well

as socially . Their ability to transcend their loss and the

grief it has caused in such a manner that they can

reconstruct a meaningful , instrumentally effective life has

given all of these women a positive foundation on which to

restore their identity . In spite of the pain involved , this

realization affords these widows a large measure of personal
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pride and satisfaction .

Congruency of Findings with Existing Literature

A large portion of the work done on widowhood by both

sociologists and psychologists concentrate on the

delineation of stages through which the widow must pass

while she is grieving and trying to recover . Contrary to

some of the findings on this subject , the data uncovered in

this research project suggests that this recovery process

may be much more complex and less easily mapped in that

these women's progress does not seem to be correctly

described as linear and / or completely predictable . In fact ,

some variation in timing and mode of recovery appears to be

normal or , in other less prescriptive terms , common in this

group of widowed women . While it is true that women who had

been recently widowed were more likely to be working at

effecting a certain closure on their lost relationship , for

instance , this " closure work " does not necessarily become

complete or final as time goes on since many of the longer

widowed women were also finding it necessary to deal with

similar issues which frequently remain problematic .

Although this might be considered an " abnormal " elongation

of the grieving period by some , it was common

manifestation in this group of informants . If nothing else ,

this finding may imply that grief work lasts a lot longer

than many might suspect .

Other reactions of women to the loss of a husband which
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have been considered anomalous in the literature such as the

idealization of the deceased spouse have not , in this

instance , necessarily been proven to fit that negative

description . On the contrary , positively apprehending their

former marriage and husband frequently fits nicely with some

of these informants ' identity reconstructions in which they

view themselves as a permanently single women who is

contented with her lot . Consequently , what might be labeled

an unhealthy manifestation of grief may , in actuality , be a

strategically designed tool of recovery .

The impression that the existing literature

it ,occasionally gives , due to its inability to account for

is that grief , somehow , just miraculously , at some point in

time which is not clear , fades sufficiently enough so as to

allow the widow to continue on with her life despite her

loss . The data reported here implies , on the other hand ,

that this recovery is not necessarily spontaneous , does not

always follow a predictable time table and is strategically

orchestrated and " worked " at by these women who take a very

active part in this restorative process . They accomplish

this by exchanging obsolete patterns of thought and behavior

for those which have relevancy for their lives as they stand

now .

The theoretical grounding on which a lot of the

literature on recovery from the death of a spouse is based

centers around that which is associated with role theory .

The sustitution of alternative roles for those which are

lost when a husband dies is thought to lend theoretical
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explanation to the behavior which is exhibited by widows who

must adjust to an internal and external world without their

former marital status which had helped served to define

their existence . However , this research effort highlights

the necessity not to portray roles as overly confining and

capable of producing predictable behavior according to

certain standards which may be associated with any

particular role . Although a case can be made for the

compensational character of the substitution of more

currently relevant roles for the one that is no longer

viable , there seems to be much variation in which new roles

are adopted and / or rejected , how these roles are enacted and

the reasons underlying each informant's choice between

alternatives . Replacing the companionate aspect of the

marital partner role , for example , is aspired to by some ,

rejected by others and occasionally achieved using quite

unusual means by a few . Regardless of the marital path

adopted , however , a number of different dispositions formed

the attitudinal foundations of the choices made .

Consistent with a large portion of the literature , it

was determined that forging a significant role position

within the family is not considered to be the optimum

compensative role replacement for a lost marital

relationship . The reasons underlying this finding were

shown to be more complex than a strict reliance on the

tenets of exchange theory can explain , however . Certainly ,

the women in this study are not finding it necessary to

enhance their positions within the family due to an interest
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in tangible profit . In fact , they even appear to find it

1
desirable to minimize even any intangible profit they might

accrue from familial interaction .

Explaining any difficulties the parents of adult

children may have with feeling comfortable in the family by

reference to the existence of a decremental bargaining

ability of the parent is not helpful in the case of this

group of widows who are as able to give as they are to

receive . It may well be that , if , in the future , they

become disabled and more dependent on others , there position

may be so characterized . But , as if stands now , this

conceptualization does not fit the current circumstances of

these particular widows .

Although negotiations are certainly operative within

11 .

the family relations of these informants , it would seem that

the process can be best understood in terms of these women's

attitudes toward family involvement . Although it would seem

likely that other classes of widows such as those from

different cultural and economic backgrounds would exhibit a

diversity of dispositions in this matter , these particular

( mostly anglo - saxon ) middle to upper - middle class women

appear to reflect what may be a class linked tendency to

aspire to independent living . Even those women who

described their relationship with children as close and

rewarding were quite adamant about their desire to remain

independently situated and active outside the family

environs . Consequently , class and cultural standards of

conduct have been shown to be an important aspect of any
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exchange activity that might take place between these widows

and their families .

In an earlier section , it was suggested that the

existing literature has not always been clear in its

conceptualization of the social support which has been

portrayed as crucial to the recovery process of women who

have lost spouses . Since much of the literature on the

subject merely enumerates interaction and / or visiting

patterns , this research project made an effort to find out

more about what kind of people constitute the social

networks that support this kind of therapeutic interaction .

Although friends have been determined by some researchers to

be of particular importance in the lives of widows , their

attributes are often left undescribed and their identities

i
unknown .

Social support , in this instance , then , was determined

to more likely come from other widows who have something

powerful in common . Although not all of the informants lose

all of their prior friends , most of whom were married , the

vast majority relate that many of those relationships become

problematic and , often , unrewarding . Consequently , these

women report that their social support system increasingly

becomes made up of widows like themselves . Social support ,

then , cannot be described adequately by enumeration alone

but fequently reveals itself to have a very definite

composition .

One source of social support seldom mentioned in the

literature and which was frequently brought up by the

.
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informants in this study , is the potential male companion

and / or new mate . 1Although not the source of social

contact of choice for all , companionate and romantic

relationships were vigorously discussed and evaluated by

most of the informants , even in the absence of a direct

inquiry by the interviewer . Opinions toward dating and

remarriage were shown to be related to past experiences ,

including those having to do with the former relationship

with the deceased husband , the degree of comfort with the

dating arena , attitudes toward marriage in general and

having the perception that norms associated with gender

behavior favor the male in these types of circumstances ..

These factors , along with opportunity , contribute to these

women's desire or lack of desire to reestablish a marital or

marital - like social relationship and its accompanying social

status . Therefore , future research on widowhood would be

advised to include for consideration the qualitative aspect

of gender when investigating the existence of integrating

social interaction in the lives of widows .

Lastly , it has been determined that the widows

interviewed for this research effort are essentially working

on the construction of a new identity , the success of which

is crucial for their recovery . Success , then , cannot just

be measured by the control of grief or the ability to

continue with everyday routines . These widows have also

found it necessary to make adjustments that include their

nurturance of a positive self - image . The attempt to

understand widowhood , then , involves trying to uncover some
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very basic and essential social constructions of people

ggdealing with loss that include the development of

strategies devised to contend with both the external changes

that loss provokes , as well as the internal alterations that

invariably accompany this transition .

The Process Applied

Organization of the data supplied by this group of

women yielded a set of understandings about the ways in

which widowhood is experienced and managed . Due to the fact

that the informants in this study were limited to a

circumscribed economic strata , age classification and

cultural group , it can be argued that delineation of this
L.

process falls short of producing substantive theory .

Indeed , since economic resources , for example , can

contribute significantly to a person's ability to handle

just about any type of problem , it may prove difficult to

generalize these findings to other classes of widows without

further comparative research .

However , it may be academically useful to speculate

about whether or not other life - transitions may be

understood , in part , in light of the management strategies

uncovered here . One might suspect , at the very least , that

people may react emotionally with some similarity when a

drastic change in their taken - for - granted world takes place .

In actuality , the informants , themselves , drew comparisons

between their own situation and that of women who are single
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due to divorce . Although tending to express some difficulty

in identifying with women who had lost husbands under very

different circumstances , they did acknowledge that both they

and their divorced counterparts shared some psychological ,

as well as practical , consequences .

Biographical shocks like those associated with finding

oneself alone and unmarried whether due to death ,

abandonment or by personal choice can create a climate of

distress in which old identifications become obsolete and

inapplicable to one's current state of affairs . It seems

reasonable to suspect that this status transition , whatever

its cause , may launch the participants into a major life

course reevaluation in which they , as they progress through

stages of recovery , may change dramatically . Painful

uncertainties about who one is and where one is going very

probably transcend the type , circumstance and genesis of the

loss itself .

It was demonstrated that , in order to resolve any

doubts about themselves and their position in the social

world , it became necessary for the widows which were studied

to " let go " of the past in order to get on with the future .

It may be , however , that divorced women , as opposed to

widows , may have to take into account somewhat different

emotional and circumstantial conditions when trying to

" distance " themselves from the relationship they must leave

behind . While the widow may be treated with sympathy , the

divorcee may be held accountable and , perhaps , culpable .

Since divorce is somehow synonymous with failure and does
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not correspond to our family oriented societal norms , she

1

may feel stigmatized and socially marginal , making it even

more difficult for her to attend to the business of

restructuring her identity .

Seeing how important it is for the widow to view

herself as blameless in order for her to secure sufficient

" closure , it would seem that those who may be less

sympathetic in society's eyes may have to work even harder

at presenting a positive picture to the world around them .

It would be interesting to see if and how a group of women

undergoing a dramatic life transition and who may , at the

same time , be stigmatized attempt to design a memory of the

past which will corroborate their present innocence , the

public proclamation of which might prove necessary for the

!

adoption of a positive self - image . One could speculate

that , while the widow might tend to present an idealized

version of her marriage and husband , the divorced women

might have more invested in seeing and presenting her

marital history as having been inevitably flawed .

It also seems possible that women going through a

divorce and trying to get back to functioning successfully

may also have to devise strategies by which they can

redirect their thoughts from excessive preoccupation with

their dilemma . It is conceivable that this task may be as

difficult , if not more complex , then that which their

widowed counterparts have to contend . Losing a husband to

divorce may conjure up quite paradoxical emotions and

memories , ones that may reflect good and bad times , as well
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as anger and regret . Just having to work through such

conflicting emotions may make relief from the tyranny of

memories an even more challenging endeavor .

Since " closure " for the widows interviewed also

included having to attend to the instability of auxiliary

relationships that were operative at the time of their

marriage , an investigation into the viability of the social

networks that existed concurrently with the divorcee's

marriage might provide some comparative material of

interest . Because significant others play such a pivotal

role in the maintenance or , in these cases , the

reconstruction of an identity , the possible breakdown of

social relationships which might accompany these status

changes is a contingency of great interest . Surely ,

divorced women must also be subjected to the idiosyncrasies

of the " couple's world " to which the informants in this

study make frequent reference .

Lacking a spouse , the widows interviewed report feeling

as if they are an outsider in a society that seems to be

designed to accommodate only twosomes . Divorcees , however ,

may have the added burden of truly being in a deviant

position in that , additionally , a certain judgmental stigma

may be attached to the status they now inhabit . While

simply not having a partner may contribute to experiencing

structural constraints when relating socially , the

embarrassment of being stigmatized may result in

self - imposed withdrawal from social contact . In certain

instances , the public exposure of intimate details of one's
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private life during a divorce may also contribute to social

disengagement since it may become impossible to limit

impression management to " front " regions only .

Consequently , the divorcee's friendships which may have

flourished during the marriage may have even more of

tendency to become problematic then do the one's which these

widows have reported as exhibiting great mutability .

If , indeed , the divorced woman involves herself in some

of the same " closure " techniques as does her widowed sister ,

it would be interesting to discover whether or not she also

engages in " individualizations as well and , if so , what form

it takes . Equally as interesting , in the case of widows , as

those strategies chosen for identity - restoration is the

finding that family is not considered the optimum source of

social support . Because divorcees will often be younger

than the widows studied here , their children, may not have

become adults and may require more care than they are

capable of giving in return . Decisions may not be as

individualistically made and may often revolve around the

needs of the children rather than fulfilling the personal

requisites of the mother . However , children could

conceivably supply emotional support and / or , at the least ,

lend meaning and direction to the lives of women who must

make a myriad of other life changes .

Interestingly , the widows studied here were quite

divided as to whether or not they see remarriage as a method

by which they seek to build a new identity . Particularly

those who still see themselves as married to their former
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husband are uninspired to enter the dating arena and often

apprehend it and potential suitors as wanting . It could be

hypothesized that divorced women , particularly those who did

not seek the divorce or who , at least , would have preferred

it not to have become necessary , may even be more likely to

remain emotionally attached and unavailable . Certainly ,

just as widows need time to successfully complete adequate

closure of the relationship , those women who have not

anticipated and , therefore , are unprepared may have to make

necessary adjustments in thinking before they can visualize

alternative male companionship and / or remarriage as being

viable methods of recovery .

The development of peer relationships in this study

emerged as an extremely important method of developing the

self . Because relationships with family , old friends and

male companions can be unavailable , empathetically

inadequate and / or capable of conjuring up social conventions

that are not , in the time of need , rewarding , widows often

look to women like themselves to share their circumstances

and influence their view of themselves . Divorcees , too , may

find rewarding social interaction with women with whom they

share common experiences . On the other hand , divorced women

will not increasingly encounter other single women just by

virtue of their growing older . Consequently , access to peer

interaction may be more problematic for women who are

undergoing an age irrelevant status transition like divorce .

Lastly , the positive aspects of the widows '

transformation in this study suggest that it is possible to
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profit in some ways from even very painful , traumatic

occurrences . Although not easy and certainly never

complete , the informants here who have involved themselves

in the " distancing " process view the change they see in

themselves as essentially positive . The determination of

whether or not other life - transitions such as divorce can

lead to ego - advancement may shed even more light on the

continual process of caring for and nurturing one's personal

identity .

Obviously , widowhood and divorce are not the only two

life - transitions that result in raising questions about

one's identity . Similar survival strategies may conceivably

be applied in other instances of loss as well . Although not

as easily comparable , losses such as the loss of a job or

retirement , the loss of health or the onset of a disability

and the transition from adolescence into adulthood might be

made more understandable by the application of and

comparison to the model of restoration which has emerged

here . The new reality these widows have artfully

constructed and generously made explicit in this research

project may potentially have the power to guide future

examinations of other , equally intriguing , life - transitions .
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APPENDIX A

Research Intent

In partial fulfillment of the requirements for a
doctoral degree at the University of California at San
Francisco , it is my intent to conduct a number of
interviews with women who have been widowed . The questions
asked will center around these women's personal feelings
about their experiences , including their social
relationships and activities . The interviews will last
approximately one hour and will be conducted at the home of
the participants or at another location of their choosing .

I have had a long standing interest in research into a
variety of social issues , including those dealing with
women , aging , marriage and the family and volunteerism . I
have received an A.A. degree in Nursing from Long Beach
City College in Southern California , a B.A. and a Masters
in Sociology from the California State University at
Hayward . I am presently pursuing a doctoral degree in
Sociology at the University of California at San Francisco .

Although an increasing number of women are becoming
widowed , there does not appear to be an abundance of
sociological research into the experience of widowhood ,
particularly the type of research which asks widows
themselves to describe their own experiences . Therefore ,
it is my belief that the discipline of sociology , as well
as those women who are widowed , will , ultimately , benefit
from more research attention paid to this important area .

The final manuscript will be presented as a doctoral
dissertation and will be prepared for publication . Strict
confidentiality will be conscientiously maintained . No
identifiable information about the participants will be
used in any way .

Your support is greatly appreciated .

Laurel L. Smith , M. A.
1690 Heartland Court
Concord , C. A. 94519
687-5897
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APPENDIX B

Demographic Characteristics

Age

Range :
Average :

57-74
65

Length of Widowhood

Range :
Average :

1-21 years
7 years

SES

( observationally estimated )

Middle :
Upper Middle :

70 %
30 %

Employment Status

Retired : 50 %

Employed Outside : 7 %
Home Employment
Primary : 43 %

Religious Affiliation

Protestant :
Catholic :
Jewish :

61 %

32 %
7 %

Marital Status

Remarried :
Widowed 2x :

2 informants
i informant
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Organizational Involvement

Highly Active :
Mod Active :
Min Active :

35 %
35 %

30 %

Family Availability

Not Available : 10 %

Interest in Remarriage

Not Interested : 27 %

Foreknowledge of Death

Expected :
Unexpected :

66 %

34 %
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APPENDIX C

PERMISSION FOR INTERVIEW

THIS INTERVIEW IS BEING CONDUCTED AS PART OF AN

ONGOING RESEARCH PROJECT WHICH WILL BE A PARTIAL

FULFILLMENT OF THE REQUIREMENTS FOR A DOCTORAL DEGREE IN

SOCIOLOGY AT THE UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA AT SAN FRANCISCO .

IT IS COMMON FOR MANY WOMEN TO EXPERIENCE WIDOWHOOD .

CONSEQUENTLY , I BELIEVE THIS IMPORTANT AREA DESERVES MORE

RESEARCH ATTENTION THAN IT HAS BEEN GIVEN . IT IS MY DESIRE

TO DISCOVER HOW YOU FEEL ABOUT YOUR EXPERIENCES AS A WIDOW ,

INCLUDING YOUR RELATIONSHIPS AND YOUR ACTIVITIES .

I WOULD LIKE YOUR PERMISSION TO TAPE RECORD OUR

CONVERSATION . THIS INTERVIEW IS CONFIDENTIAL AND NO

IDENTIFIABLE INFORMATION ABOUT YOU WILL BE INCLUDED . I

WILL ALSO BE TAKING NOTES WHICH WILL AID ME IN

UNDERSTANDING THE TAPED MATERIAL . YOU ARE WELCOME TO HEAR

THE TAPE OR READ THE NOTES AT ANYTIME .

IF YOU DESIRE TO STOP THE RECORDER TO ADD SOMETHING

OFF THE RECORD , YOU MAY DO SO BY PUSHING THE " STOP " BUTTON .

YOU ARE FREE TO LEAVE QUESTIONS UNANSWERED IF YOU DESIRE

AND MAY TERMINATE THE INTERVIEW AT ANY TIME .

AGAIN , I WANT TO EMPHASIZE THAT YOUR PRIVACY WILL BE

PROTECTED .

Laurel L. Smith , M.A.

I GIVE MY PERMISSION FOR THIS INTERVIEW TO BE
RECORDED . I MAY STOP THE INTERVIEW OR WITHDRAW FROM THE
PROJECT AT ANY TIME .
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APPENDIX D

( Original ) Interview Guide

Demographic Information :

Age
Place of Origin
Length of Residence
Length of Widowhood

Foreknowledge of Death
Cause

Employment Status and History
Education
Religious Affiliation
Marital Status

Widow Organization Involvement
Kinds of Activities

Length of Membership
Timing of Involvement
Reasons Behind Involvement
Source of Referral

Other Organizational Involvement and Activities
Family Information

Proximity
Children
Grandchildren
Frequency of Interaction

SES ( observational determination )

Friendship Information
" I'd like to talk a little bit about friendships and
other relationships in general . '11

Describe current friendships :
Duration
Activities
Proximity
Marital Status
Frequency of Contact
Age
Gender

Define friendship

Give qualities and attributes that make a good friend .

Ever disappointed by a friendship ?

Compare Friends and Family
Frequency of Interaction
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Activities
Difference in Function

When first widowed , who called upon for assistance
and what type .

1

1
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APPENDIX E

( Revised ) Interview Guide

Demographic Information
( Not necessarily asked in order )

Age
Place of Origin
Length of Residence
Length of Widowhood

Foreknowledge of Death
Cause

Employment Status and History
Education

Religious Affiliation
Marital Status
Widow Organization Involvement

Kinds of Activities
Length of Membership
Timing of Involvement
Reasons Behind Involvement
Source of Referral

Other Organizational Involvement and Activities
Family Information

Proximity
Children
Grandchildren
Frequency of Interaction

SES ( observational determination )

Additional Questions ( if not elicited by background
questions )

.

When first widowed , who was of assistance and what
type given ?

May I ask you to tell me a little bit about your
husband's death ?

Have you dated since becoming widowed ?

What are your feelings about remarriage ?

Has your life changed since becoming widowed and how ?
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APPENDIX F

Initial Sorting According to :
Factors which Promote Building Own Social World

A.

B.

c.

D.

E.

2 .

Attitudinal disposition toward and deficiencies in
family support
1 . Geographical and emotional unavailability
2 . Persistence of the mother role
3 . Lack of empathy
Societal discrimination against widows
1 . Individual
2 . Organizational
3 . Business
Societal Attitudes Toward Grief
1 . Time limits
2 . Privatized
Internalized Feelings of Deviancy
1 . Comparing self with others
2 . Visual reminders of aloneness
Difficulties with married acquaintances
1 . Widowed women seen as threat

Considered morbid reminder
Relationship with married structurally unbalanced

4 . Widows perceived as deviant , needing of correction
5 . Loose married friends

6 . Married people's inability to empathize
Positive peer experience
1 . Mutual understanding because of shared experiences
2 . Validate normalcy
3 . Widows have acquired a new positive dimension
Negative attitudes toward dating remarriage
1 . Value independence
2 . Identify strongly with first marriage
3 . First marriage disappointing
4 . Fear of jeopardizing assets
5 . Feel marriage more desirable for men
6 . Dating difficulties

a . Men looking for younger women
b . Incongruent dating standards
C. Uncomfortable in singles settings
d . Want companionship without strings

3 •

F.

G.
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